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Dec. 2
23 shopping
days to Christmas

Girl Scouts
to sponsor
food drive
The Girl Scouts of Murray
and Calloway County will be
collecting canned and non-perishable food items Dec. 4 during the Christmas parade. All
of the food collected will go to
Need Line.

Virtual U
popular at
state level
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The,Ctimmonwealth Virtual University is popular.
FOr real.
More than 500 students have
already enrolled for spring 2000
term classes, which was the
goal for the secorlel semester
of the conglomeration of online, video and television courses offered by Kentucky's public colleges, universities and a
smattering of schools elsewhere.
.More than 160 courses will
be offered, a giant leap from
the 22 offered this term.
Virtual U. was created by
the 1997 higher education
reform initiative from the General Assembly as an alternative to the bricks-and-mortar
classrooms that are so hard
to reach for the hundreds of
thousands of Kentuckians.

Powell Co.
water low
FRANKFOR1, Ky. (AP) —
The reservoir that provides
water to 12,000 people in Powell County is dangerously low,
said the state Natural Resources
Cabinet.
,
I
The state natural resources
Division of Water estimates that
there is only a 12-day supply
of water remaining in the reservoir used by the Beech Fork
Water Commission to serve
Stanton, Clay City and the Powell Valley Water District.
That announcement came
Wednesday.
As a result, the state Division of Water has approved a
plan that allows the Beech Fork
Water Commission to temporarily pump water from the
Red River into the reservoir
possibly as soon as Friday.
The water just needs to be
tested.
Ni./•/
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Mingers sue MSU officials
Copyright 1999
Murray Ledger & Times
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The parents of Michael Minger
are suing the Murray State University Board of Regents, MSU's
housing director and its associate
vice-president of facilities management, alleging they are respon-

sible for the wrongful death of
their son in last fall's dormitory
arson fire.
In the action filed Wednesday
in Calloway Circuit Court, John-.
ny and Gail Minger of Niceville,
Fla., say their son faced discrimination because he was net allowed
to live outside the dormitories
although he had a disability

The lawsuit, filed by lead attorney Jennifer Jordan Hall and David
Leightty, both of Louisville, also
accuses the regents, housing's Paula
Hulick and Dr. Dewey Yeatts of
hiding or failing to inform Michael
and his parepts of- information
about safety in Hester Residential
College.
•
Specifically. the Mingers claim

they were not told that a fire on
Sept. 13, 1998 - five days before
the blaze that killed Michael - on
Hester's fourth floor was arson.
.The Mingers are asking for
unspecified damages kir the loss
of their son's companionship and
affection; his pain, suffering and
humiliation; his loss of earnings;
punitive damages; costs and attor-

LEXINGTON, Ky..(AP) — A radio executive eagerly claimed
victory after his company and its partners bid a stunning $17.65
million for the right to broadcast University of Kentucky men's
basketball and football games for the next five years.
The offer by Clear Channel radio, WKIfT-TV and Lexington-based rights syndicator Host Communications was $65(),000
higher than the only other bid, submitted by Cumulus Media
Inc., owner of WVLK-AM. Though it still must be accepted
by UK, Clear Channel's Lexington general manager, Keith
Yarber, was jubilant Wednesday.
"From all indications, it looks like we clearly won the bid,"
he said.
Under its current, four-year contract with Host, WVLK and
WKYT, UK is receiving $9.22 million,..r $2.3 Million annually. Host's new offer represents a 53 percent increase, to fights
payments of $3,53 million annually.
Asked whether Clear Channel, the nation's largest radio company, would be able to turn a profit with such steep payments,
Yarber said he thought so, but admitted that non-economic factors figured into the bid.

• See Page 2

Phone company
wants tax on
local goverments
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — As local government utility
boards move into the Internet, data and even voice communication services, the telephone companies already in the market
are beginning to complain about the competition.
It's not that BellSouth is afraid of competitors, it's just that
local government utilities have an unfair advantage, said Ron
Geoghegan, director of telecommunications for BellSouth.
Geoghegan also warned legislators that the state risked losing substantial sums of money in tax receipts if more municipal governments got into the business. Geoghegan said there
were at least 11 community utilities pondering offering such
services.
Geoghegan on Wednesday pitched the idea to legislators that
municipal utilities that want to get into telecommunications
should pay an 8 percent excise tax, which would be roughly
equivalent to' what private companies pay the state:
"It would be at least a step toward more fair competition,"
Geoghegan told the Subcommittee on Tax Policy Issues.
In Frankfort, Geoghegan said, BellSouth paid about $600,000
in taxes on the services it sold to local customers. Local utilities are not charged state income taxes, Public Service Commission fees or other taxes.
BellSouth paid $33.5 million in state and local taxes in 1998
on sales of $424 million in Kentucky. That roughly 8 percent

II See Page 2

ney's fees; and a jury trial.
John Rail, MSU's general counsel, said Wednesday morning that
he had not yet been served a copy •
of the lawsuit.
The Mingers' lawsuit accuses
the university and the listed employees of:

• See Page 2

Anthem
settlement
for health
activities

Companies bid
for UK sports

BEHNAHU KANt/Leager & limes photo
HANGING OF THE GREEN...Facilities management worker Tommy
Kimbro hangs a large wreath over the doorway of Pogue Library
as part of Murray State University's holiday decorating.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Forty-five million dollars being
paid by health' insurer Anthem Inc.
to settle a lawsuit would be parceled
out indefinitely for health-related
projects.
That would be fitting, Attorney General Ben Chandler said
Wednesday.
The lawsuit was over assets of
the former Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Kentucky, originally a
nonprofit health plan,.which Indiana-based Anthem acquired in
1993.
Chandler claimed the assets were
"charitable" because Blue Cross'
mission had been to promote public health.
The lawsuit was part of a larger national battle over conversion
of nonprofit . Blue Cross insurers
and- nonprofit hdtpitals by new
owners ‘kho are more profit-minded.
Chandler was seeking $230 million. Both sides said the settlement, roughly 1,9 cents on the
dollar, was mutually beneficial
'because it averted a drawn-out court
fight.
"It's a business decision," Jim
LeMaster, president of the Kentucky subsidiary, said in a news
conference with Chandler. "It made
sense to get it over."

Companies want lessAlue-cured tobacco
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — U.S.
tobacco companies indicated that they
intend to purchase less flue-cured
tobacco next 'year, which could be a
warning sign for another possible quota
cut for burley growers in Kentucky.
The tobacco manufacturers told
the U.S. Department of Agriculture
on Wednesday that they intend to
purchase 286 million pounds of fluecured tobacco next year, 12.5 percent less than this year's buying
plans.

Such a drop in flue-cured purchases could translate into a 30 percent quota cut for North Carolina
growers, and signal a similar cut for
Kentucky's farmers.
Purchasing intentions are a primary component used to set fluecured and burley tobacco quotas —
the amount of tobacco farmers can
sell each year.
will
be
Flue-cured
quotas
announced Dec. 15; burley intentions
are due by mid-January,_ and burley

quotas will be set Jan. 31.
"Things look pretty gloomy," said
Bob Tarczy, USDA tobacco economist. "This foreshadows a substantial- drop for burley as well."
Burley markets opened Monday,
and in the first two days more than
19 million pounds, or 32 Percent of
the tobacco sold, went to the "pool"
— the surplus bought by the Burley
Tobacco Growers Cooperative at the

III See Page 2

Uranium plant operator
still lacing scrutiny
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Tonight...Mostly cloudy. A
30 percent chance of showers
late. Low around 50. South
wind 10 to 20 mph.
Friday...A 50 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Variable cloudiness. High 60 to
65.
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
COOKING WITH CLASS...Calloway County High School cooking students Miranda Conner and Jamie Dowdy measure and add ingredients to a cherry pie
recipe during teacher Janice Dees' cooking class Wednesday afternoon.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — A decision
to continue doing business with Russia
isn't the end of uncertainty for U.S.
Enrichment Corp. Still to be determined
.is what cost-cutting will mean to the
company's 3,800 • workers in Piketon,
Ohio and Paducah, Ky.
The company sees a substantial gap
ahead between the worldwide price for
the grade of uranium used by utilities
and the price it must pay for uranium
extracted from old Russian warheads.
USEC, decided Wednesday that in the
long run, backing out of the Russian
buyback program would cost more than
the company expects to lose to depressed
market prices.
William Timbers, USEC's president
and chief executive officer, said the company would work to cut costs and ask
Russia for lower uranium prices in the
next contract.
USEC asked the federal government
for a $200 million subsidy to make up
for the unanticipated profit gap, but negotiations over an aid package have been
hung up. Energy Secretary Bill Richardson had been insisting in those talks that
any federal aid be coupled with a promise to keep workers on the job.
The company has said laying off more
workers was under consideration despite
using buyouts to trim the workforce by

about 500 this year.
The congressman who represents the
Piketon workers said he believes that
insistence was what stood in the way of
a deal when talks were at.their most pitched
prior to the congressional recess.
"Although there's an obligation to continue operating ,the plants (through 2004)
there's no obligation to operate them at
.,a certain level of employment," said Rep.
Ted Strickland, D-Ohio.
Strickland is one of many congressional critics of USEC and the terms
under which the former government entity was turned into an investor-owned
company.
House Commerce Committee Chairman Tom Bliley, R-Va., has assigned
some of his staff to investigate the privatization deal, and public hearings on
issues related to privatization are likely
early next year.
Continuing with the Russian deal will
not diminish the committee's interest in
scrutinizing USEC, Bliley said: "This
announcement does not mean the problem has disappeared."
Bliley believes The Clinton administration should have planned for the problems that led USE(' to ask for a subsidy.
USEC has maintained that it wants to
continue doing business with Russia.

•
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• Mingers
dyslexia, attention deficit disorder
and problems with space perception and orientation.
Because of his disabilities, living in Hester was "unsafe for
Michael and life-threatening, in
that he was unable ... to find his
way to safety in the event of
emergencies," the lawsuit said.
Michael Minger and his parents asked that he be allowed to
live elsewhere, including off-campus, the lawsuit said.
But the defendants denied the
requests, thereby discriminating
against Michael by failing to reasonably accommodate his disability and by not providing information
about the dorm's safety of his
housing - specifically, the Sept.
13 fire.
The lawsuit is among four legal
actions filed by Michael Minger's
family stemming from his death.
One of the them, a complaint
to the _ state Board of Claims by
Gail Minger, has been voluntarily
withdrawn, Hall said in a tele=
phone interview Thursday morning..
Hall said she made the motion
to Withdraw Nov. 22 and learned
Wednesday that it would be grant•
ed.

From Page 1

5.

• Violations of federal disability, fair housing and rehabilitation
laws and state civil rights laws.
• Failure to install fire protection systems, such as spnnklers,
in dormitories at the time of the
Sept. 18 fire.
• Failure to report a previous
arson fire, which happened near
the same spot on Hester Residential College's fourth floor five days
before the fatal blaze, to the state
fire marshal's office.
• "Deprivation of life, liberty
and property without due process of law."
The lawsuit also accuses MSU
and Hulick of fraudulently inducing Michael Minger to enter a
housing contract, which, it alleges,
obligates the university to provide
"safe and appropriate dormitory
housing."
Hulick is accused of making
"untrue representations" to Michael
and his parents about the contract;
hiding or not telling them facts
concerning safety in Hester; and
giving a false impression about its
safety.
The Mingers also want temporary and permanent •injunctions
requiring the defendants -.to Comply with the federal Fair Housing
'Act,the federal Americans with Disabilities Act, the state Civil Rights
Act and applicable state fire safe- From Page 1
ty laws.
The lawsuit claims Michael USDA-mandated pnce if no one
Minger met federal and state def- else buys it. Pool stacks also figinitions of a disabled or handi- ure into the quota formula.
Rod Kueg.el, president of the
capped person because he had
co-op, predicts it will have to buy,
200 million pounds of burley, and
Attention
that, in addition to the 185 million pounds already there, could
rs
Shoppe
Kmart

"We didn't think it was the
appropriate place to bring those
claims," Hall said. Asked where
the appropriate place was, Hall
replied. "We just did it," referring
to the latest lawsuit.
The Board of Claims complaint
accused two MSU employees of
negligent acts that resulted in
Michael Minger's death, Hall said.
It mirrored claims filed in a
federal lawsuit in May by Owensboro attorney Charlie Moore.
That action accused David Wilson, MSU's associate housing director, of negligent misrepresentation
for allegedly downplaying the
severity of the Sept. 13 fire.
The lawsuit also accused thenPublie Safety director Joe Green
of negligence for allegedly failing
to properly protect Hester resi•
dents.
A federal judge in September
dismissed the lawsuit,
Hall is handling the appeals of
that decision in the U.S. 6th Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincin;
natl, where she worked after graduating from Harvard Law School.
- Hall also is handling Gail
Minger's federal products liability
lawsuit, which was filed in September.

In the Kmart December 2 1999 mich5ee.
ad circular, on page 5 features the
Nintendo 64 Game 'Spice Invaders"
This item will not be available due ic "-e
manufacturers delay in shipping
We regret any inconvenience ms may
'7usIon,e's
have caused

DEPARTMENT HEADS

EVENING
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From Page 1
sum is how BellSouth came up
with its proposal, Geoghegan said.
Geoghegan said he did not know
how much tax money might be
at risk across the state.
Rep. Mark Treesh, R-Owensboro, said he 'was sympathetic to
the, fairness matter, but he said it
(..60nsumers that pay the taxes,
ny1 the companies anyway.
Joe Ewalt' of the Kentucky
League of Cities said Geoghegan
raised a "red herring" because few

SEARS
The New Maytag
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Two Separate Ovens
One Complete Meal.'
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ty and WVLK, which has aired
Wildcat games for all 52 years it
has existed and had been a partner with Host in bidding for UK
broadcast rights since 1974.
UK director of public relations
Lloyd Axelrod said the school's purchasing director, Gary Link,-would
review the bids to make sure they
comply with UK's requirements. He
said Link, himself and other mem-

bers of the UK administration
would then decide which offer
constitutes the "best value" for
the school, a decision which he
said can take into account more
than just money.
It was not immediately clear
whether Clear Channel would retain
Ralph Hacker as the radio playby-play announcer for UK men's
basketball.

communities are considering the
jump into high tech.
"We feel like the prime reason
that costs are so different is we
are nonprofit and they are forprofit," said Jerry Deaton, a
spokesman for municipal utilities.
The municipal utilities reacted
even more strongly to a proposal
from Geoghegan that the Public
Service Commission should regulate everyone in the market.

The community operations are
now exempt, but Ewalt said consumers have "even a more direct
say over municipal utilities through
their city governments. Ewalt said
PSC regulation also costs money
that would be passed along to consumers.

• Phone ...
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II UK spc\rts

"There is the prestige factor,"
he said. "This has always been a
push next year's burley quota cut dream for us."
to 34 percent.
If successful, the Host bid would
Burley exports, the third com- move UK radio broadcasts to two
ponent of the quota formula, are Lexington stations owned by Clear
down as well, Tarczy said.
Channel, WLAP-AM and WBULThe amount of flue-cured tobac- FM. And it would end a long
co that can be grown has been association between the universicut in half from I billion pounds
just two years ago to less than
500 million pounds next year.

KENTUCKY LOTTERY
Sponsored By:

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Chestnut
HOLIDAY STROLL...Murray State University students cross the footbridge over
afternoon.
y
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"We just don't see some enormous threat to siate resources,"
Ewalt said.
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Argument leads to fight, arrest
Staff Freport,
Murray Ledger & Times
What reportedly began as an argument about a woman became a
physical confrontation that sent one
man to the hospital and another to
jail.
Jeremy Scott, 21 of North 12th
Street, was treated for bruises and
cuts, including some that required
stitches, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital then released
Tuesday night following the incident, a hospital spokesman said.
Scott told Murray police about 7
p.m. Tuesday that he and Jason R.

Malone got in an argument after
Malone carne-to his bouse,--an-MPD
press release said. Detective Sgt.
Eddie Rollins said the argument
supposedly was about a woman.
When Scott asked him to leave,
Malone allegedly grabbed a metal
pipe and began hitting him in the
arms and head, then left, the release
said.
Malone later came into the police department, where he was arrested and charged with second-degree assault, a Class C felony. He
was released later that night on a
$2,500 surety bond.
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Fires damage house, building

Pictured above: Phil Starks presents
Nathan Hall and sons with a set of
Monessen Gas Logs. Mr. Hall's name was
drawn as Murray Supply's Grand Prize
winner during their 8th Annual Customer
Appreciation Sale last weekend.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
County fire officials believe an
electrical short-circuit caused a fire
that damaged a house on Kentucky
94 East.
The owner, Glen Fritts, nearly
had the fire put out when eight Calloway County Fire-Rescue in four
trucks arrived Tuesday night, a
CCFR spokesman said.
The blaze began about 11 p.m.
in a wall near a fireplace where
some repairs and remodeling was
being done and damaged the wall
and part of the attic, the spokesman
In another report Tuesday, 13
firefighters in five trucks worked a
brush fire that destroyed an outbuilding and about two acres of
Goodwin Road property owned by

Jeff English, another CCFR
spokesman said.
The building, which contained a
riding lawn mower and a log splitter, was on the ground by the time
firefighters arrived, the spokesman
said.
A brush pile had been burning
that morning and was thought to be
out, but it apparently rekindled
about 9 p.m.

CLARIFICATION
In a story regarding Murray
State University's residential colleges published last week, incorrect information was given. The correct information is that James I.
Schempp is retiring as faculty head
of Elizabeth College.

Home Fashion Center

—
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The funeral for H. Ed Chrisman
will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at University Church of Christ, where he
was a member and former deacon.
Hollis C. Miller and Alan Cooper
will officiate. Singing will be by
the church singers.
Pallbearers will be Chad Chrisman, Brad Chrisman, Jason Chrisman, Cary Chrisman, Barry Grogan
and David Taylor, active; T,ommye
D. Taylor, Robert Hendon, Harold
Speight, John Ed Scott, Wayne
Williams, Howard Koenen and
members of the Murray Rotary
Club, honorary. Burial will follow
in Woodlawn Cemetery, Nashville,
Tenn.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8
p.m. Friday and at the church after
noon on Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to University Church of
Christ or the Ed Chrisman Tennis
Fund, do Racer Foundation, P.O.
Box 756, Murray, KY 42071.
Chrisman, 85, Murray, died
Wednesday, Dec. 1, 1999, at 1:55
a.m. at West View Numing Home.
He was owner of Chrisman
Rocket Popcorn Company and had
the Texaco distributorship in Murray after moving here 33 years ago.
Prior to that he was an executive
with Dunn and Bradstreet, Greenville, S.C., and vice president of
Blevins Popcorn Company, Nashville. He served in the U.S. Army
from 1942 to 1945.
Chrisman, a tennis player of 63
years, served on the Murray City
Council; was a member and past
president of both the Murray
Chamber of Commerce and the
Murray Rotary Club; was a member and past president of the Four
Rivers Council of Boy Scouts of
America; served on the'Transportation Task Force of the Kentucky
Area Development District and
Murray-Calloway County Transit
System; was a member of the steering committee which successfully

Mrs. Shirley Ann Armstrong
The funeral for Mrs. Shirley Ann Armstrong will be Friday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of the Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev. A.L. Taylor
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Richard Duckworth, George Owens, Thomas Ray
Wilson, Jerry Wilson, Bolo Hutcherson and McArthur Kenley, active;
George Armstrong, Johnny Feagin, Wayne St. Clair, Patrick Wilson and
Larry Haynes, honorary. Burial will follow in the Hazel Cemetery.
Visitation will he at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight (Friday).
Mrs. Armstrong, 57, Hazel, died Tuesday. Nov. 30, 1999, at 12:20 a.m
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Retired from Emerson Electric, she was a member of Hazel United
Methodist Church.
Born March 19, 1942, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late Geney O'Neal and Hester McDaniel O'Neal. Two sisters, Dortha
Hughes and Bertie Mae O'Neal, three brothers, Rupert Garner, James
O'Neal and Thomas Garner, and one grandchild all preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, John Armstrong; six daughters, Mrs.
Melinda Curtis, Mrs. Betty Beshears and Mrs. Janet Wilson, all of St
Louis, Mo., Mrs. Patricia Bennett, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Tracy Feagin, Mayfield, and Mrs. Shirley Alexander, New York, N.Y.; three sons, Darryl
Brawley, St. Louis, Jonathan L. Armstrong, Orlando, Fla., and Michael
Webb, Atlanta, Ga.; five brothers, James Garner, Champaign, Ill.. Dee
O'Neal and Bobby Garner, Paris, and William O'Neal and Buddy O'Neal,
Tennessee; mother-in-law, Mrs. Ester Lee Kendal; six sisters-in-law,
Dorothy Armstrong, Gloria Rogers, Joe Ellar Hooks, Christine Tharpe.
Mary Lee Smith and Katherine Armstrong; two brothers-in-law, George
Armstrong and R.L. Armstrong; 15 grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.

The funeral for Wavel Osbron
will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Darvin Stom and
the Rev. Sammy Cunningham will
officiate. Music will be by Robert
and Diana Stubblefield, singers,
and Anita Johnson, pianist.
Pallbearers will be Roger Stubblefield, Jason McClure, Jeff
McClure, Ricky Knott, Keith
Corey, Martin Ridgley, Troy Wurth
and Louie Williams. Burial will
follow in McCuiston Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral
home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church Building Fund, 610
Dunbar Rd., New Concord, KY
42076.
Mr. Osbron, 85, St. Rt. 121
South, New Concord, died
Wednesday, Dec. 1, 1999, at 2 a.m.
at his home.
A retired farmer, he was a member, deacon and trustee of New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church. Born
March 16, 1914, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
A.R. Osbron and Florence Ferguson Osbron. Also preceding him in
death were eight sisters and brothers.

Jesse S. Ross
Jesse S. Ross, 91, Murray, died
Wednesday, Dec. 1, 1999, at 12:58
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
An electrician and welder, FIL
had retired from Catepillar Co. in
Peoria, Ill. A Navy veteran of
World War II serving on the USS
Wichita, he was a member of New
Providence Baptist Church. Mr.
Ross had published 12 books on
family genealogy.
Born Dec. 18, 1908, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the late
Robert Lee Ross and Mary Winnie
Retter Green Ross. Also preceding
him in death were four sisters, Beulah Holland, Katie Fox, Myrtle
Garland and Emma Josephine
Ross, and two brothers, John Ross
and Prentice Ross.
Survivors include one son, Edward L. Ross and wife, Linda,
Grantsville, Utah; one sister, Mrs.
Bertha Hendon, Murray; three
grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren 7 several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Sunday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. C.C.
Brasher and the Rev. Brett Miles

r

Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Hattie Moore Osbron, to whom he
was married on Aug. 25, 1934; four
daughters, Mrs. Dora Corey and
husband, Dana, Mrs. Brenda Stubblefield and husband, Glenn, and
Mrs. Lorettta Meador and husband,
Bobby, all of New Concord, and
Mrs. Marsha McClure and husband, Don, Panorama Shores; one
sister, Mrs. Berline Hopkins and
husband, Leo, Warren, Mich.; one

JESSE S. ROSS
will officiate. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral
home from 5 to 8 p.m. Saturday
and after noon on Sunday.
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brother, Rudolph Osbron, Rockford, Ill.; seven grandchildren,
Ricky Knott, Judy Williams, Roger
Stubblefield, Lisa Wurth, Robyn
Ridgley, Jeff McClure and Jason
McClure; twb stepgrandchildren,
Keith Corey and Craig Corey;
seven great-grandchildren; one
great-great-grandchild.
ILA
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H. ED CHRISMAN
located the National Scouting Museum in Murray; was a director of
the Murray Tourist Committee
which contributed to the designation of Murray as the RandMcNally No. 1 retirement area in
the United States.
He was married in 1937 to the
former Edine Blackford, who died
Aug. 10, 1994. One son, Larry
Blackford Chrisman, also preceded
him in death. Born Sept. 6, 1914, in
Nashville, he was the son of the
late H. Ed Chrisman Sr. and Leticia
Goodlett Chrisman.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Cynthia Ann (Cindy) Chrisman Veach, Murray; three sons,
Don Goodlet Chrisman and wife,
Ann, Las Cruces, N.M., Jerry
Wayne Chrisman, Murray, and Ted
Dudley Chrisman, Dallas, Texas;
one sister, Mrs. Dorris Tomkinson,
Pensacola, Fla.; 12 grandchildren,
Chad Edwards Chrisman, Bradley
Harper Chrisman, Jason Palmer
Chrisman, Julia Elizabeth Chrisman, Cary Robert Chrisman, Tiffany Chrisman Mercer, Benjamin
Daniel Chrisman, Kacy Chrisman
DeVillez, Matthew Hart Chrisman,
Candice Lauren Veach, David Edward Veach and Christina Ann
Veach; two great-grandchildren,
Phoebe Elise DeVillez and Grace
Natalie Chrisman.

Wave! Osbron

Hendon 0.(Doc) Wright, 90, West State Line, Fuhon, died Tuesday,
Nov. 30, 1999, at his home.
He was former owner/operator of Southside Drug in South Fulton,
Tenn., retiring in 1971 after 30 years in business. A'graduate of Alabama
Military Institute, he attended University of Kentucky and Washington
University at St. Louis, Mo. He was a member of First United Methodist
Church, Fulton, Fulton Lions Club, Rizpah Temple Shrine in Madisonville
and Roberts Lqidge of Free and Accepted Masons at Fulton.
Born Oct. 23, 1909, in Fulton County, he was the son of the late Dr.
Chester A. Wright and Blanche Freeman Wright.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Nelle McDade Wright, to whom
he was married Jan. 4, 1930; one son, Capt. Hendon "0" Wright Jr. USN
(ret.), New Concord; three grandchildren, Hendon "0" Wright III, Wendy
Walker Wright Wyatt and Penelope Flournoy Wright Moore; six greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Fulton. The Rev. Steve Cavitt will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Thomas D. Bigger, Col. William P. Reed
USAF (ret.), Parks Weaks, Hendon "0" Wright III, Capt. Hendon "0"
Wright Jr. USN (ret.) and Lt. Col. Robert Whitesell USMC (ret.).
Honorary pallbearers will be Morman B. Daniels Sunday School Class
of First United Methodist Church, Hunter Byrd Whitesell, David West,
Fred Homra, Senour Reed, Jeff Moore and Charles Wade Andrews.
Burial will follow in Greenlea Cemetery, Fulton, with Hornbeak Funeral Chapel, Fulton, in charge of arrangements.
Visitation will be at the church after 11 a.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to First
United Methodist Church, P.O. Box 1386, Fulton, KY 42041.
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Tis the season for pleasant surprises. Like paying less for your wireless with
HorneChoice'from GTE Wireless. You see, HorneChoice pocks a large number of
minutes into your choice of affordable calling plans. And you can use them over
a huge calling area - From Murray to Columbus to Ft. Wayne with no roaming.
Plus, GTE gives you the flexibility to change plans anytime you choose - so you're
always on the rate plan that suits you best But the really pleasant surprise is if
you sign up before Janary 5 your service is activated free of charge. For more

Substantial penalty for early
withdrawal. These annual percentage yields are effective
December 1, 1999.

CEO
WIRELESS

surprises, call 1 -800-804GTE.
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For information on corporate sales, call 1-800-897-3170

PeoplesBank
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Murray
Twin Lakes Office Products
516 Main St
(270) 753-0123

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch.
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
Story • Kroger Money Market • 767-BANK

1400-800-46TE

where service es
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Bush on offensive

The administration is guilty of
cozying up to China and not putting enough emphasis on human
rights, asserts the front-running candidate for the opposition party's
nomination, a governor with little
foreign policy experience. That's
the case now — as it was two
presidential elections ago.
But in 1991-92, the charge was
leveled by Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton. the Democratic contender,
President
Republican
against
George Bush.
Now, it's Texas Gov. George
W. Bush, a son of the former
president, who is accusing incumbent Clinton of being soft on
China.
In a speech two weeks ago that
focused on foreign policy, Bush said
the United States should treat China
as "a competitor. not a strategic
partner." He also said a Bush administration would help Taiwan defend
itself.
"We must deal with China without ill will — but without illuIts
sions," Bush said.
AND
A RE You
Yousz roes(&)Esricpç
Candidate Clinton also accused
our kr IN THIS KloTo
iSh
the Oval Office incumbent of giving short shrift to human rights
concerns and coddling despots.
"There is no more striking example of Mr. Bush's indifference than
his policy toward China," Clinton
In an age when the hottest culsaid in an October 1992 foreign
tural indicators are television propolicy speech in Milwaukee.
grams called "Who Wants to Be
Bush. the elder, was U.S. envoy
a Millionaire" and "Greed,' and
to Beijing before he was presithe • prevailing philosophy surdent — and his closeness with
rounding the poor is Scrooge-like
Chinese leaders was used against
CAL THOMAS
"Are the poorhouses still open?").
him by political rivals after the
the notion of serving one's fellov,
Chinese government's brutal crackSyndicated Columnist
man without government assistance
down on the Tiananmen Square
seems for many less attractive. as Republicans and their "heartless" items of furniture, provided serv- democracy movement in 1989.
ices and residential care to more
policies.
well as almost nonexistent.
When President Bush, perhaps
40,000 homelus mentally ill, bowing to some of this criticism,
than
are
banquets
Thanksgiving
These
20th
the
exit
to
As we prepare
century, we leave behind some- eXcellent opportunities not only conducted more than 725,000 counmade an election-year decision in
thing_precious from the 19th cen- for those in need, but for those seling sessions and welcomed
1992 to sell fighters to Taiwan, Clinho need to reach beyond polit- 250,000 volunteers.
tury the few remaining societies
ton scoffed: "Now, I'm a Baptist,
These rescue missions redefine so I believe in deathbed converand missions that once were the ical platitudes of the left and right
first -line of defense against per- and make contact with people who the word "needy." Sure, poor and sions. But this is amazing."
homeless people get fed, but the
Tetual poverty. The reason is that are less fortunate.
Even though foreign policy
well-off are fed, too, with a dif.opportudiverse
and
Creative
homeand
poor
the
treated
they
less not as incurable unfortunates, nities abound. The Miami Rescue ferent kind of nourishment. To bring
Mission is holding a block party. light and hope to a fellow membut as redeemable humans.is open to everyone. It fea- ber of the human family is one
that
Rep.- Joe Pitts (R-Pa.) writes to
remind me that this Thanksgiving tures meals, music, even haircuts. of the great gifts we can offer to
When the General Assembly
approximately 175.000 meals will and testimonies from people whose each other.
rewrote campaign finance laws in
about
complain
who
people
For
or
being
been
are
have
lives
be served to homeless people
effort at cutting the
the cost and inefficiency of big a valiant
nationwide as part of the Interna- restored.
of "money spent
amounts
obscene
The Light of Life Mission in government, volunteering even for
tional - Union of Gospel Missions'
governors of Kentucky, it
electing
Pittsburgh will bring dinner to sen- one day at a rescue mission proGreat Thanksgiving Banquet.
was generally agreed even among
in high-rise developments. They vides a blessing one cannot buy.
iors
Rescue
More than 150 Gospel
ardent supporters of the reform
Missions throughout .the country. will be aided by members of the In fact, some of the greatest acts that the new system was hardly
of redemption occur at these places.
will celebrate with a feast for our Pittsburgh Steelers football club.
perfect and would have to be refined
If you've never visited a res- over time and experience.
In Clinton. Iowa, the Victory
most vulnerable men, women and
children. These are the left-behind Center Rescue Mission has invit- cue mission, there may still be
The 1995 election of Democfor whom a rising Dow Jones ed a polka band made up of local time to call and volunteer. At a rat Paul Patton over Republican
Industrial Average is merely print pastors to play dunng the dinner. minimum, it will add to your own
Larry Forgy, both of whom agreed
Last year, rescue missions served considerable list of things for which
on newspapers that many use to
to limit their spending in the pri38 million meals (roughly equiv- to be thankful, and in many cases
cover themselves at night.
mary and general election in
The homeless disappeared as a alent to California's population), a homeless person will for the exchange for partial public financgroup in the public mind about distributed more than 24 million first time in years experience grat- ing of their campaigns, clearly
the time the Clinton administra- pieces of clothing, provided 12 itude in his or her own heart.
reduced the overall amount spent
In an age of conspicuous con- in comparison to earlier gubernation took office in January 1993. million nights of lodging, graduDuring the Reagan and Bush years. ated more than 15,000 homeless sumption, one day at a rescue mis- torial elections.
the press fixated on the homeless. men and women into productive sion might reveal that the person
It also resulted in charges by
strongly suggesting. and in some living, provided more than 150,000 we think is in need of redemp- Forgy that Patton's campaign sought
cases directly asserting, they were medical and dental services, gave tion is not the poor homeless per- to circumvent the reform law. That
the fault and responsibility of more than 200.0(X) families 735,000 son but ourselves.
led to a lengthy grand jury investigation, indictments against two
Patton aides and two Louisville
labor union officials, and a court
ruling dismissing the indictments.
And because there is a continNov. 16 — The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma have to explain why they're opposed to it.
uing appeal of that ruling, the
City, on minimum wage:.
whole issue of Patton's first elecNov. 17 — Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm. SweIt's late. but congressional Republicans finally
tion could go on well into or even
may have learned something about dealing with den, on U.N. arrears of United States:
after his second term in office.
The unwillingness to pay is disgraceful. If you
Bill Clinton, at least on one issue. For weeks ClinThe problem, of course, is that
ton and his Democratic allies, chiefly Sen. Edward have joined an organization and accepted its regeven when Democratic and RepubKennedy of Massachusetts. clamored for a hike in ulations, then you also have to respect the existlican slates for governor and lieuing rules, U.N. top legal adviser Hans Corell has
the federal minimum wage.
tenant governor agree to limit their
It's a favorite issue of liberals and labor unions, said. He argued the American course of action
spending in exchange for public
an easy way to grab headlines., But it's a burden was 'breaking international law' and didn't hesimoney, the parties have no conto small, businesses that often can't absorb the tate to call the situation 'a tragedy.'
straints on their spending, nor do
Now, it is announced that a compromise has
costs — and to the would-be workers whose jobs,
interest groups that support one slate
as a result, are eliminated or never come into been reached. The United States will pay part of
or another.
being in the first place. For now a minimum wage its debt, provided that allotments to organizations
Efforts in other states to put
hike is dead, thanks to Senate Republicans. What's that perform or support abortions are limited. The
limits on political party spending
interesting is how they killed it — by passing it. deal is seen as a success for the Republicans.
in elections have been met with
The Senate last week voted 54-44 to approve
One reason that the agreement, which still is
universal court rejection.
a three-step increase in the minimum wage, to preliminary, came through is said to be a threat
So the state Registry of Elec$6.15 by March 2002. Yet Clinton hinted he would that the United States would lose its vote in the
tion Finance, the agency that is
veto the measure if it cleared the House of Rep- Security Council. However, it's hard to believe
responsible for policing the camresentatives (not expected this year).
that such a threat would be realized.
The pressure on Washington must be heavy, but
To Bill Clinton, small entrepreneurs,family-owned
stores and shops are "special interests." And he one has good reason to question whether formal
sneers at legislation that would make health insur- sanctions would be the right path. Isn't the risk
Send letters to P.O. Box
ance more affordable for many people earning the on the contrary apparent that Congress will become
even more hostile to U.N. if the United States is
minimum wage he wants to hike.
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
On this issue Congress finally holds a winning deprived of its vote?
They may also be faxed
Even if the influence in the Security Council
hand. Generally speaking, everybody is "for" increasto (502) 753-1927 or eing the minimum wage, but it's foolish not to would remain intact, the relations between the U.N.
mail them to mlt@murthink about its real-world economic implications. and Washington would deteriorate. And the U.N.
rayledgencom
and to try to help the impacted businesses and is, for better or worse, dependent on an active
entrepreneurs. It's Clinton and the Democrats who American participation.

Who wants to do it?
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issues don't usually rate high at er statement about American prinelection time, unless there's a cri- ciples and interests."
While criticizing Clinton for not
sis in the world directly affecting
Americans, China policy has taking a harder line on China,
Bush supports China's entry into
become one for Republicans.
In fact, virtually the entire GOP the World Trade Organization. At
field, as well as Republicans in the same time, he said he would
Congress, are attacking Clinton's hold China to its promise to open
its markets and suggested that
China policy.
For more than a year, con- China's membership in the intergressional Republicans have been national trade organization would
seeking to make an issue out of open the way to Taiwan's entry
U.S. satellite technology transfers as. well.
Bush's comments have already
to Beijing, alleged theft by China
of U.S. nuclear secrets and Chi- drawn scorn from Beijing.
China's admission to the WTO
nese contributions to the 1996 reelection campaigns of Clinton and is a hotly contested issue in Congress, especially among House
Vice President Al Gore.
"If you look at the polls, the Democrats — largely because of
issue of China has no leverage at organized labor opposition — but
all. It may be backfiring on them," less of an issue on the presidensaid James Thurber, a political sci- tial campaign trail.
Among Democrats, both Gore
ence professor at American Uniand Bill Bradley support Chinese
versity.
Conservative publisher Bill Kris- membership.
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
tol, who was part of the Bush
administration as chief of staff to Bush's principal rival for the GOP
Vice President Dan Quayle, said nomination, also favors China's
George W. Bush "has declared entry into the WTO, while Repubindependence from his father's lican publisher Steve Forbes would
condition WTO membership on
China policy.
"He's moved to a policy of improvement in China's human
while rights record.
much more confrontation
In attacking Clinton's China poiClinton, ironically, has wound up
icy, Bush was "trying to prove a
following President Bush's China ,
'governor can grapple with foreign
policy."
Still, Kristol said, the younger affairs," said University of VirBush's statements on China con- ginia political scientist Larry Sabatain "some tension and uncertain- to. "It also helps his support on
ty. I'm not sure he's worked it the Republican right. And there's
got to be some delight in it for
out entirely in his own mind."
}Cristol said that China, alone, him, and for his father."
Still, Sabato said, the issue of
doesn't work as a potent camChina "didn't elect Clinton and it
paign issue.
"It has to be framed as a broad- won't elect Bush."
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Letters...

money being given to political
campaigns.
So far, there isn't any evidence
of a taxpayer revolt over the practice, even though it has only been
used effectively in one election
(the 1999 election was, of course,
an aberration.)
Still, there's a big difference
between giving tax money to campaigns and giving it to political
parties.
What happens, for example, to
the other constitutional officers?
They don't run on the slate with
the governor and lieutenant governor, so can we expect to see
huge amounts of unrestricted party
money being raised and spent to
promote Republican and Democratic candidates for state auditor
or treasurer on the assumption that
people will vote the entire ticket?
All of this, of course, may be
purely academic.
The Registry's proposal has to
pass the General Assembly, and
even if the Democratic-controlled
House were to pass it in some
form, there isn't much likelihood
the Republican Senate will follow
suit.
Republican leaders have fought
partial public financing of gubernatorial elections from the beginning.
They aren't apt to switch sides
to pick up a million in public
funding for party activities.
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paign spending law, recently came
forth with a novel approach to
bring party spending in gubernatorial elections under control.
In legislation prepared for the
2000 General Assembly, the Registry will ask that public money
be given to the two political parties if they, in turn, will agree to
limit the amount of money they
spend trying to elect a governor
and lieutenant governor.
The proposal calls for $1 . million in public money each to the
Democratic and Republican parties if they each raise $1 million
privately and agree to spend no
more than that on a gubernatorial election.
A party would be eligible to
receive matching public money if
it raised as little as $210,000 in
private contributions.
While Patton is said to favor
the proposal, Republicans already
are lining up against it.
Ellen Williams, chairwoman of
the Republican Party of Kentucky,
calls the proposal "ludicrous."
She said, "I don't think the taxpayers of Kentucky would want
to fund governor's slates and then
turn around and fund the Republican and Democratic parties."
But during legislative wrangling
over partial public financing of
gubernatorial debates, the same
argument tvas made that the taxpayers would never stand for their
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Legislation sparks debate
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Former State Senator Greg Higdon was the guest speaker at the recent meeting of the Calloway
County Retired Teachers Association held at the West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Higdon presented an overview
of the issues involved in health insurance.
Jim Frank, president of the
CCRTA, invites all retirees who receive an annuity from the Kentucky
Teacher Retirement System to attend the noon buffet luncheon
meeting on Monday at Pagliai's.
A Christmas musical program
will be provided'by Oneida White.
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GREG HIGDON

Attend the Murray Rotary

"An Old Fashioned
Murray Christmas
Parade"
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Decorations for the Christmas holidays are now being seen at
many homes in Murray and Calloway County.
Leaving the office Tuesday about 4:30 p.m., I went west on
Parklane Drive and stopped for the stop sign at Catalina. As I
looked both ways, I was awed to see a house on each side of
Parklane on Catalina decorated with many lights for the holidays.
Other homes were decorated. I always enjoy each year seeing
the decorations on the house of the Paul Jerry Lee family on Woodgate Drive. When I arrived home,I was impressed with the decorations on the homes of our neighbors, Bobby and Jo Watson and
Alvin and Anna Usrey.
The planning and placing of these decorations is a great task.
Just think how long it takes and the patience to string those lights
in their special places

West View plans activities
Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

Full & Self Service
Oil Changes
Tire Rotation & Repair
Car Wash

753-5227

We Care About Your Car"
S. 12th (next to Calloway Inn)
753-0066
A..

The Murray Christmas Festival - 1999
presente by the
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Mr and Mrs. Jerry Wayne Gilliam
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-Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens will have its
nnual Christmas potluck supper in the Cypress springs Restaurant dining room on Friday at 6 p.m. This meeting replaces the regularly- scheduled first Monday meeting. There will be music and Santa will be present. All current and former members are invited to come, bring a dish,
and eat with the group.
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Rudolph and Gilliam
vows are solemnized
Shelley Dawn Rudolph of Murray and Jerry Wayne Gilliam of
Cerulean were married Saturday, June 5, 1999, at 6:30 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Drs. Jim and Holly Rudolph of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andy Rudolph of Reidland and of Mrs. Vivian Rendleman and the late Howard Rendleman of Lone Oak.
The groom is the son of Jim Gilliam of Cerulean and Mrs. Ann
Gilliam of Hopkinsville. He is the grandson of Mrs. Louise Knight
and the late Kayo Knight and of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gilliam, all of
Hopkinsville.
Dr. Greg Earwood of Georgetown officiated' at the ceremony. Music
was by Sara Wawrin, soloist, and Carol Thompson, accorripanist. Ceremony music was provided by a string, quartet consisting of John
Steffa, Nancy Steffa, Mel Gilhaus and Karen O'Daniel.
Given in marriage by her father, the bride wore a short sleeve,
white satin gown featuring a beaded bodice and full skirt. Here veil
was attached to a white bandeau in her hair. She carried a cascading bouquet of roses, lilacs and ivy.
Ju Lee Peterson of Pembroke was the Maid of honor. Bridesmaids
were Leslie Waugh. Nashville, Tenn., Ella Hakanson, Murray, Danielle
Konnerth, St. Louis, Mo., and Julie Sheets, Farmington, Mo.
The flower girls were Kayla Ferrell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tim
Ferrell of Paducah and McKensie Tucker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jackie Tucker of Murray.
Matthew Buffington of Murray was best man. Groomsmen were
Jason Gilliam of Murray, Michael Adams and David Berry of Hopkinsville, and Jay Sheets of Farmington.
Ushers were Brian Rudolph of Birmingham, Ala.. Marcus Reed of
West Frankfort, Ill., Van Henson of Benton and Shannon Jackson of
Wingo.
Program attendants were Alex Adams and Ali Adams.
A reception followed at the Murray Country Club.
Servers were Ami James and Lisa Harrison of Murray, Melinda
Vice of Franklin, and. Larenda Ferrell of Paducah.
The couple is now residing in Cadiz.
The new Mrs. Gilliam is a 1996 graduate of Murray State UniversitY with ,a bachelor's_ degree in elementary education. She is
employed by the Fort Campbell School System as a kindergarten
teacher.
Mr. Gilliam is a 1997 graduate of- Murray State University with a
bachelor's degree in agriculture. He is employed as the agriculture
technology coordinator at Hopkinsville Community College.
The rehearsal dinner was hosted by the groom's parents at Dumplin's
Restaurant, Murray.
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Tree Decorating was held Wednesday as one- of the activities for the
residents of West View Nursing Home. Caroling by members of South
Pleasw Grove United Methodist Church will be tonight (Thursday) at
6:30p.m. Friday's events will be a devotion by the Rev. Jim Simmons
at 10 a.m. and Craft sale in the back dining room at 2 p.m. The public is •
invited to attend the craft sale.

Holiday event starts at Playhouse
Playhouse in the Park will present "Scrooge's Christmas Carol," a
humorous musical adaptation of the classic Dickens' tale tonight
(Thursdays), Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. through Dec. 18 and Sundays at 2 p.m. through Dec. 12. For reservations and more information
call the Playhouse in the Park reservation line at 759-1752.

Renaissance Feaste scheduled
The Murray State University Renaissance Feaste will be Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 6:30 p.m. each evening at Ordway Hall. The MSU
Chamber Singers will.be attired in full renaissance costumes as they
perform madrigals and carols from the period. Many other carols and
holiday songs will be sung by various choirs and soloists. This is a joint
production by the Department of Music and the Department of Speech,
Communication and Theater Both veietarian and non-vegetarian
meals will be served. Seating is limited and tickets must be made in advance by contacting Marion Hale in the office of Dr. Ted Wendt, dean
of College of Fine Arts and Communication at 762-4516..

Christmas event at Opry
Kentucky Opry at Draffenville will present its 12th annual -Old
Fashion Country Christmas" on Friday and Saturday and on Dec. 10,
I I, 17 and 18 at 8 p.m. A matinee performance will be Dec. 12 at 3
p.m. The "New Year's Millennium Show" will be Dec. 31 from 8 p.m.
to midnight. Group rates are available. For reservations call 1-270-5273869.

Poinsettias have arrived
Calloway County Homemaker4 Council will be distributing the
poinsettias sold by club members today (Thursday) from 2 to 9 p.m.
and also on Friday in the Fellowship Hall of the First Baptist Church,
South Fourth Street, Murray. For information call Judy Stahler at 7537387.

Oaks event on Saturday
The Oaks Couples Bridge Club will, have its annual Christmas dinner on Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Oaks Country Club. All members are
invited to attend. For more information call Sid or Terry Shertzer at
436-5400.

Special events on Saturday
Murray Rotary Club will have its annual ham breakfast on Saturday
from 6 to 9:30 a.m. at Pagliai's on Chestnut Street, Murray. The Rotary
parade will follow starting at 10 a.m. at 10th and Main Streets, preceding to the downtown-area, according to Rotary club information released. Holiday photos with Santa will be made at Murray Main Street,
306 Main St., after the parade until 12:30 p.m.

Hazel plans open house
The annual Christmas holiday open house will be held in the antique
shops in the town of Hazel on Saturday. For information call 492-8896.

BUY 1 - GET 1 50% OFF SALE! BUY 1 - GET 1 50% OFF SALE!

Theatres

zad 444,die,

1008 Chestnut St.
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only
•

GET?

BUY 1

50% OFF!!!
STOREWIDE

(2nd item equal
or lesser value)

December 2-9
Aton.-Sat. 9-5
Southside Manor
605B South 12th St., Murray, KY
(270)753-3456

-1
0
0
0-0
-11
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11111111141‘
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The annual Christmas luncheon for the ladies of the Murray Country
Club will be Dec. 8 at 11:30 a.m. at the club. Reservations at $12 per
person must be made by Dec. 6 by calling Rainey Apperson at 7537590.

Fruit cakes now on sale here
The Claxton fruit cakes are now on sale at Storey's, D & T Foods,
Kroger and Owen's as a part of the fund-raising efforts of the Civitan
Club. Both one pound and two pound cakes are available. Funds are
used to help WATCH. For information call John and Rowena Emerson.

SHOP MURRAY FIRST
FOR GREAT HOLIDAY PRICES
•

Program Information
Call 753-3314

'I

'I

SAME EXCELLENT SR

The Essential
'Massage Therapy -Facials •AVID
& OPt Aromatherapy • Sugaring
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BUY 1 - GET 1 50% OFF SALE! BUY 1 - GET 1 50% OFF SALE!

Toy Story 2
G- 1:00 - 3:20 - 7:00 - 9:20
End of Days
R - 1:05 - 3:30 - 7:05 - 9:30
The World Is Not Enough
PG13 - 1:05 - 3:45 - 7:05 - 9:45
Sleepy
Hollow
•
•R- 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:15 - 9:25
•
The Messenger:
•
R - 9:15
Pokemon
G - 1:00 - 3:00 - 7:00
The Bachelor
PG13 • 1:25 - 3:35 - 7:25 - 9:35
Bone Collector
R - 1:20 - 3:45 - 7:20 - 9:45

Ladies luncheon at local club

1311

alcohnscan Blvd.

7"43T-1/3Tait
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Six local

andgridders

junior defensive back
Adam Scott
Staff Report
Daniel Gamer.
Murray Ledger & Times
The Tigers placed senior defensive tackSix local high school football players
Renaldo Hill and sophomore tailback
le
selecall-state
1999
have been honored with
tions by the Kentucky Associated Press. Anthony Cogdell on the honorable menCalloway County placed four on the tion squad.
Danville offensive lineman Josh Jaghonorable mention list while Murray High
added two. The all-state high school foot- gers led all vote-getters and state title
ball team was selected by state sports contenders Bryan Station and Highlands
placed three players each on the team.
writers, editors and broadcasters.
Named from the takers were senior . Jaggers, a second-team all-state selecoffensive lineman Josh Burchett. junior tion last year as a junior, only improved
quarterback Tony Ryan, senior kicker in 1999, coach Sam Harp said. .

named all-state

"He got stronger, he got better foot
speed and I think his -best football's still
ahead of him." Harp said.
In spite of missing two games completely with a strained knee and playing
at what Harp estimated as 70 percent of
his capabilities in Danville's last two playoff games, Jaggers • still was named on
more than t ee-quarters of the ballots
cast by statej sports writers, editors and
broadcasters.
"He's just a tough kid," Harp said of
the 6-foot-4, 290-pound Jaggers. who plans

to attend Kentucky. "You'd have to kill
him for him not to be in there."
In spite of his intention to accept Kentucky's scholarship offer, Jaggers continues to be pursued by Tennessee. Colorado and Michigan State, among others,
Harp said.
"He's not wavering at all," said Harp,
whose own son, Chase, is a tight end at
Kentucky. "He bleeds the blue."
Also attracting high-level recruiting
attention from Kentucky, Ohio State, Notre
Dame and other traditional powers are

the three Highlands defenders voted first
team, all of them juniors: lineman Ben
Scott; linebacker Brent Grover; and defensive back Brett Hamblen.
One year after offensive stars Jared
Lorenzen and Derek Smith propelled Highlands to a perfect season, 13-1 Highlands
has done it with defense and is back in
Saturday's Class AAA title game.
-Coach Dale Mueller recalled Grover
and Hamblen setting the tone early in a

See Page 7A

Spartans
outplay
Tar Heels

Barkley, Rockets sour
after OT loss to Suns
By The Associated Press
After playing three straight overtime
games. the Houston Rockets are tired and
cranky.
Charles Barkley lashed into the referees,. coach Rudy Tomjanovich was frustrated and Steve Francis injured his ankle
in Houston's 128-122 dotible-overtime loss
to the Phoenix Suns on Wednesday night.
"That's the 10th game out of 12 losses that we were ahead in the fourth quarter," Tomjanovich said. "It's sad because
there's so. much. positive."
Barkley, called for a foul while rebounding a missed free throw by teammate
Kelvin Cato. with 3.5 seconds left in the
first overtime, placed all the blame on Mathis, one of seven officials reinstated by
the NBA after they resigned last year following charges of tax violations.
"We lost the game because of one reason — Mike Mathis," Barkley said. "I
ain't going to say nothing else. He's a
bad official. He's been bad the whole
time I've been in the league. He cost us
the game, and I hate that he's, back in
the league."
The Suns' Rodney Rogers was ejected with 44.4 seconds left in regulation
on a play that tied the game for Houston, and Francis left the game with an
Injured left ankle 24 seconds later....

"There were a lot of controversial calls
in different directions at the end," Phoenix
coach Danny Ainge said. "I'm sure they're
not happy with some, but we weren't
happy with some either."
In other NBA games, it was the Lakers 93.Golden State 75; Miami 90, Philadelphia 83; Denver 100, Detroit 96; Portland 94, Charlotte 90; Indiana 96, Vancouver 89; and Cleveland Ill, Washing-'
ton 108.
Cliff Robinson scored a season-high
25 points for the Suns, including 4-of-5
on 3-pointers. Penny Hardaway had. 21
points, eight assists and eight rebounds.
Jason Kidd, despite a 5-for-1.9 shooting
night. had 17 points, 10 assists, eight
rebounds and four steals.
Tom Gugliotta scored four of his 19
points in the second overtime for Phoenix.
Gugliotta scored inside and Hardaway
sank a 3-pointer to start the second overtime, and the Rockets never caught up
again.
Lakers 93, Warriors 75
Shaquille O'Neal had 28 points and
23 rebounds, and Kobe Bryant scored 19
points in his first game of the season for
host Los Angeles.
Bryant also had six rebounds and three

By The Associated Press
Nobody had a bigger challenge
in the Big Ten-ACC Challenge
than Michigan State.
The eighth-ranked Spartans
"faced the Atlantic Coast Conference's highest ranked team — No.
2 North Carolina — and it was
the home opener for the Tar Heels.
Michigan State also Was without returning All-America guard
Mateen Cleaves, who has become
the country's most famous cheerleader with a broken foot.
All that made Michigan State's
86-76 victory Wednesday night
very impressive.
"We were outplayed and out-.
coached. I thought they were
tremendous," North Carolina coach
Bill Guthridge said. "When they
get Cleaves back, I can't imagine
how good they'll be."
The Spartans (4-1) were led by
Morris Peterson's career-high 31
points as they handed the Tar
Heels (3-1) their first home-openloss in 71 years and snapped
ing
SURLY CHARLES-The. Rockets' Charles Barkley was upset with the officiat- their 55-game non-conference
• See Page 7A
ing in Houston's 128-122 double-overtime loss to Phoenix Wednesday.
home winning streak.
"We got a chance to show the
country we could come down here
and beat one of the best teams
in the country," said Peterson, who
because
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Victories 'by North Carolina
Louisville averaged 37.5 points per game, that they are," Smith said. "So that is a
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — 'Louisville Louisville fans he hopes will accompany
tied for fourth nationally, and ranked sev- group of tough, hard-working kids that are State and Florida State on Wednescoach John L. Smith is headed home to the Cardinals to Boise.
day gave the ACC a 5-4 victory
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play in the Humanitarian Bowl
Smith said he didn't expect to make it in the inaugural challenge with
last week and a half from people in Idaho game.- Boise State amassed 413.2 yards per
familiar foe with a similar style.
home, but expected plenty of hometown the Big Ten.
. The Cardinals will take on Big West that are big supporters of John L. that were game.
to make the four- to five-hour drive
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game.
champion Boise State in the Dec. 30
said. "They are going to throw the heck to Boise to attend the game, set for a 3 teams Wednesday, it was No. 4
which will feature high-powered offenses like to support us." Jurich said.
Arizona 86, Brigham Young 62;
The Cardinals (7-4) finished tied for sec- out of the football, just like John L. does. p.m. EST kickoff. The game will be telethat rely on the pass.
ESPN2.
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dinals a Liberty Bowl bid.
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Both teams boast strong passing attacks, against Boise State, said he expected a uncertain when Conference USA officials lob- No. 22 DePaul 104, Chicago State
quipped.
But Louisville athletics director Tom Jurich led by Louisville's Chris Redman. the NCAA wide-open offense and a tough man-to-man _bied to get Louisville a return appearance 57; and No. 25 Gonzaga 71, Boise
State 55.
predicted a warm reception from fans of I-A recordholder for career pass attempts defense from tie Broncos.
Michigan State finished with a
"They are a group of guys that have • See Page 7A
the Idaho Vandals. Jurich even coined the and completions. and Boise State's Bart
43-28 rebound advantage and held
the Tar Heels to 33 percent shooting in the second half. They had
shot 67 percent in the second half
so far this season.
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FUTURE STARS: Members of the Calloway County Middle School seventh-grade football team recognized at the
team's recent award ceremony are: front row, from left,
Tyler Mason, coaches award; Chris McGraw, offensive
Most Valuable Player; and Peter Thackston, defensive
Most Valuable Player; back row, Bryan Coles, academic
award; Brett Welter, academic award; Mason Thomas,
academic award; Kye Sells, best special teams player;
and Jacob Young, academic award.

From Page 6A
41-24 playoff win last month over
Dixie Heights.
"Their first series, they complete a pass over the middle and
Brett just completely dislodges the
guy from the ball and Brent recovers it and that just set the stage,"
he said.
Chuck Smith, who led 14-0
Boyle County to Friday's Class
AA state title game, was the voters' choice as the state's coach of
the )(tar.
"When we first started this year,
I didn't know what to expect,"
Smith said."As the year progressed.
I realized these kids were demonstrating a strong character and a
refuse-to-lose attitude."
Two of Smith's defensive mainstays, brothers Bobby and Travis
Leffew, were first-team selections,
at linebacker and defensive lineman, respectively.
Bobby Leffew, a 6-5, 235-pound
senior, set a school record for
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From Page 6A
assists in 30 minutes as the Lakers won their fourth straight.
* Chris Can and Mookie Blaylock led the Warriors with 13
points each.
Heat 90, 76ers 83
Alonzo Mourning had 28 points,
15 rebounds and seven blocked
shots as host Miami won its fourth
straight game without starting point
guard Tim Hardaway.
••
Rookie Anthony Carter had
Justin Gainey's 3-pointer with seven points and eight assists in
15 seconds left was the game- Hardaway's absence, including sevwinner for the Wolfpack. (4-0), eral key plays down the stretch.
Aaron McKie had 20 points
who trailed by as many as 12
and nine assists for Philadelphia,
points before rallying to hand the which had won three straight withBoilermakers (2-2) their first home out injured NBA scoring leader
non-conference loss in three years. Allen Iverson.
Anthony Grundy led North CarNuggets 100, Pistons 96
olina State with 18 points, and
Antonio McDyess had 24 points
Jaraan Cornell led Purdue with 16. and 11 rebounds and Raef-LaFrentz

Season tickets for Murray State's 11 remaining home games in the 19992000 men's basketball season are still available, according to Racer athletic director E.W. Dennison.
Lower-level reserved chairseats and bleachers are still available and on
sale in the Murray State ticket office in Roy Stewart Stadium. Also, reserved
parking at the Regional Special Events Center is also available to all Racer
basketball fans.
To order tickets. call MSU ticket manager Saundra Edwards at 270-7624895. To purchase reserved parking, call the MSU athletic office at 270-7626800.

• Spartans
From Page 6A
second half and trailed by as many
as 17 points.
No. 4 Arizona 86, BYU 62
Michael Wright had 19 points
and 10 rebounds for the Wildcats
(5-0) as coach Lute Olson got his
400th win in his 17th season at
Arizona. Mekeli Wesley had 24
points and 10 rebounds for the
visiting Cougars (2-1), who had
been averaging 91.5 points.
No. 7 Auburn 65, Belmont 56
Mack McGadney had 15 points
and 10 rebounds and Chris Porter
'added 12 paints and 12 rebounds
for the Tigers (3-1), who won their
19th straight at home in rebounding from Saturday's loss to Stanford. Jay Lannin went 7-of-12 from
3-point range and had 27 points
- -fix-the Bruins (3-2).
No. 18 Tennessee 78,
Miami of Ohio 59
Vincent Yarbrough scored 19
points for the Volunteers (5-0),
who pulled -away from a 67-57
lead with an 11-2 run. Jason Grunkmeyer had 19 points, including
five second-half 3s, for the visiting RedHawks (1-2).
North Carolina St. 61,
No. 19 Purdue 59

Weber St. 84, No. 20 Utah 72
Eddie Gill had a career-high 25
points and Harold Arceneaux,scoreless in the first half, added 15 as
the Wildcats (3-1) extended their
homecourt winning streak to 26
games, Gill, a point guard, also
had 10 rebounds and eight assists.
Alex Jensen had 15 points for the
Utes_ _(22). who ,had 17 turnovers.
No. 21 Oklahoma St. 68,
Wichita St. 56
Alex Webber had 20 points for
the Cowboys (5-0), who scored
the game's final 15 points, seven
by Desmond Mason. Darrin
Williams had 14 points and 17
rebounds for the visiting Shockers (2-1), who led 56-53, then
missed their final seven shots and
committed three turnovers.
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From Page 6A
in the Motor City Bowl. That
would have put Houston in the
Humanitarian Bowl, giving Con"If they had a choice, they'd
ference USA four teams in the pick Marshall because They would
postseason, joining Southern Miss, want a shot at them," he said.
East Carolina and Louisville.
"But they're just happy to be in
Smith said his team wanted a a bowl. So let's go play. At least
possible rematch with Marshall, we're playing a league champion
which plays Western Michigan in and that's good for us. And we
the Mid-American Conference know they're good."

trray

Co.

iy

-A college basketball matchup so
f2,00d...ESPN's coming to Murray to
see it."

Murray State

Northeast Division
T-RT
L
W
14
9
3-2
14
11
11
9

9
8
12
15

Pts
33
31
28
24
20

2-1

6-0
2-0
1-1

Southeast Division
T-RT
W
L
13
8
2-2
Florida
11
Carolina
6-0
8
Washington
9
10
4-1
Tampa Bay
9
13
2-2

Pts
30
28
23
22
13

2-1
5
15
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
L
T-RT
15
7
3-1
Detroit
7
2-0
St Louis
7
15
Nashville
1•2
5
15
4-2
Chicago
Northwest Division
W
L
T-RT
10
Vancouver
9
6-1
11
Colorado
12
3-1
Edmonton
7
11
6-3
Calgary
8
14
2-0

Pts
34
32
17
16
Pts
27
26
23
18

Ornaments
For

* Fresh Cut Fraser Firs *
Live Wreaths & Garland

;
14

Sailing,

2000 Golf Passs
$3,000 worth of Golf for
only $35.00

A $35 donation to the
American Cancer Society
entitles you to free or reduced
greens fees at over 200
courses in Kentucky, Indiana,
Ohio, Alabama, Tennessee
and West Virginia.

Gardening

VISA

Additional passes - $25.00
Carts required but not included.

Call 1-800-480-GOLF
800 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.(EST)
Monday - Friday
or

Custom-made Bows,
Wreaths & Centerpieces
Flocked Trees
Hours: Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 1-5

Call 1-800-ACS-2345
24 hours a day, 7 days a week

1
i

Your neighbors
will never see the
price tag.
It's the most affordable Stihl chain saw you can buy.

The nation's No.1 home winning
streak is on the line.

Saturday,Decil,1999•2:30 pm

Are you readyforaSTIHL?
Number One Worldwide

Murray Home 8 Auto
Outdoor Division

Goo"ruir
3103

1624095

The Stihl 017 tl5995
chain saw w I
Avvwstihlusa.com

Detroit

Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 753-2571

•s.

Woodgrain Masonite Siding #2
$8.19 - 4'x8'
Quanities Limited —
Watch for upcoming ads
Prices good Dec. 1-14
\M I\

xi

•

. .

Dallas 3. Montreal 2
New Jersey 3, N v Rangers 2
Detroit 4 San Jose 2
Edmonton 3, Colorado 1
Tampa Bay 4 Anaheim 2
Today's Games
i
Philadelphia at Buffalo. 6 pm
Boston at Washington. 6 p m
Calgary at N.Y. Islanders, 6.30 p.m
San Jose at Pittsburgh, 6-30 p.m.
Toronto at Carolina, 630 p.m.
Nashville at St Louis, 7 p.m
Tampa Bay at Phoenix, 8 p.m
Edmonton at Vancouver. 9 pm
Friday's Games
Ottawa at New Jersey, 6.30 p.m.
Montreal at N.Y. Rangers. 6:30 p or
Florida at Atlanta, 630 p m.
Detroit at Chicago, 730 p.m.
Los Angeles at Anaheim, 9.30 p rn

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

r Your Christmas Place 7

Unique

Wednesday's Games

MSRP to, a
lirmted time

VS. '
6e

forlickelinfo

Toronto
Ottawa
Boston
Buffalo
Montreal

Pts
31
29
22
18
15

Pacific Division
W
L
T-RT
Pts
Phoenix
16
6
3-0
35
Los Angeles
14
7
4-1
33
14
San Jose
12
3-2
33
12
Dallas
11
3-1
28
Anaheim
12
12
2-1
27
Overtime losses count as a loss and a
regulation tie
Tuesday's Games
Ottawa 2. Chicago 1
Pittsburgh 4, Buffalo 1
Dallas 2, N Y Islanders 1
Carolina 4, Calgary 3
_.Phoenix 6, Nashville 3
Colorado 4, Vancouver 2

Prise) Buster Sal'

St.

!e St.

Trail Blazers 94, Hornets 90
Detlef Schrempf scored 18 points
and Greg 'Anthony hit two big
shots late in the game for Portland.
The Trail Blazers, coming off
their first home loss of the season Monday to Indiana, blew a
12-point lead to start the third
quarter and didn't cement the win
until the final minutes.

1=11.

Begiona/Specianyeifteeflter

LL

Grant Hill had 39 points for
visiting Detroit, which lost its third
straight.

==irWI

44 Straight ffins

Peay
/7:45

1406 N. 12th St., Suite G • (Next to Cain's)•(602) 759-5151
NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
T-RT
L
W
1 '.1
8
4-1
Philadelphia
12
New Jersey
8
3-2
Pittsburgh
8
11
3-3
3-1
N.Y Rangers
14
7
N.Y. Islanders
3-0
6
12

Atlanta

added 19 points and a key blocked
shot in the final seconds for Denver.
Ron Mercer also had 23 points
for the Nuggets, who played nearly the entire second half without
coach Dan Issel and Nick Van
Exel, who were ejected in the
third-quarter.

David Raffle'
,
Agent

"Ask Me About Life Insurance"

HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

Fishing,
championship game on Friday
night, but said his team was glad
to be in the post-season mix.
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tackles and provided a dose of maturity on a team in which seniors
filled just four of 22 starting spots.
Travis Leffew, a 6-4, 250-pound
junior, anchored the Rebels' offensive and defensive lines.
The Leffews are now an allstate dynasty at Boyle County —
older brother Chuck Leffew was
honored earlier this decade for his
offensive line play.
The multitalented Travis Atwell
pf Hancock County was the choice
at quarterback after a season in
which he ran for 37 touchdowns
and passed for 32 more, leading
the the Hornets to Friday's Class
A title game against Beechwood
with his burning competitivedesire.
"I was watching him play- pingpong one time this year and he
did not want to stop playing until
he won," coach Mark Peach said.
"That's the type of kid he is."
The Associated Press also contributed to this article.

Barkley ...

Racer hoops season tickets still available
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MSU professor
attends meeting

QUITE A COLLECTION Joshua Stewart is pictured at Wrather
West Kentucky Museum with his collection of Murray State
University basketball cards Stewart is a fourth-grade student
at East Elementary School. Cards in the exhibit include
Popeye Jones. Paul King and Cedric Gumm,

Den
Dee(rain91.11LRIOR\
Window Treatments • Carpet

Dr. Terry Foreman, associate pro- tiple oral traditions and other Chrisfessor of philosophy and religious tian writings.
This paper was Foreman's secstudies at Murray State University. presented a paper at the 1999 ond work on Lessing. His first,
Symposium of the International "Difference and Reconciliation:
Lessing Society earlier in the fall. G.E. Lessing as Partner in Ecuin menical Conversation," a chapter
University
at • Vanderbilt
in "Christian Faith Seeking UnderNashville..
The society is dedicated to standing: Essays in Honor of H.
understanding the work and influ- Jack Fortsman." was published in
ence of a hero of religious toler- 1997.
Papers at the 1999 symposium
ance in Germany, Gotthold Ephraim
Lessing, at the time of the Amer- were presented by scholars from
the U.S., Canada, Germany, France,
ican Revolution.
The society's meetings alternate Austria, Switzerland, Poland, Italy,
between Germany and North Amer- Israel, Armenia, China and Japan.
ica. The group's current president Most of the proceedings were conis John A. McCarthy, who teach- ducted in German.
Foreman's personal ties to Getes in the department of Germanmany
go back to his college days.
Vanat
ic and Slavic languages
derbilt. Next year the Lessing Soci- He participated in a National
ety,. Symposium will be held at Endowment for the Humanities
Summer Seminar in German LitHumboldt University in Berlin.
This year's symposium theme erature in 1977.
In 1993, Foreman served as reswas"The Reception of Lessing Outident
director of Murray State's
paper,
Foreman's
side Germany."
"Lessing's Search for Religious .semester abroad program at the UniTruth 200 Years On,"examined how versity of Regensburg, Germany.
Foreman came to MSU in 1975,
Lessing has recently become an
emblematic figure in current cul- after teaching philosophy at the University of California-San Diego
ture wars in the U.S.
Evangelical historical theolo- and Earlham College, and religians have viewed Lessing as the gious studies at Penn State. He
ZISN'. who began the liberal flight teaches courses in religious stud.fi-Orn the view that 4ie Bible is ies, philosophy and humanities. at
Murray State.
inerrant.
He has been active in the AmerSehOltrs of Christian origins
have haired Lessing for proposing ican Academy of Religion, has
[views confirmed by later achae- been a charter member and elec°logical findings — that the cur- tive officer of two of its groups
rent New Testarnent emerged dur- and a juror for annual awards for
ing several centuries alongside Mul- historical studies of religion.

LIVE NATIVITY SCENE - Pictured is one of the camels and his
keeper featured in the Live Nativity Scene to be held for the
15th year on Friday and Saturday from 6 to 9 p.m. at Coles
Camp Ground United Methodist Church. Six churches cooperate to give this ministry. Refreshments will be served and
there is no admission charge. Last year over 2,200 people
walked or drove through the scenes.

Film unimpressive to mountain residents

Upholstery -6 Bedspreads
- Furniture • Acc:essorie
i HI•

7::)()- 1 77

xv, come to you

Palm la Clark

HAZARD, Ky. (AP) — Many
mountain residents apparently
didn't see the national television

MORE BENDING.
Prd
v.
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r LEAVES

•

r MASH

documentary about eastern Kentucky, and only a few who watched
admitted liking it.
American Hollow was produced
and directed for Home Box Office
by Rory Kennedy, youngest daughter of the late .U.S. Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy.
It focuses on a year(1997) in the
lives of a Perry County couple with
13 children, many of whom still
live -- not in a hollow, actually —
but .on a sliver of land near BuCkhorn Lake State Resort Park at
Saul.
_"Well, I wish I'd known il had
been on," said Dr. Grady Stumbo,a
Hindman physician. "Unfortunately, I watched something more
heartbreaking than that — I was
watching UK lose to Dayton" on
Monday c \ ening.

r LAWN CLIPPINGS
floes Your Car Need

r GARDEN DEBRI:
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Sold in this area, at....
11AU
NT,
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SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
"Your Hometown Hardware Store"
206 E. Main St.• Murra
753-3361

Pick-Up
Rake

NO Niro*II

SALE

19.95

Some leaders in the region, like
Stumbo, said they do not subscribe
to HBO; others, also like Stumbo,
Said they watched the UK game
anyway.
Johnson County Judge-Executive Tucker Daniel called the film
"another classic example of the national media perpetuating the negative stereotype of eastern Kentucky. Another black mark."
Daniel's review appeared on the
mark at Hazard City Hall, where
Mayor Bill Gorman said he fielded
complaints Tuesday about HBO's
film.
_
One of those who complained
was Darlene Blair, 45.
"I feel they hunt for the worst,"
the Hazard health-care worker said.
"It's not all of us."
Gorman said he watched part of
the film before he switched over to
the UK game.
"The thing was just so out of
line with the realities of,what we
know here," said Gorman, a member of a wealthy, influential family.
"It was what would sell, rather than
what would educate. I used to be in
the TV business. I know how that
works."
Last spring, Kennedy said she
initially set out to examine welfare
reform in rural America, but
changed her mind after someone
steered her to the Bowling family.
"The film is very different than
what we set out to do," Kennedy
said. "Ultimately, it's a film about
people and stories and family and
community, and sort of the conflict
between modernization and tradi-

MELVIN'S
TIRE STORE

tional lifestyles."
There also are familiar glimpses
of Appalachian poverty, but the
film's central figures, tree Bowling,
69, and her husband, Bascum, 71,
have said they felt the film was an
accurate account of that year in
their lives..
Viewers see an Easter egg hunt.
A son spending 17 days in jail because the family could not raise his
bail. A family reunion. A granddaughter trying to leave an abusive
husband. Christmas dinner. A
child's evening bath in a home with
no running water. The futile romance of a teen-age grandson,
whose mood ranges from expletivefilled rage to despair while an uncle
tries to persuade him to leave the
mountains to find work.
Not everyone disliked the film.
Mimi Pickering, a Whitesburg
filmmaker, said she felt Kennedy
had a genuine respect and concern
for her subjects, who "come across
'as a strong family doing their best
to get by."
"You can't deny there are people in this area who are poor," she
said. "And -it seems a lot of people
get angry any time a filmmaker
shows people that are poor."
"I don't think that reaction is
helping at all," Pickering said. "it
would be nice if this kind of film,
and other films, got some discussions going on the problems in
eastern Kentucky and how to deal
with them."
HBO will show American Hollow again at 1 a.m. EST Friday.

Get Shelter's
broad protection
for your
mobile home

401N. 4th St.
762-0000

MURRAY

SIEARS

TOP SIX
BRAND NAMES

. IIIFRIGIDAIRE
PoolI

Amana.

OPEN EARLY
8 TO NOON
SATURDAY, DEC. 4TH

SHELTER MOBILE HOMEOWNERS POLICY
Find our how much protection you can provide for
your mobile home, out buildings, personal property,
additional living expense, and liability. Stop by or
call for more information.

We'll always
be there for you

Owned & Operated By Opal Hart
912 S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-2310
Store Hours: Sun. 12-5; Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Excludes Neptune, Gemini & Exceptional Values.

Og

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
Shelter Initurance Co.. Home Office 1817W Broadway, Columbia, MO 6521S
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RACERS
1999-2000 Murray State Racers
Ved.tgcj.dece4
ifloot aft gazer iptievid12 at

THORNTON
TILE and
MARBLE
612 South 9th St.

753-5719
Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
SEAFOOD the game!

nd his
or the
Coles
Doperd and
)eople

Photo supplies by Allison Photography

Front Row right to left: Rod Murray, Aaron Page, Aubrey Reese, Marlon Towns, Isaac
Spencer & Mike Turner. Back Row: Justin Burdine, Anthony Woodard, Josh Ramage,
Ray Cunningham, Chris Shumate, Antione Whelchel & Kevin Paschel.
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Murray State at Austin Peay

Game 5

Thursday. Dec 2, 1999 • 745 p m • Dunn Center/Dave Aaron Arena • Clarksville Tenn

The Ohio ValleyOpener

gg hunt.
jail beraise his
grandabusive
ner. A
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'tile roandson,
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Coming off a second-place finish at last week's inaugural Hoop & Quill Classic in St.
Louis, the six-time defending Ohio Valley Conference champion Racers open up defense
of their 1998-99 title at Austin Peay on Thursday evening. Murray State is off to a 3-1
start to the 1999-2000 season, having beaten Colorado-Colorado Spnngs, Rutgers and
Valparaiso and losing to Southern Mississippi.
Last Sunday's loss to Southern Miss in the finals of the Hoop & Quill Classic was Just
the second loss the Racers have suffered in the last three season prior to Christmas. In
1997, the Racers fell to Michigan on Dec. 24 in the first round of the Puerto Rico Holiday
Classic.

Racers meetoldrivalAustinPeay
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concern
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Back

753-6656
Chestnut St.
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Pos

Reg. Price $22.95
•

imaine
Murray
-0873
Ic TN

November
UC-Colorado Springs
Hoop 8 Quill CliUsiit26 vs Rutgers
2728 vs Valparaiso
vs Southern Mississippi

W.9043

19

W, 87-8.3
W, 78-56
L, 65-62

•

December
2
4
7
11

CAustin Peay
Deiroit (ESPN)
W Kentucky
Alabama State
Coors Classic - Mobile, Ala.
vs South Alabama
Sierra Providence Sun Classic
vs Kent
vs. UTEP or Rhode Island

28
29

745 pm
2 30 pm
7 00 pm
7 00 pm

4 00 pm
TBA

January
700 pm
4.00 pm
710 pm
700 pm
700 pm
7 00 pm
6.00 pm
730 pm
430 pm

Purdue University

3
8
13
15
18
20
12
27
29

gt UT Martin
Eastern Illinois
Southeast Missouri (Fox)
Austin Peay (Fox)
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead Slate
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee Tech

Give the Gift of Healthy Living!

8 CO pm

808 Chestnut St.• Murray
759-9622

MOVIE WORLD
IA SUPERSTORE
EVERYDAY SPECIAL

1
5
8
10
12
17
19
24
26
29

7 45 pm
7.00 pm
7.30 pm
7 05 pm
1.00 pm
7:30 pm
4:30 pm

@ Tennessee State
UT Martin
Tennessee State
@ Eastern Illinois
SE Missouri (ESPN2)
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead Slate
@ Middle Tennessee
© Tennessee Tech
OVC Tournament

All Movies

il.•3Fors7.95
Keep for 2 days

7:45 pm
7:00 pm
IBA

March
3
4

(01

TEIA
1:30 pm

OVC bourn (Semi)
OVC bourn (Finals)
AN Til7703Central

753-7670
Central
Shopping
Center

Sales & Rentals

14.1n.-Thiar.

10-11
n. & Sat.
10-12

No. Player

Ht.

Wt.

F
F

31
25

C

44

Ray Cunningham
Mike Turner

G
G

20
12

Aaron Page
Aubrey Reese

6-6
6-5
6-8
6-5
6-0

220
195
235
180
185

CI.
Sr
Jr
Sr
Sr
Sr

6-5
6-7
6-1
6-6

220
195
175
190

Sr
Sr
So
Fr

Isaac Spencer

Hometown
Montgomery. Ala,
Louisville. Ky.

RPq.
248

Nashville, Tenn
Austin, Texas
Auburn, Ala

65
6.0
170

Memphis, Tenn

00
47

138

Rag

FG%

8.5
8.8
4.3
3.0

607
568
24.2
29.6

60

364

118

829

00

00

000

00

13
15
10

667
545
308

3F0Yo Fr%
50.0 767
25.0 500
250 625
357 750

Off The Bench
•

759-3278

or

dirt
gritYirigliYES

Murray State Lineup

102 South 12th St. Murray

or

622 South 4th

Starters

Full Service

1.

AC11011

Murray State should get the much-needed services of Marlon Towns when it takes the
floor Thursday night in Clarksville. Towns,a 6-5 senior from Memphis who started 32 of
33 games last season, has missed the first four games of the season because he was serving
a suspension for violating team rules. Additionally, Towns was recovering from oil-season
loot surgery to repair a stress fracture_ Towns has practiced with the team for two weeks
and was on the bench at St. Louis, but was not in uniform.
• Senior Rod Murray, who missed the season opener vs. UC-Colorado Springs, saw
limited action off the bench in St. Louis due to a sprained ankle suffered in the first
exhibition game. Murray, who started every game a year ago, played in all three games in
St. Louis and averaged 15.3 minutes and 4.6 points per game.

$2.00 OFF
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RacerScliedule

16

Murray State and Austin Peay resume their heated rivalry for the 92nd time Thursday
evening in Clarksville. While the Racers enter the game 3-1, the Governors carry a 1-1
record into the game, having posted an impressive win at Arkansas State and falling to a
very underrated Belmont squad.
Clarksville has not been kind to the Racers in recent years, having dropped threestraight games to the Govs in the Dunn Center. MSLTs last win came on Jan. 27, 1996
\Oen the Marcus Brown-led Racers posted a 71-64 victory
SERIES: MSU leads the overall series 64-32. STREAK: APSU has a one-game winning streak vs. the Racers.LAST SEASON: MSU won the first game 89-58 in Murray,
then lost 80-72 in Clarksville.
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13
24
32

Marlon Towns
Rod Murray
Justin Burdine
Chris Shumate

Racer Signees
Murray State signed two players in the early
signing period in November With six
scholarships available for the 2000-2001 season.
the Racers expect to sign four more before next
season

Jamar Avant
6-7 • 230 • PF • Murphysboro. III.
Signed with Murray State on Nov.
II Plays
at
Murphysboro
High
School ..Averaged 20 paints and 15 rebounds as a junior at Murphysboro _Rated
the No 76 prospect in the nation by Basketball News Named one of the top 10
players in Illinois.

Roderick Thomas
6-N • 240 • PF • !Monroeville, Ala.
Signed with Murray State on Nov.
12. Plays at Southern Union (Ala ) Junior
College....Averaged 9 points and 6 rebounds
last season on one of top Juco teams in the
nation

SUPERCENTER
U.S. HWY. 641 NORTH

Montgomery, Ala
Savannah, Tenn
Louisville Ky

48
30

000 333
625 667
000 1 000

Racers In the OLIC
• Murray State, which has won 11 of the last 12 OVC titles, has fashioned a 146-35 I 811 record
in that span In the last two seasons the Racers have posted a 32-4 regular-season OVC mark .
winning a league-record 16 games in the last two years

DM You OW
• Blue Ribbon Basketball Report rated the Raiers No 39 in its preseason rankings"
• Murray State has a record of:1-2 prior to Chnstmas over the last three seasons"
• The Racers Sagann Rating coming into tonight's game is 34th'

The Streak
• MSU has a nation's best 4-4-game home winning streak. MSU took over the No 1
spot on Dec 8 when it beat Hanover 69-58 and Kansas' 62-game streak was snapped that same
night by Iowa . 85-81 The Racers earned over their success in Racer Arena when they opened
the new Regional Special Events Center with a win over SIU on Nov 14 Mars last loss came
on Feb 26, 1996 when they lost 80-65 to Austin Peay

Racer Basketballfacts
• The Racers have won 65 of their last 75 games with eight of those losses coming at the
hands of Duke. Michigan. Rhode Island, UNC-Charlone, Florida State, Saint Louis. Ohio State
and Southern Mississippi MSITs other three losses came at Austin Peas and at Middle Tennessee two sears ago and at UT Martin and Austin Peay last season Included in the wins were
victories over Dayton. Arkansas. lowa State Oklahoma. Rutgers and Valparaiso
• The Racers are 59-11 over the last three seasons (including 3-1 this season
• The Racers have won or shared 11 out of the last 12 OVC titles
• The Racers are 95 -1 since 1994 when scoring 80 points or more in a game The lone loss
in that span was an 89-85 loss at Missoun in the first round of the NIT

.10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands

'Brake Service
'Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned & Operated

507 S. 12th
live to Log Cabin
resteurenti

759-2265

Five Points
759-1529

Professional Lubocation for
'
your car truck. mob, hem.

5521}4
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Brannon returns to MSU to speak
Kelyn Brannon, a 1981 graduate of Murray State University,
recently revisited her alma mater
as vice president of finance and
chief accounting officer of Amazon.com.
Brannon, who is responsible for
the company outlook and forecasts
and manages all field financeteams
and directs all major akcounting,
planning and revenue issues, spoke
to different business classes about
the development of career opportunities and services provided by
Amazon.com.
In 1995, Amazon.com created
a mission to use the Internet to
transform book buying into the
fastest, easiest and most enjoyable
shopping experience.
Since Amazon.com began, the
customer base and product offerings have grown considerably with
12 million people in more than
160 countries making Amazon.com
the leading online shopping site.
Amazon.cOm has the Earth's
Biggest SelectionTM of products,
including free electronic greeting
cards, online auctions, and millions of books. CDs. videos. DVDs,

of business and public affairs at
MSU, said it was good to have a
highly successful graduate back on
campus from a very visible national company.
"She made two excellent presentations to two classes of students. Brannon was highly complimentary of MSU, the education
she received here and would like
to hire more of our graduates,"
he said. "We look forward to having her back in the future to speak
to students and also to' recruit
MSU graduates for employment
with Amazon.com."
Prior to joining Amazon.com in

Kelyn Brannon (left), a 1981 graduate of Murray State University and vice president of finance and chief accounting
officer of Amazon.com., recently visited MSU sharing her
knowledge of the business world with students.
toys and games and electronics.
Brannon and Sam Huitt, a 1998
MSU graduate who is a business
analyst with Amazori.com, also con-

ducted interviews with MSU students for future employment opportunities.
Dr. Dannie Harrison, the dean

November of 1998, 'Brannon
worked for Sun Microsystems
where she acted as manager and
director of finance.
While at Sun she drove the
three year strategic planning process
for a $IO billion division, heading the financial planning and
analysis team for the world wide
field organization, leading two significant acquisition integration's and
re-engineering the close and forecast process.

Holiday concert a community event
Murray State Um erNit!, will be
hosting its first annual "Holiday
Concert" Dec. 6 at 7 p.m. in the
Lovett Auditorium on campus. The
concert, which was conceived as a
replacement for the "Hanging of
the Green," will showcase ensembles from throughout the area and
university to celebrate the holiday .
season.
This first concert will benefit
and feature the Murray State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble, but will include ensembles
from Murray Middle School, Calloway County High- School and
Paducah St. Mary's High School.
Also included will be faculty and
students ensembles..
-We want this to be a fastpaced, enjoyable celebration of the
season," noted Director of Bands
and conductor of the Wind Ensemble Dennis L. Johnson. "We plan
on moving swift1 . from one ensem-

ble to the next.
"I have seen this concert concept
work very successfully at other institutions and we hope this becomes a tradition for Murray State
as well," Johnson said. "Each ensemble performs just one (possibly
two) selections and are placed
throughout the auditorium, and the
effect is sort of a potpourri of holiday sounds. sights and melodies."
Ensembles scheduled to perform
include the MSU Symphonic Wind
Ensemble. the Murray Middle
School Flute Choir andWoodwind
Quintet, the Callowa County High
School Trombone Quartet, MSU
Faculty Woodwind Trio, MSU Percussion Ensemble and various,instrumental and vocal ensembles
from throughout the Department of
Music.
"It's expected that Santa Claus,
his elves and a special mystery
guest will also make an appear-

ance," stated Johnson. "It should be ceive a free ticket for a poinsettia
a great concert for the entire fam- raffle.
poinsetily."
, "We have 10 beautiful
Admission to the concert is by tias that have been donated by area
donation and all proceeds will go merchants to give away," stated
towards the trip next. April by the Johnson, "so listeners can come
Wind Ensemble to appear at the In- and hear wonderful holiday music,
ternational Wind Band Symposium contribute to a great cause and posin Manchester, England. All those sibly go home with a beautiful seadonating at the door will also re- sonal decoration."

5
THU
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REMEMBER ANY OF THESE?...Members of the fourth-grade
gifted and talented class of North Elementary explain their
"Milestones of the 20th Century" timeline to Margaret Cook,
principal. Each student depicted a different decade.

Newspaper heir found dead
NEW YORK (AP) — -Robert
Worth Bingham IV, a 33-year-old
heir to a Kentucky newspaper family, apparently died from a heroin
overdose, a police source said.
Bingham, a journalist and author
of the highly praised novel "Lightning on the Sun," was found Sunday by his wife, Vanessa Chase, lying face down in the bathroom of
their home.
The police source, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, said drug
paraphernalia was also found
nearby. Friends told police that
Bingham had a history of drug use.
The medical examiner was
awaiting test results to determine
the cause of death, spokeswoman
Ellen Borakove said.
It was the latest tragedy involving the Bingham family — former
owners of The Courier-Journal-in

Louisville and the now-defunct
Louisville Times.'The family sold
the newspapers to Gannett Co. in
1986 for $442.75 million.
Rob Bkngham's father, Robert
Worth Bingham III, was assistant
publisher of the two newspapers in
1966 when he was killed at age 34
in an accident on the Massachusetts
island of Nantucket; a surfboard he
was carrying in his car broke loose
and struck him.
Two years earlier, Rob Bingham's uncle, Jonathan, was electrocuted while stringing party lights at
the family's estate near Louisville,
Ky.
Barry Bingham Sr., the longtime
editor and publisher of the newspapers, was being cradled in his
mother's arms when she was killed
in a streetcar accident.

Klan signs Washed in
litter-control dispute

;

•1

ST. LOUIS(AP)—The Ku Klux
Klan has won the right to participate in Missouri's highway beautification program, but the recognition will have to wait.
Two signs along Interstate 55
in St. Louis recognizing the Klan's
participation did not last long. The
signs read: - "Adopt-A-Highway:
Next mile adopted by Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan. Realm of Mis7
souri."
One' of the signs .was'-cut,doWn
hours after it went up on Tuesday and highway workers put it
back Wednesday morning. By nightfall. both signs were gone.
It will take about eight weeks
to replace the signs, which each
cost state taxpayers about $75 to
make, officials said.
-There's no doubt in my mind
that this is going to go on," said
Highway Patrol Sgt. Terry St. Clair.
"The thing people have to realize
is that we have to do what the
courts tell us. Right now, the courts
say the signs can be there."
The Klan's national director
defended Missouri's decision to
allow the group to take part in
the program, suggesting white
supremacy doesn't preclude environmental stewardship.
"Most decent people are concerned about the environment,"
said Thomas Robb, director of the
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.
"People are not running out to
sign up for the program. It's a
legitimate right to want that recognition."
Missouri reluctantly granted the
Klan an Adopt-A-Highway application after five years of .legal
battles. The state is appealing a
federal court ruling that it cannot
deny the Klan from participating
in the litter-control program.
It's an issue that has affected
other states.
In May, high school students
in Palatine, Ill., claimed every
available inch of highways earmarked for the program after officials said they would be forced
to let the Klan participate. The
students rushed to file their applications, leaving the Klan on the
waiting list.
When the Klan asked to participate in Maryland's Anne Arundel County this year, county officials took down all 52 of their
Adopt-a-Road signs down rather

than give the group a chance to
participate.
Some community leaders are
suggesting that Missouri drop the
program to avoid future, conflict
with the- Klan and to save the
state from embarrassment,
"We understand First Amendment rights. But this is wrong,
said James Buford, president of
the St. Louis Urban League. "It
gives the city and state an image
that, we tolerate racism. The program has gone too far."
The state transportation department may consider ending the program, spokeswoman Linda Wilson
said, but "we really don't want to
do that because we have 4,700
adopters who are helping us."
In Adopt-A-Highway programs,
private citizens clean up a section
of highway that they sponsor. The
programs began in Texas in 1985.
_Aside from Maine and Vermont,
all states have their own programs,
each with different rules and contracts.
The only other highway known
to be adopted by the Khan was
sponsored by Robb's local Klan
chapter in Harrison, Ark., near the
Missouri state line, said Joanne
On, president of the International
Adopt-A-Highway Association.
The Klan had picked up trash
there for three years but did not
renew their application in 1998.
Robb said the group will submit
another application.
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MSU to celebrate Commencement Ceremony
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Murray State Unive0ty will
celebrate its winter Commencement Ceremony Dec. 10, at 7:30
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Both August and December 1999
graduates of MSU will participate
in the event.
The graduation ceremony will
begin with the traditional processional, "Pomp and Circumstance,"
with the 1999 Distinguished Professor at MSU, Dr. Mark Malinauskas, leading the graduates and
stage party into the auditorium.
Following the processional an
invocation will be given by the
Rev. William C. Homer of the
First Christian Church and a welcome by Dr. Kern Alexander, MSU
president.

A special address will be presented by Richard Lawrence Taylor, Kentucky-Poet Laureate.
.
Taylor, a professor of English
at Kentucky State University since
1975, is the author of several
books and poem collections, as
well as numerous stories and poems
in journals and anthologies.
A Fulbright lecturer in Denmark during the 1988-89 academic year, Taylor has been awarded
a Creative Writing Fellowship in
Washington, D.C., by the National Endowment for the Arts.
As a panel member for the Artists
in the Schools program of the
National Endowment for the Arts
for four years, Taylor continued
his efforts to keep poetry a part

of the school curriculum by serving as director of Poetry in the
Schools for the Kentucky Arts Commission.
A Residential College Investiture, led by Alexander and Dr.
Ronald Cella, Residential College
Council chair, will follow Taylor's
keynote address.
The awarding and conferral of
degrees will follow. Degrees given
out include the specialist, master's, bachelor's and associate
degrees.
Murray State's alma mater will
be performed by graduating senior Lauren W. Boswell. The Murray State University Orchestra,
under the direction of Dr. Brian

Runnels, will play both the processional and the recessional.
A reception hosted by the Residential Colleges in Pogue Library
will immediately follow the ceremony.
All members of the Murray
State community as well as friends
and family members- of graduates
are invited to attend both the Commencement and the reception.
Guests who may need special
assistance due to disabilities should
contact the provost's office at(270)
762-3744 or 6465 as soon as possible for information.
Other events to be held in con-

This is the seventh year for the
high school exhibit. Over 1,600
works have been submitted for
consideration since the program
began. The Center has donated
over $8,600 to area art programs.
The exhibit is one component of
the Yeiser Art Center's Art Education Program.
Local students selected for the
exhibit are Tai Orten, Glenn Timmons,Robby Warren,and Matt Yezerski of Calloway County High
School.
A reception to recognize the
participants, the award winners and
the art programs of the region's
schools will be Dec. 5 from 2
3:30 p.m. Students attending
schools in Calloway, McCracken,
and MasSac counties will receive
awards. The public is invited.

in celebration and recognition of
the talented young artists of our
region featured in the Teen Spirit exhibition.
Ginny Gottschalk, a graduate of
Reidland High School and a freshman at Murray State University
and Laura Hall, a junior at Marshall County High School will perform.
The Yeiser Art Center located
in the historic Market House at
200 Broadway in Paducah is accessible to individuals with disabilities. Center hours are 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. _Tuesday through Saturday
and 1-4 p.m.4 Sunday. For information about the exhibition and
dance performance, call (270)4422453.

Location:
Coles Ca.rnpgrou.rid Church
Date:
Friday & Satu.rday
December 3rd & 4th

Time:
6;00-9:00 p.m.
Presented by the Coles Campground,Independence, Kirksey,
Palestine, Temple Hill & Mason's Chapel United Methodist Churches.
Dr. Tom Yoder, Pastor of ColesCampground, Independence & Thmple
Hill UMC. Brof. Kendrick Lewis, Pastor of Kirksey UMC. Bro. Calvin
Clark, Pastor Palestine UMC & Bra Gene Burkeen, Pastor Mason's
Chapel UMC

A special event at the opening
reception will be a performance
by the Jackson. Purchase Dance
Company under the artistic direction of Karen BWrar. ,
- Two dancers of the !PDC performance will present two solos

JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

Waldman selected to
teach in New Zealand
Dr. Lila Waldman, professor at
Murray State University, has been
selected by the Cooperative Center for Study Abroad to teach a
business course in its Australia/
New Zealand program next summer, June 15 to July 13, 2000.
She is scheduled to teach "International Business Seminar." The
course will focus on the various
ways countries utilize international business. While in Australia and
New Zealand, students will visit'
corporations to better understand
the complexity and importance of
international business. Waldman
hopes to‘ arrange visits to corporations that relate to individual
students' majors.
According to Waldman, a survey in 1996 demonstrated that 26
percent of the businesses within a
90-mile radius of Murray were
involved in international business
The percentage is likely to have
increased, Waldman said.
Therefore, studying international business is of great importance.
Studying abroad is the fun way
to meet this goal, Waldman said.
Waldman is an associate professor in the department of business administration, office systems
and business education. She
received a bachelor of science
degree and a master's from the
University. of Wisconsin and a doctorate from the University of Minnesota.
CCSA is a higher .education
consortium of 23 colleges and universities which offers programs in
English-speaking countries. Seven
programs are scheduled throughout 2000. Although consideration
is given to Murray students, all
programs are open to the public
as well.
The Australia/ New Zealand pro-

SAVE UP TO

gram costs $4,995, which includes
round-trip airfare, double occupancy room accommodations, daily
breakfasts and several scheduled
excursions. The deadline for applications for the Australia/ New
Zealand program is March 1, 2000.
Anyone interested in participating in a CCSA program should
contact Dr. Ronald Cella, department of English, 762-4532, or
Celia Wall, department of journalism and mass communications,
762-3171.
Persons outside of the local area
may obtain information from the
Cooperative Center - for Study
Abroad by dialing toll free at (800)
319-6015 or .by visiting its web
site at www.nku.edu/ccsa

M ILLIN NELIM SOLITIARES
YOUR CHOICE

Your Choice Solitaire

Dream Ring 1999

1/2 Carat*

One Carat*

$799

$399

SI7

$1c per month

"Sabra" Bridal Set
One
Cat*$99
Two Carat*

$2499

op
OUR
/1,
CURRENT
FLEX II
AI1NUITY
INTEREST RATE.

"Sandy"
Platinum & 18KGold

Gents
KY Cluster
- One Ca ra t*

Anniversary
,c,e Wedding Band

'$399

5.50%

1, 4 Carat* 1/2 Carat*

$199 $499
One Carat*
$999

S15 per month

Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions, less any applicable maintenance fees, accumulate wealth for the
future Early surrender charges apply

753-4703

Diamond
Hoop Earrutgs
One Carat*
Diamond
Stud Earrings

FARM
BUREAU

"Piroutte"

$399
1/2 Carat* 1/4 Carat*

3/4 $599
Carat*
/2 Carat* 1/4 Carat*

$199 $99

$399 $89

One Carat* Two Carat*

44410,. Rot,$599 $999
191,-41
••" V/, :11141
..f74;044%

Diamond Cluster
1/4 Carat*

INSURANCE

$139

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

Brilliant Cut & Baguette

Large Inventory of
Residential & Commerical

Five Carat!*

$399 $599 $799
S60 per month

• New unit sales • Service for inost brands • Bags for most brands
Featuring Panasonic & Simplicity
209 S. 3rd St. • 753-5341
•

•
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tion are encouraged to attend at
no charge.
-- A meeting of degree candidates
will be held Dec. 8, from 12:301 p.m. in LovettAuditorium. Candidates for degrees are urged to
attend. Ceremony details will .be
reviewed.
Academic regalia (caps, gowns,
tassels, etc.) are available in the
University Store in the Curris Center. Graduates may call (270) 7624388 for more information.
More information and updates
about the December 1999 Commencement are available online at
Www.murraystate.edu.

LIVE
NATIVITY

Calloway wins award in regional high
school exhibit at Yeiser Art Center
"Teen Spirit," a 10-county competitive high school art exhibit,
opens at the Yeiser Art Center in
Paducah, Dec. 5 and continues
through Dec._31.
Students in 16 schools in the
Kentucky counties of Ballard,
Carlisle, Calloway, Fulton, Hickman,Graves, Livingston, McCracken and Marshall and MasSac County High School in Illinois were
invited to participate in the competition. Five hundred and five works
were entered for consideration by
the juror of the competition, Patty
Clark of Metropolis, Ill. The juror
selected 53 works by 38' artists
from the entries submitted for the
exhibition.
The juror has won numerous
awards in Kentucky and illinois
and has been a featured artist at
the Yeiser Art Center. Among her
accomplishments are exhibitions at
Shawnee Community College, and
solo exhibitions in Ullin and Riducah, First Place Award at 'the
54th Annual Paducah Women's
Club Spring Art Show in 1989.

junction with Commencement
include a Carillon Concert Dec.
10, at 6:30 p.m. Dr. Stephen Brown-,
carillonneur and professor of music,
will present a carillon concert that
can be heard from any outdoor
location on campus.
A Nursing Recognition Ceremony will also be held Dec. 10,
in the Curris Center Ballroom at
2 p.m.'
The December Senior Breakfast is scheduled for Dec. 7, from
8-9:30 a.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom. These breakfasts honor
graduating seniors and graduate
students. Candidates for gradua-
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Legal Notice

Legal Notice

FCI:RITY FENCE CONSTRUCTION
project provides for furnishing security
materials, labor, supervision. insurance
construction, as specified. at the Murray
ctrie System office complex site located at
Olive Street, and the Murray Electric
,teni tower site located at :302 Andrus
Murray. Kentucky.
',furs shall submit two (2) copies of their
posals to the address above. along with a
it recent installations of fence projects.
•,- shall be clearly marked on the

SECURITY FENCE CONSTREC:N PROJECT BID.
work shall commence as soorn. as possible
•,r Hid award. For detailed specifications of
- project, contact David • Richardson at
,0)753-5312.
Murray Electric System reserves the
• , reject any or all Bids.

759-5177
•NLTERATIONS
s See & Sew
53-6981
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H Dinners nightly
ira Ds Diner- Hwy
'3-FOOD M-F 10-2
Homes Wanted,
windows, patio
no payments until
'• 2000 All credit qualPayments starting at
"month Call 800-251-

MEDICARE RECIPIENTSAre you using a Nebulizer
Machine'? Stop paying full
Albuterol .
for
prite
Atrovent. etc Solutions
Medicare will pay for them
We bill Medicare for you
and ship directly to your
door MED-A-SAVE
800-538-9849

AV

:

S • New & Redo
Phone 759-0768
• mei
rug

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
S14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

Register to war $51)
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360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

Lost and Found
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ALZHEIMER SUPPORT GROUP

FOUND

_SWEIOW

December 4-5

Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Alzheimer's Support
sponsored by the Louisville Chapter of the -Alzheimer's
eiation, wants to remind the public that our group is open to par, .iiation by persons who are caregivers of family members with
'iibeimer's Disease. The upcoming holiday time is an appropriate
r - ,,, to reflect upon and honor those affected by this disorder, as it is

Saturday,9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday,9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Executive Inn
ECA An( the Midwest's Top Traders Be there as
they return with their great displays of
Knives • Guns • Coins • Ammo • Reloading
Supplies • Outdoor Sports Equipment
• And Much More To

,-, rly something that affects the entire family unit.
f tiicting about four million Americans. Alzheimer's Disease is a promem:7-ssivie disorder that affects the brain and results in impaired
memory
r C. thinking and behavior. It slowly robs a person's intellect,
.111i ability to perform daily activities.
our population ages, the National Institute of Health projects
• hat the number of affected people will triple over the next couple of
• Ire:ides unless science finds a cure or means of prevention. Obviously,
• his could affect scores of families across our nation over the next 30

BUY - SELL - TRADE
ADMISSION $4.00

E404 en(
Post Office Box
Centralia. Mimic 62mril

ALL LOCAL & FEDERAL LAWS
MUST BE OBSERVED
•
,.1.41rd on Out.:4 /

BURIAL INSURANCE •

,r 40 years.
Although the majority of people affected by Alzheimer's are over 65
ears of age, it also affects those in their 40's and 50's. People with
Alzheimer's can live 3 to 20 years after the onset of symptoms.
Eventually, a patient becomes incapable of self-care, requires 24-hour
Attention and professional home healthcare, and can often require
nursing home care. Presently, 80 percent of persons with Alzheimer's
;ire cared for at home, usually by aging spouses or working children.
these families face tremendous emotional, physical and financial

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates. Below are a few
monthly preferred rates at different ages for
$4000 policy.

hardships.
In Murray. the Alzheimer's Disease Support Group of MCCH provides education and support to families dealing with Alzheimer's.
Meetings are held the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
4:30 p.m. in the MCCH Board Room. In a relaxed, confidential atmosphere, caregivers can exchange experiences and information with others like themselves. Also, a Memories Group is held for Alzheimer's
patients on the Fridays following the support group meetings. This is
a creative, reflective time for Alzheimer's patients
As the group leader, a volunteer trained by the Alzheinier's
„kssociation - Louisville Chapter, I extend a warm invitation to anyone interested in attending our meetings. If anyone wishes to have
more information, they can reach me at MCCH at (270) 762-1108 or

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
FEMALE
MALE
$8.40
age 50
$9.84
$10.04
$12.24
age 55
$12.48
age 60
$14.12
$14.76
age 65
$20.64
age 70
$22.00
$27.96
$30 64
age 75
$37.76

480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

L

Help Wanted

060
NOW taking applications
for full time Grocery Dept.
Clerk. Must be clean and
neat in appearance. Apply
in person at D&T foods 623
S. 4th St., Murray Ask to
speak to Frank only.

DRIVERS. OVER THE KITCHEN help needed.
ROAD- 35 states. Flat with Sandra D's. No phone calls
sides, late model conven- please. 1 mile on 94E.
tionals. 3 years experi- KWICK Cash of Murray is
ence Start 32c- 36c a seeking customer service
miles + benefits Call 800- rep. Computer or banking
444-6648.
experience helpful. Send
resume to Manager P.O. NURSES Aide Prefer
DRIVERS, OWNER
OPERATORS- No escrow. Box 976 Mayfield, KY experience but will train
base plate free, equipment 42066. No phone calls Mature person who enjoys
•
please.
working with the elderly
insurance, home weekatmosphere,
ends, 2500-3000 miles per LOOKING For part time for Pleasant
week, planned back hauls evenings & weekends. good work;ng conditions
L&N Transportation, Inc
Must be flexible & willing to Apply in person Fern
800-632-4332 Louisville,
work some holidays. Must Terrace Lodge 1505
KY
have computer & phone Stadium View Drive, EOE.
Episcopal
OTR... expenence. Apply at 104N ST. John's
DRIVERS,'
Church is seeking a part
Regional Runs. Weekends 5th St Suite 208, Murray
home, start up to .34 a OPERATOR & Laborers, time Parish Coordinator.
mile. Run 2500 miles per experienced case back- This person will assist in
week. Medical, dental, hoes Apply at 1272 Old routine administrative func401K+ bonus. Up to $2500 Fern
Road, tions including keeping
Valley
church records updated,
sign on bonus Landstar Louisville EOE Employer
Ligon Agent, assigned con OTR truck driver needed to bookkeeping, preparation
ventional. Call 800-828- haul automotive parts of weekly service bulletin
and acting as receptionist
8338 ext. 15.
Home most weekends and
DRIVERS: Excellent miles. holidays Call 901-247- for the church office.
Compensation is $6.50/ hr.
Top starting pay plus 5871
for 9 to 12 hours per week.
bonuses. Home weekly. All
PAINTERS
Working knowledge of
Excellent
conventional.
Experienced Only'
Windows 95 operating sysbenefits package.. Rider
Transportation a must
tem and Microsoft and
program. No Hak Mat
Call 489-2512
Quicken applications a
required. Sign on gonus.
PART Time office assistant must. Please call 270-753Hornady Truck Line: 800needed in local tax prac- E908_
441-4271. ext. ET-135.
tice Experience preferred. START Your own business'
ELECTRICAL
Send resume to P.O. Box Set your own schedule
the 1040-P, Murray.
for
Applications
Control your own income
Louisville Electrical Joint
RESIDENT Manager for Sell from your home, at
Training
&
Apprenticeship
small apartment complex. work, through fund raiser,
Program will be accepted
Send inquiries to Nye Be
Avon
an
on Monday. September 13,
Management Co P.O Box Representative Call 8881999. From Noon till
160 Doe Run, Mo 63637
942-4053
600p.m. 1021 South Floyd
1-573-756-8013.
TRACTOR TRAILER DRIKY
Louisville.
Street,
RN/ LPN
VERS- No experience, no
40203. Call 502-581-9210
Green Acres Healthcare is problem! Get a job and
for information EOE
currently accepting appli- CDL training $30,000 & up
Needed
ELECTRICIAN
cations for full time LPN for to start Call 800-999-4317
years
experience
with 5
10-6 & 2-10 shifts with a
Knowledge of carpentry a competitive benefit pack- WANTED Operator for
small dredge at Paradise
plus Call 753-0834 for an
age available & a part time Resort 436-2767
appointment
6-2/
2-10
RN/ LPN for
EXP. & lnexp Drivers... shifts. For more informa- WANTED: _Chiropractic
Co: Home most weekends, tion please contact Debbie Assistant for busy Doctors
Avg. 2500 mu/ wk, assigned Davidson DON at 402 Office. Must have good
truck, insurance, lease/ West Farthing. Mayfield. telbphone voice and excellent personality for dealing
used KY or call 270-247-6477.
purchase, new/
with people. Basic clerical
Earn
KW
T2000
SIRLOIN Stockade now and computer experience
$100,000+, $.82c all miles,
hiring daytime salad bar helpful but not necessary
pd scales/ fuel taxes.
daytime Will train qualified person.
&
attendant
CDL
free
Bonuses,
cashier Also night time To apply, phone 759-1116.
Classes 800-422-4799.
dishwashers. Please apply
INSTALLERS Needed for in person, located in Belsatellite installation, up to Air Shopping Center.
Domestic & Childcare
$25 an hour Must have
own truck and tools, be WANTED Hard worker to
House
NOW Hiring waitress &
EXPERIENCED
ambitious and profession- do roofing labor Work
Reasonable
Cleaning
dancers at the Foxy Lady
al If you meet these quali- temp work
Pans, TN No experience fication, call Dennis at 800- full time
Rates 492-6267
489-6125
needed $500 week, guar- 511-0689
HOME and office cleaning
antee for Dancers
753-3802

Wanna-B
ATTENTION
Truckers $600- $800. pe
week 15- day Company
Paid driver training. Call 1800-995-5832 to qualify
Available Thru Age 84
Ask for Carol_
Our most comprehenyour own boss....
for
BE
pays
sive policy
Secure your own financial
Skilled. Intermediate or
060
future with well established
Custodial Care With
Help Wanted
business in Murray. This
Medicare's new guidebusiness has been in this
lines for confinement. ATTENTION
Flatbed
area for 4 years. No weekNursing Home Insurance Owner.
operators
end work. Send inquiries to
is more important than
Company drivers $1000
P.O. Brix 1040-H, Murray.
ever
sign on bonus Top income,
Ky 42071
Call
top miles, top benefits
For free
Liberty Transportation 1- DRIVER- OTR Top Pay
information call
800-867-7294 After hour Home time. Benefits.
Jerry McConnell
Experienced Co. drivers
pager 1-888-228-0817
and owner/ Operators
Insurance, Inc.
DAYTIME help between ,needed Call toll free
753-4199
10-4 and 4-close shift: '877-763-7483:
'tree local claim service
Must be able to work week- WNW heartlandexpress Corn
ends Ask to speak to a DRIVER/ Inexperienced
manager between 2-4
Earn up to $35,000. the
Mon-Fri Wendy's 1111
first year! Tuition reimChestnut St. Murray.
bursement available.
DRIVER Home Every 800-237-4642.
Financial
Weekend. 97% no touch. DRIVERS InexperiencWF
Company exp. start up to Learn to be an OTR proDEBT Problem° We can 33c a mile (Includes .03
with Bankruptcy. bonus). Free insurances, fessional from a top carrier.
help
Mortgages, Business 8 401K retirement. Owner Great pay. executive style
Consolidation Loans Call Operator- .82c a mile (LIE) benefits and conventional
toll free 1-877-392-1641 (Includes .02 bonus). Paid equipment. Call today!
Good or bad credit, we liability/ Cargo Inc Paid U.S. Express. 888-93633380.
have a solution
fuel taxes Optional insurWANTEDances available. Paid toll/ DRIVERS
(1 year
OTR,
Professional
for
Lout and Found
scale receipts. Qualify
orientation in 2 hours experience) TfT drivers
Only the highly motivated.
LOST In Alm° area Nov EPES Transport
safety oriented need apply
800-948-6766
-ite
I.
a
rt.
Whit,.
29th
We offer Big Trucks, big
.com
www
epestranport
ill
hoods, big mileage, and
DRIVER. CONVENANT
more! For more info on our
$1,000
THIS space is reserved TRANSPORT48 state operation Call
sign-on bonus for Exp
the day might come,
Elite Express at 800-441OPEN HOUSE
company drivers 800-441Your pet has strayed
HOME INTERIORS.
4318
4394
Owner-Operators.
can't find its way home.
,ALE
'
CLEARANCT
call 888-667-3729 Bud DRIVERS
Displayers inciuued
We Make Your Career
Lines
Truck
Sherri Oliver. Ji ly Gartin,
Just give us a call, we'll Meyer
Dreams Come TrueIIIII
Refrigerated Hauling. Call
Jerry Freer m &
be glad to help.
75 Immediate Openings
toll free 877-283-6393 solo
Cathy Yc• <
Your loved one we'll
Hardin COM'',unity
AvailableTi
and
contractors
drivers
try to find,
No Experience
Building
Company drivers
DRIVERFurry
have
all
we
'Cause
December 4th 9.30- 3 3(.;
Necessary!
and owner operators Call
or Feathered Friends,
for more info contact
Train
For Your CDL In
today and ask about our
Here at the
Sherri Oliver d 437.4811
Just 15 Days!!
great
new
compensation
Times.
&
Ledger
or email @
•lst Year- $32K- $38K
and bonus packages! Boyd
oliversd apex.net
'2nd Year- $55K- $58K
(00's
800-543-8923
Bros
FREE Pregn.ini"‘
Call 753-1916
'Great Benefits & 401K
call 800-633-1377) EOE
life
'100% Tuition
Reimbursement
751-11701,
Egyptian Collectors Association, Inc
For Qualified Students
ORDER holiday pies and
PAD UCAH,KY.
Inexp'd Call
•
D
Sandra
cakes now
800-995-5832
Hwy 94E 753-FOOD
414:
Exp'd Call 800-958-2353
LOST Diamond pendant
necklace Either at the
mammogram booth to the
parking lot @ MCCH or
from the parking lot to the
checkout counter @ WalMart Call 753-6413

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

470 Motorcyclqs & ATV's

060

060

060

HEARTLAND Shuttle
Inc.
Daily shuttle service to
and from Nashville AirportCall early to make your
reservations...
before the holidays
270-554-7527
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlookSmoky
river.
ng
HorseMountains TN
drawn carriage. cabins.
Jacuzzi ordained ministers
no tests Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS)
http www heartlandwedding corn
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels. ordained
complete
ministers,
honeyarrangements.
cabins
moon
family
views
breathraking
arrangements
:Wedding
Vacation
800-893-7274
lodging.
800-634-5814
ALM° Country More
& Crawford's BBO
Crawford's BBO has Old
Fashion Hickory Smoked
BBQ We have Pork BBO.
Chickens. Tenderloin. Pork
Chops. & Ribs
Open 7 days a week until
Christmas M-F 6am-6pm
Sat 6am-5pm
Sun 10am-5pm
753.1934
_ocated at the intersection
1824 & 464

(10% Off Storevvidel

H

1x2 ad
S7.50

Notice

!,-if bids will be received by the Murray
rie System of Murray. Kentucky at 401
Street. P.O. Box 1095, Murray.
ritucky. 42071. until 3:00 P.M. local time.
,Iiiesday. December 8. 1999, for the follow, project:

BIBLE
MESSAGE

YARD SALES

020

INVITATION TO BID

Notice

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

Time

Fr. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m
Tues. 3 p.m
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

1/1SA

ADJUSTMENTS

210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent

010

010

Just Say "Charge It"

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment

Deadline Day &

Publish

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Pe,11,

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

Ad Deadlines

7534916

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping ()tilde)

•

CLE
bus
Lint

Route Sales Opportunity

PARTS MANAGER

Earn $20K to $30K as a representative selling
& servicing established accounts. You will
receive a guaranteed income to start. If quali-

For area new car dealership.
Excellent pay, insurance, benefits,
vacation. Must have auto parts
experience and be dedicated.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box M
Murray, KY 42071

fied, promotion possible within one year &
earnings of up to $35K-55K in 1st level of
management. Benefits include medical, dental, 401(1) program & ESOP plan.

To qualify:
•Goal oriented.
•Willing to work long hours if necessary.
•Some travel required.
•Must be bondable with good references and
have access to a reliable car.
We are a major_ international company with
75+ years of experience. For your confidential
interview call now 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 4433313 ask for Peter Leighton,

EOFJM-F

DRIVERS
SAY GOOD BYE TO YOUR BOSS!
NOW YOU CAN BE AN OWNER

MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
Murray, Ky. Division of a Fortune 2(X) Company.
has a hands on opportunity for a maintenance supervisor with the following qualifications: Bachelor's
degree in engineering or related area preferred.
experience in maintenance management with PLC's
a plus. Knowledge of dairy processing. mechanical
and ammonia. boilers, and compressed air preferred. Must have the ability to effectively motivate
and manage in a team environment using employee
involvement techniques gained through experience
in relevant supervisory or managerial position.
Must have good written and oral communication
skills and tie team focused. Resumes including
salary history to:

OPERATOR WITH NO MONEY DOWN!

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

400-342-6224. extension 108.
I'

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY

Sincerely,
Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W.,
Alzheimer's Support Group Leader

Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199
•
•

•

1997-1999 FREIGHTLINER CONDO
I(X)- NO TOUCH FREIGHT

SLOW AND POOR CREDIT OK!
EARN UP TO S1.000 A WK. OR MORE!
DO YOU NEED A CM,' 15 DAY CM.TRAININ(
WE HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS MORE THAN
26 YRS. CALL

1-800-253-3047

A ()tromps of Dean Foods

P.O. Box 1175
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: Human Resource Manager
EONAAP

DEF
actr
end
for
PR

sat

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

•114.44.

44444.4

150

Time

II a.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.

Med

tpplications
ocery Dept.
clean and
ance. Apply
T foods 623
rray Ask to
only.

Prefer
t will train.
who enjoys
the elderly
itmosphere,
conditions
1 Fern
1505
Drive. EOE.
Episcopal
?king a part
Coordinator
vill assist in
strative funclig keeping
is updated,
preparation
vice bulletin
receptionist
Arch office.
iis $6.50/ hr
Arg per week.
pwledge of
perating syscrosoft and
plications a
call 270-753-

wn business1
in schedule
own income
ur home, at
fund raiser
Avon
e Call 888-

RAILER DRIrperience, no
a job and
S30,000 & up
00-999-4317
)perator for
at Paradise
767
Chiropractic
busy Doctors
have good
ice and excelity for dealing
Basic clerical
.tr experience
of necessary
alified person
ine 759-1116

& Childcare

House
;ED
Reasonable
i267
Mice cleaning

;ER

ship.
enefits,
parts
:ated.

Domesdc & Childcare

Articles
For Sale

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553

12-GAUGE Over & under
shotgun $200 753-8744

REDECORATING
Sale
Black Kenmore 30" range.
solid cast iron burners.
METAL triple wall chimney self-cleaning oven. ExcelDEPENDABLE Structured for trailer or shop, $50 lent condition. New- $800.
activities. Nights & week- Wheel chair, EXTRAWIDE. sell for $400. Spinet style
ends available Openings good condition
$200 piano, excellent condition,
for all ages. 767-9349.
$600. Glider/ rocker and
Cash 492-8774
PROFESSIONAL HOUSE NORDATRAC
rider glider ottoman, dark teal
green. 1yr. old, both for
CLEANING!
excense machine $150
$75. 7ft velvet sofa, light
Affordable rates,
753-4801
blue and moss green.
satisfaction guaranteed. QUEEN size hide-a-bed Good condition. $200. SolVery dependable.
couch, antique oak sleigh id twin bed frame, $35.
Free estimates.
bed, Rock-ola iukebox. Two light blue velvet
chairs for $50 needs reGood references.
753-3293 after 6PM
covering. 753-5977 before
Call 436-2102.
REMINGTON 20 gauge 10p.m. May also leave
WANTED
Youth model purnp shot- message.
Experienced babysitter to
gun. Like new. $200.
care for toddler in our
1984 S-10 Blazer. Good
nliques
home 759-3680
rebuilt engine. Trans needs
repair. $1000.
100
FILE cabinet, solid chest
Trigger Trombone.
Business
Excellent condition. $675. nut, 66"x22"x231/2, 18
Opportunity
drawers of diff. height (2435-4432.
5"), brass nameplate pulls,
EXCELLENT PROFITS
REPO BLDGS
After 6:00, Call
Log Home Wholesalers. Due to yearend inventory, circa 1900.
Join proven 18 year Log factory has 3 steel BLDGS 901-247-3984.
Manufacturer, 16 Kiln-dried for immediate sell (1)
log styles starting $12.190. 25x30,(1) 41x56 (still
Exclusive territory. Mr. crated). 1-800-581-5843
Buck 800-321-5647. Old 'ask for shipping.
TOBACCO GROWERS
Timer Log Homes.
SLOT Machines, juke
Need A Steamer?
MARKETING In Natural boxes! Excellent Christmas
Call Motor Parts
Herbal & Botanical Swiss gifts. Unique for your game
El Bearings for
Skin Care, Cosmetics & room. Super prices. Free
an ALKOTA
Nutritional Products Call catalog. 888-442-7568.
steamer at
Pam Perry 270-522-8758
Slot World.
753-8311
STEEL BUILDING SALE:5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14,
S9,094
50x75x14,
50x100x16,
GATEWAY Computers.. $12,275,
60x100x16, 1978 BANTIAN Track Hoe
Factory direct. $0 money $16,879,
Mini-storage Model C-475. Call
down. Some credit prob- $18,261
lems okay. Pentium-Ill 500- buildings, 40x160, 32 units, 436-5727, 753-2533.
low monthly payments. Ask $16,914. Free brochures.
about waiving first pay- www.sentinelbuildings.com
Firewood
ment. Call OMC: 800-477- Sentinel Buildings, 800327-0790, extension 79.
9016.
FIREWOOD
IBM Pentium II Computer TANNING bed with new
20 & 24 inches.
with monitor, speakers & hot bulbs. Very nice.
$35 delivered.
Epson printer, 2 hard $1100.00 Call 435-4446.
$25 you pick up.
drives, CD- Rom & 3.5 inch TRAMPOLINE Excellent
Also oak 4x4x8 feet long.
disk drive. $500.
$3 each. Call 435-4494.
condition, like new.
753-5171.
753-9930
FIREWOOD for
sale
KELLEAS
WOLFF TANNING BEDS- $35.00 a rick Delivered
COMPUTER PLACE.
Tan at home. Buy direct 436-5014
New Hardware & Software and save! Commercial/
Upgrades &
home units from $199. Low
Musical
Free Estimates.
monthly payments Free
Internet Service.
color catalog. Call today CASIO CT-625 keyboard
South On Route 121
800-842-1310.
210 tones, 8 rhythms, 61
436-5933.
keys, with stand and susStore Hours- 9a.m -7p.m.
tain pedal, $150 call 492Mon-Sat.
8774
Visa' Mastercard Accepted
DRUM
black
Set.
Complete, like new $250
On-site Commercial & Residential
759-1217.

CLASSIFIED

Computer Consulting
Troubleshooting • Installation • Repairs
Upgrades • Training • Networking
• Programming

John R. Laffoon
(270) 759-0431
WOOD Lathe 42 inch with
tools. Scroll saw, 16 inch.
Want to Buy
Jig saw, 18 inch. Belt
sander. 4in.-x 36 inch. 6
1 nice dressy used saddle
inch disc. See at 811
& other used tack. 474Doran Road Murray, KY.
8027. after 6PM.
140

CASH paid for good, used
rifles. shotguns. and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 121h,
Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables.
and other antiques, 1 piece
or all. Call 753-3633.
OLD Log House or log
barn To be dismantled &
moved 830,997-8161

19 cubic ft. Frigidaire refrig
erator, less than 1 yr. old.
$300.00. 759-0289- leave
message.

3 piece furniture set. Good
or college or kids.
$cheap$ Please call 7679557.
150
Articles
5 piece dining room set. 1
For Side
year old. $150. OBO.
BUILDING SALE- No 753-7466.
salesman. Go direct and BLUE matching couch and
save. 25x30 $1,999. 30x40 loveseat. after 5:30PM
$2,900. 35x50 $4,300. 753-6055.
40x60 $5,300. 40x90 FOR sale: couch & love
$7,300. 47x100 $11,000. seat. Good condition. Call
Others. Final clearance. 753-2024.
Pioneer, 800-286-3196.
TWIN Bedroom suite.
DIGITAL Camera, new. Headboard with shelf, mat$175. 759-1217.
tress, frame, mirror. 3
GO-KART. like new. briggs drawer che
sT,- desk with
engine, roll bar $400.00. hutch, captain's chest with
Mongoose BMX 20iri. hutch. Excellent condition
chrome bike. Excellent $450. 753-1176.
condition. $70.00 7593503.

larOVERING
CARPET St Fi
be41

Carpet• Vinyl • Ceramic Tile• Hardwood
Come by & see our showroom today,'

X) Compan!,
nance superBachelor's
a preferred.
t with PLC's
, mechanical
sed air preely motivate
ng employee
h experience
ial position
mmunication
es including

30 Yrs. Installation Experience

igcr

KIMBALL Spinet Piano.
$600. 753-5929
or 767-1275.

2X50 2br, 1 bath trailer.
washer/
Redecorated,
dryer included Must see!
759-8669
1997 BELMONT Mobile
Home. 16x80 for sale 3br,
2 bath Walk in closet and
pantry, garden tub, built in
bookcase Priced in low
$20's. Call 759-8315 after
5p m.
4 lots. 12011/200ft 1997
16x70
mobile
home,
garage. & other out buildings. Coleman RE 7594118. Also 12x65 rent to
own.
MOBILE HOME LOANS 5% down, Refinancing/
Equity Loans. Free sellers
kit. Land or home loans_
Repo and assumable
Green
Tree
loans.
Financial, 800-221-8204,
800-554-8717.
.
PRICE Reduced! 1989
14x80 Gateway Mobile
Home. 3br, 2 bath with
Northern
installation.
Vaulted ceilings & appliances. 753-3938.
VERY nice roomy '93
model. 16x80 spiral built
mobile home. Located
between Kirksey & Stella
on 1 acre lot. Has 3Br.. 2
baths, lg. wooden children's playhouse, 8x16
tool shed w/ lean to.
Garden area, well, & septic, new in 96. Was listed
with realtor at $39,500.
Asking price ,
$36,500.
Willing to negetiate terms
w/ potential buyer. Please
call 753-4249 leave message.
Mobile Homes For Rent

1BR APT. Partially fur
nished
Washer/ drye
available. No pets 767
9037.
1BR like new, dishwasher,
now.
w/d,
available
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR, Clean Close to MSU
Stove, refrigerator, low
income Equal Housing
Opportunity. Call
436-5685
1BR, Walk to MSU. Stove
&
refrigerator.
$235/
Month. Call 753-2084.
1 &R --duplex apt. Vary
clean,
nice
area.
Appliances furnished. Call
753-8588.
2BR duplex, central tVa,
furnished
appliances
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR
Duplex.
1302
Valleywood Dr. $375./
month. 759-4406.
2BR
upstairs.
Water
included. $285/mo plus
deposit. 489-2296.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances furnished. $300/mo.
Coleman RE,
753-9898
2BR, Water, sewer, gas,
garbage. $250. 753-8355
2BR. 1 bath. Call Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
2BR. 2 bath duplex. New
paint & carpet, w/stove &
refrigerator, W/D hookup.
435-4050 after 5PM.
3BR
Available
now.
Appliances
furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE. 759
4118.
38R
Duplex.
C/H/A,
kitchen appliances furnished. 753-7947.

320
Apartments For Rent

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1, 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO
SMALL 1br All electric,
unfurnished mobile home.
In Murray on private lot
Available Jan 1st $200
rent/ $200 deposit
753-7953
VEE,IY Nice 2br duplex.
C/H/A, appliances furnish.
W/D hook up, yard maintenance included. No pets.
Call 615-907-4955.
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
Townhouse, appliances
furnished with w/d, central
gas ha. $500, 1month
deposit, 1yr lease No pets
753-2905

ses For Rent
BRICK Home located 3.2
miles 121N. Home completely remodeled with all
modern materials. 2 or 3br,
den, kitchen, living room,
utility room, 3 car garage
Gas
C/H/A,
stove,
microwave, dishwasher
furnished. 5650/ month
with same as deposit_
References required. Call
753-2041 before 9.30p.m.

4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
14X60 County settings Available now. Coleman
$275 plus deposit. 474- RE. 759-4118
8027 after 6PM.
1980 Doublewide, 8 miles
north, just off 641N,
Calloway Co. on large lot
All electric, cable, 3 bed1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
rooms, 2 baths_ $350.00/
month, plus deposit. Call
502-753-8556
after 4:00 PM. 270-382TDD
1-800-545-1833-EXT
283
2357.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

3BR, 11/2 bath
month 753-6012

$275

CLEAN 2Br ,5 miles south
of Murray. 492-8488.
HAZEL, 2Br. 492-8526.

We Stand Behind Our Work

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
1:211 Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

NICE 2br. No pets
753-9866

CLEAN Large 1br/ Small 1BR. HOME Good locarefrigerator tion. $425/mo.Call Mur-Cal
WIDE mobile home suit- 2br. Stove,
Williams. Realty 753-4444.
A
suppled.
104
MAIN STREET MUSIC
able for a couple. Deposit
312 Main Street, Murray
and references. Call 492- Near MSU. Call 759-5534. -2 bdrm., 2 bath, fireplaceCLEAN, small 1Br,, freshly gas logs. carport. 1005
Guitars, Amps, Strings,
8348
painted, near college, Main St. $350/mo. 527Picks, etc. Hours:
3664- Benton, Ky.
includes water. $250 /mo
10am- 6pm. Mon- Fri.
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
104B Williams 759-5534
3BR., 2 bath house_ Hwy
9am- 3pm Sat.
464 Old Almo. C/H/A, car"OPENING Saturday
Estates/ Fox DUPLEX. 2BR. 1909B
COACH
port, outside storage.
Nice.
753Westwood
Dr.
December 4th at 9am".
Meadows, located in the
$450/mo. 753-3293 after
8002
The Music Crib/Laugh
heart of Murray's finest res6PM
Shop! 668 Greenplain Rd. idential communities. offer EXTRA nice 1br, 1 bath
5 bedroom, 1 bath, 2 half
Hazel, Ky. Musical instruCity Police and Fire appliances furnished, with
baths, gas heat $550 per
ments and gag gifts.
Protection. Lots with City w/d, central gas h/a, 1yr
month 753-9826
month
deposit
lease,
1
Take 641 south to
Water, sewer and trash
Greenplain Rd. left on
pick up furnished. $95. 753-2905
L
360
Greenplain Rd. Approx. 1
753-3855.
RETIRELAKELAND
Storage Rentals
mile 3rd place on left. Just LOT for rent 492-8488
MENT COMMUNITY. 2br
look for our sign. Phone
garden home apt. beautiful
LOT For Rent 753-9866
(270)492-8691.
location near KY Lake,
Neon Beach
supportive services, activiPIANOS for sale, tuned &
Mini-Storage
ties, scheduled transportaexcellent condition
All Size Units
tion and on site amenities.
Baldwin console- $800,
COMMERCIAL building to $360.
utilities
Available
Partial
Currier console- $1100.
rent on Chestnut St 437- included. 270-354-8888
Price includes delivery
4943
SIS EHO.
437-4432.
LAKELAND WESLEY
Office Space VILLAGE. 1BR atrium apt, 40'X40' metal building
Mobile Homes For Sale
gas heat Located at
Various size units
utilities included. Rent
406 Sunbury Circle
Walnut Plaza
based on income, 62
Call 436-2935
handicapped
&
older,
104 N. 5th
1978, 14x70, approx. 1
C-STORAGE
or disabled. Supportive
acre. New garage. Very
753-8302 or
10x15 storage units, 4th St
on
services,
meals
nice. State Line Road. 901753-9621
& Sycamore E. Next to
wheels site, scheduled
247-3068.
Cunningham Auto Repair.
transportation and activi1989 14x80 mobile home. CONCRETE block bldg.
753-3571.
Beautiful Ky. Lake
ties.
3br.. 2 bath, c/h/a, good 120x5Oft. 2500 sq.ft in
location. 270-395-4493
STORAGECREEKVIEW
3500
sq.ft
offices.
condition. Must be moved. sales &
Barbetta EHO.
$20-$40 On Center Drive
$12,500 270-382-2545, in storage. Gas heat. Lg
Behind Tom's Grille
parking lot. Located 701 S. MAKE University Heights
328-8547.
759-4081
"Now
your
home.
Apts
1994- 2br, 2 bath. C/H/A. 4th St. Call 436-2935.
Available" 1 & 2br rental
MURRAY
LOCK
or
move.
Can
stay
assisted apts. These are
& STORE
$14,500 Leave message
apts for families, disabled,
Presently has units
at 753-6509.
handicapped, senior citiavailable. 753-2905.
1995 16x80 Belmont. 3br, 1 OR 2br apts. near down
zens, wheel chair accessi- NORTHWOOD
storage
2 bath on 2 acres. 12x 24 town Murray starting a
ble. For more info call
presently has units availcovered front porch. 12x12 $2001mo 753-4109.
270-759-2282. Mon, Wed
able. 753-2905 or 753covered
back
porch_
1BR apt available, all appli- & Thurs. 9am- 5pm. 1734 7536.
$38,500. Call 753-0434.
ances furnished. Mur-Cal Campbell Street. For
hearing impaired only call
Realty. 753-4444.
Equal
1-800-247-2510.
Housing Opportunity.
MUR-CAL Apartments has
openings for 1 & 2br apts.
For the best possible prices
Rental assisted. Apply at
since 1958....
119 Main • 753-6266
902 Northwood Dr. Mon.
Wed & Fri 759-4984. TDD
Equal
888-662-2406.
Housing Opportunity

753-3853

EASTSIDE

753-7728
641S l mi. to Tom Taylor In right 1500 yds.

Wiggins Furniture
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Metal Roofing

# Craze)
Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at -Everyday" Discount
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hookor
Kimball •Vnlyeirsal -Broyhill
-Pulaski •Reetonic •Baseed -Keeler

if LI 7/„„.
103 S.
3rd St.

STORAGE

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Frt. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Free
,
,
Fil90114114,

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm
753-0606 after 5pm

400
Pets & Supplies

BASSETT puppies AKC
1st
Registered. Have
shots. Ready for good
home. 753-4937 before 5.
437-4914 after 6

1 IR 4,_ T---i

•-].

3000 sq. ft. Building
Prime Retail Location
University Plaza
1203 Chestnut St. (Next to Dennison-Hunt)
Short Term Lease w/Option
Available Jan. 1, 2000

(270) 753-8844 DAYS
(270) 753-9325 NIGHTS

[111221LAirs Property

Yard Sale

AKC Registered Boston

Terrier puppies 753-2493

GARAGE SALE

AKITA puppies AKC flashy
pinto colors 5300 270
382-2214

(Heated)

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
GOLDEN RETRIEVER
PUPPY. MALE,

4

MONTHS

OLD. WORMED & SHOTS.

$200. CALL 474-8340.
LOVING mixed Yorke &
puppies.
3
Bischon
females. Non shedding. 8
weeks • old $100 each
759-8147.
REGISTERED
Setter
11
Female Bird dog
months old $125 Cal
753-9586 before 5PM
After 5PM 753-0292

NEW Mountain Cabin.
5/AC/ stream- $49.900
New cabin in private wooded setting with incredible
views. 5 minutes- 80,000
acre Catoosa Wildlife
Management Area and
Obed River Perc, survey,
power and tel Financing.
Call now 800-814-9965.
ext 7513.

805 Doran Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Antiques, collectibles, tools, fish
ing equipment, elec
tronics, color t.v .
dolls, etc.

take
TENNESSEE
Bargain- 3 acres with boat
slip $24,900 Beautifully
spectacular
wooded
views, with access to crystal clear mtn lake next to 18
hole golf course! Paved
roads, utilities, soils tested
Low. low financing Call
LMS 800-704-3154 'ext
6041

GARAGE
SALE
963 Pottertown
Rd.

440

Wed.-Sun.
Livestock & Supplies
HAY- horse and dairy qual
ity in large rectangula
bales. 700- 750 lbs. avg
Pure alfalfa or alfalfa grass mix. Price per ton
with truck loads.
270-345-2800

Lots For Sale

All new stuff!
$2 & $3 Boxes
Antiques, Crafts

IF you live in a late model
mobile home and are renting a lot, you can Own your
own for about the same
price. Lot sizes 3/4 to 1
acre, prices $10,000 to
$12,000, includes water,
septic, and driveway. 10
min. north of Murray. Also
land/home packages available. Call 270-437-4838.

and More.

HORSEBOARDING available. Full or partial care w/
pasture optional. New facilities w/ indoor arena. 3
miles from town. 270-7593537.
400
Yard Sale

LIQUIDATION AUCTION

YARD SALE

SATURDAY, DEC. 4TH • 10 A.M.

(Inside)
FULLY Furnished Lake
12364 Hwy. 94E
Front Homes. Utilities &
cable T.V. included. $273
Fri. & Sat.
per week. ($39. a night.)
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Available through March.
, Christmas items
No pets. Paradise Resorts.
inside and out,
Call 270-436-2767.

Need Furniture? Bedding?

ilSOR

a

I

PAGE 3B
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•

LOCATION: Hwy. 641, Dexter community
Backyard Specialty between Hardin, KY and
Murray, KY, approx. 2.7 miles south of 80 & 611
traffic light.

electric typewriter,
5 drawer file cabinet,
household
items, lots of items.

GARAGE
SALE
(2 Family)
2645 Hwy. 641 S.
By Calvary
Temple Church
Friday
8 a.m.-?
Many items if
. interest.

INVENTORY
Storage buildings, garages, carports, deck.
bridge, wheelchair ramp. carpet and buildirlg
material.
TOOLS, SHOP EQUIPMENT &
POWER TOOLS
6 inch Craftsman planer, 20 inch Cody planer.

Delta table saw, spindle sander. Craftsman 12
inch saw, Delta belt sander, 6 inch belt sander.
wood turning lathe copier, chisel cutters. 2
Powermatic drill presses, band saik,
Powermatic Dewalt 3-1/2 HP router table 501)
cutters, air tools, air nailers, air stapler, 18

Hp

generator, gasoline air compressor, Dew4t
cordless saw, Belsaw sharpening machine.:like new.

ESTATE
SALE
421 S. 9th St.
Dec. 3rd & 4th
7 a.m.
Furniture, t.v.,
linens, quilts, appliances, glassware
& much more.

GARAGE SALE
94 W. past Lynn
Grove Store to
Squire Miller Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?

Sale Conducted By

TV., tools, table &
chairs, men, women
& baby clothes,
kitchen stuff, good

junk & more.

A

REAL ESTATE, TRUCK & MOBILE HOME
1991 Chevrolet Suburban, doublewide mobile
home, house and lot, mobile home lots

HATCHETT REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
520 Wilkins Road, Benton, KY 42025
C.K. Hatchett, Broker & Auctioneer
270-527-2044

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Real Estate and Personal Property
Kentucky Lake Area at Panorama Shores

Saturday, December 4 • 10 a.m.
Selling for the Estate of the late Rose Gleber
Location: 122 Sky-way Dr. Panorama Shores
East of Murray, KY off of Highway 280.

C
T

This brick home sits on a large lot near the lake
with a two car garage. There are two baths, a
large utility room and sun room.
Personal Property: Camel back trunk, fishing gear,

Frigidaire upright freezer, Gibson chest freezer, refrigerator, microwave, electric range, GE washer and
dryer, bedroom set, sofa, twin beds, end table, night
stands, kitchen ware and small appliances, loveseat,
dinette set w/four chairs, beautiful china cabinet.
sewing items, lamps, shop tools, aluminum ladder, old
wooden carpenter box. Regina carpet cleaning system
and hand tools.
Terms on Real Estate: l5e7( Down Day of Sale.
Balance Within 30 Days At Closing.
Terms on Personal Property: Cash Day of Sale

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CM Auctioneer
Roger Stubblefield - Apprentice
Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
Not remponalble for accidents Announcement, day of sale take precedency over all
pnnted matenal

4
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MURRAY Estates Lots for
sale, city limits Private
country style living Watch
for our ,entrance on 94W
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040

12 acre lot 28x60 home
Livestock & tobacco barns
$77.000 345-2270
2002 RUGBY Dr Campbell
Est New 4br, 2 5 bath
family
Large
home
REASONABLY
Priced kitchen, entry foyer. living
building lots now available room, formal dining Large
Located lust South of utility with cabinets, central
Murray off 641 Green gas heat Must see to
Plaihs Estates offer several appreciate Call 753-3903
attractive lots in afforaable to see anytime
Owner 2800 SQ FT 4br. 3 bath
ranges
price
financing available Cent- sauna Swimming pool
everings at 753-7463 or incredible lake view with
489-2205
Panorama
new dock
Shores $215,000 Call
460
753-9786
Farms For Sale
2BR 2 bath home 807
North 17th St Must see to
21 acres 91 Fleetwood
appreciate, Call 753-1769
sepa3
barn
30x40
28x64
ALMO area. Approximately
rate pastures all fenced
approx 1 acre stocked 3360sq ft home Has two
areas
pond' Located in the Shiloh separate living
Great for large family inarea call 759-9954
Only
or rental
laws
89 500 Call Kim @ Park
Avenue Properties 270Acreage
362-4148
362-4224

11111

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per trac,
Property located oft of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551. Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property. review posted data. then please call

EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath, bock Double lot
town's edge
Easy financing
753-4109: 759-8093
UNDER Construction
Murray Area
3br. 2 full bath 212 car
garage 3/4 acre corner lot
901-247-5648

Campers

Mite WAIN

Homes For Sale

Lots For Sale

1988 JEEP Cherokee
Laredo 4x4 New engine
less than 9,000 miles, new
tires radiator & shocks
$4500 obo 753-9786

1989 Jayco slide-in Fully
equipped $2500 3822921

Boats & Motors
Used Can

FOR sale houseboat
9'x36 all aluminum Needs
restoring or make a good
work boat for lake Flat bottom 753-3734 Ask for
George

1977 Chevy Caprice 4dr
Runs good good tires
Looks fair $500 obo 7598147
1989 Jeep Cherokee Auto,
POLARIS 425 Excellen air & hitch Good tires &
Original owner
condition See at Keith's paint
Lawn & Tractor 80 East $3900 obo 759-3693
Main 759-9831
1990 Ford Taurus SHO 5speed $3,850 759-8871
Utility Vehicles

1990 Ford Bronco, Eddie
Bauer, V-8. 5sp 4wd
Looks and runs great
$6700 753-0188 after
5PM
1996 EDDIE Bauer Ford
Explorer, 7,xxx miles V-6,
feather, CO changer.
loaded $17,000 489-2884
after 5p m Before 5. leave
message

A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal& tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates

1992 OLDS ACH1EVA S.
AUTO, P/L, TILT, CRUISE.
$3,000. oeo. 767-0912

ANTENNAS

Including
RV's, TV,Towers, rotors
amplifiers, and acces
sortes
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30.
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

Global Mortgage Link

AFTER 5.30PM.

CHEVY Camaro
Runs great 135,xxx miles
Asking very low
489-6173
1994 MAZDA 626
67,xxx miles Good
condition, extra clean
S7600 753-0081
after 5p m

753-7860 753-9308

woods pasture, creek
WE SHOW YOU
$18,950 753-9302 terms
•100% loan, no money
42 acres 10 stall horse
down
barn and mobile home
•Flexible, forgiving program
property
Beautiful
-• Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed
Excellent building sites
Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett
595,00 474-2761 or 7429738(p)
753-7407
C275 acres Coldwater
area Owner financing
489-21116 or 753-1300
6 3 acres 7mi southeast
$6950 753-4984
Residential or Commercial
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
Carpet, vinyl, tile, laminated
available Pick your wood
• floors & hardwood floors installed.
ed hillside choice
acreage from 2 on L.
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"
Restricted 1 tract w
Alt
Pond located 5 minute pr
for
Call
North of town
vate showing today 75 .
2905

Carpet Installation Inc.

(270)
759-1591

ESTATE AUCTION
Friday, Dec. 3rd, /999• 10:00 a.in.
At the home of the late Mr. James C. Emmons. Between
Aurora & Fairdealing. Ky. Take Hwy. 68 to Baker Trail.
Follow to auction. NVatch for sign on Hwy. 68.
Ntantle clock wirnatching picture frames ;I, day steeple clock - i3i replica of
Lill) of The Valle)
collector radio'. - lot of old cameras -•old costiithe jew
aftna - Kaysons china - English garden china - set of green dishes - Noma::
..hina :Style House china - Christmas glasses - milk glass pieces - round dough
tray - vinegar erute - old glass 'pitcher lot of nice glasses - stem pieces ina)be
ci)sttil - red glasses - carrin al glass punch howl w/cups - other carnk al piece,
- brass items - miniature lamps - siker plate flatw ear- old mixing bowls - other
old glass & china - butcher knix es - unusual caning set - lot ot prex dishes
castiron items - stone pieces - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - porce
lain pieces - lot tit faric. needlework - kerosene table & reading lamps - lot ot
wfiod lamp fables - coffee & lamp tables - couch & chair color t ) • old stere,
& L. P. records - electric sewing machine cedar chest - folks - This is a 5 or
bedroom house with bedroom suits - 2 oak odd beds - odd dresser & chest - lot ot
extra dining chairs - breakfast sets - small wood eabinet - tuidshelc
linens -nice smoke stand.- Christmas items lot of tan4 decorations - lot
hooks - step ladder - heaters - pool table from the 1914,1's - •Therels a 24'x45'
building full of electric motors Mr Emmons rewound himself - carpenter tool- power took - old triplet A.C. %tilts cabinet - other electrical check boxes - shop
vice -- wrenches - tools - old air compressor - gas line trinimer - hand & Yard
tools - wheel harrow - push lawn mower lawn trailer - 2 w heel.trailer - 19'
fiberglass boot inboard motor & trailer - fishing equip - metal glider lawn
-hairs - 2 chest freeiers - 196k Dodge station wagon - folks - This is good clear)
merchandise come & plan to spend the d.:

I,unch available. Not responsible for accidents.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Tern Paschall - Auctioneers - 435-4011
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

4

Highway
44 Nown

"4130'

Saturday, Dec. 4, 1999 • 10 a.m.
At the home of the late Mr. & Mrs. Gingles Barnes
627 Wiswell Rd., Murray. KY
Follow So. 16th St. to auction. Watch for auction signs.
Old magazine rack - floor & table lamps - nice sofa- odd chairs - (21recliner5 - arm chair - nice table lamps - color t.v. - refrigerator - upright freezer
- small chest freezer - like new washer - older dryer - maple table & 6 chairs
v./2 leaves - old radio cabinet - other old radios - microwave oven - toaster
oven - fine old spool bed - fancy old coffee table - old pictures & frames very unusual old oak 2 tier buffet w/half moon wide bevel mirror - oak tin
door pie safe - old rocker - nice foyer table - nice old 4 leg lamp tables nice wood lamp tables - small dressing table - knee hole desk - 2 nice maple
rockers - nice 3 piece bedroom suite - odd bedside table - old Princess dresser - couch - old organ stool w/glass balls claw feet - nice old wicker child's
rocker - old coffee grinder - 2 sets of dishes - glasses - old vegetable bowls
- meat platter - old mantel vases - small hen on nest - old goolus glass piece
- ()Id costume jewelry - good old what not items - cordless phone - antique
child's slate board on easel - andirons vi/brass - bedspreads - Klankets linens - feather pillow's - plastic shelving - ladies hats & boxes - extension
cords - line trimmer - push lawn mower - garden tiller - nice Snapper riding mower. electric start - step & extension ladders - John Deere pedal tractor #520 - other old metal toys - old kitchen water pump - stone crockery Several old match box cars and much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch a% ailable.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

e.

MERCURY

247-9300
1-800-54-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

FIVE TO DRIVE
Pre-Qualify Yourself For Financing
Bankruptcy, Repo, Slow Pay 'No Problem'
C411) Cash or Trade Down
;00(in”. Irkome
Proof of insurance
Call Kenny at
• Proof of Resukme
• Valid Dro.ers.l.a.ense
12701 247-9300 or 18001 8744)256

--r.
vapikatolit

1995 Dodge Avenger- ES
V-6, metallic green, grey
cloth interior, automatic,
p/m. dual air bags.
p/w.
security system. keyless
remote, lady driven, nonsmoker, 1 owner 98,000
miles $8500 obo Cal!
270-345-2944
1995 MAZDA 626. 4dr,
auto 65,xxx miles, Nice
car 753-2260
1997 NISSAN Maxima
Loaded. moonroof CD.
auto 26.xxx miles. Black/
black 753-2260
1997 Silver Taurus GL
Excellent condition $7600
Call 436-2682 anytime
station
ESCORT
94
wagon LX Automatic, AC,
1 owner 92.000 mites
$3750 753-2479
1993
Honda
GREEN
Accord EX. 72.xxx. sunroof, PS. PB, cassette.
auto locks & windows. One
fiwner Call 753-1742

Used Trucks
1978 FORD 250 4 whee
drive dually 400 automatic
flat bed $5500
759-9192
FORD
Pick-up
1986
Engine runs but not great.
Many. many new parts
Best offer Call 436-5914. If
no answer. leave message_
1991 CHEVY Z71 Ext
cab 350 auto $8250 obo
759-1039
1991 DODGE Dakota 318
4x4
Automatic
V-8
115 xxx miles $7,000 Call
901-498-8271
1995 CHEVY Silverado
Ext cab, new tires, low
mileage 753-6391 or
- 753-9944

ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Decks, painting, remodeling. repairs, sidewalks,
etc No job too small
492-6267
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning out
cleaning
sheds. & junk clean-up
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling* Repairs*
Custom Cabinets*
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272

Carpentry, All
ALL
Electrical. Home building.
remodeling,
additions,
porches decks Rotten
roofs_
floors, sagging
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding References.
Licensed & insured Call
Larry Nimmo Day- 7539372 Night- 753-0353.
Accept Visa or Mastercard

WM ROOFING
Call us for all of your root
ing needs 436-2613.
Cle-aning
DAVID'S
Services "Cleaning" vinyl
siding. homes, mobile
homes, boats. brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders
Completely
Insured,
Mobile. Phone 502-7594734
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or lust replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

85 Chevy PU 350. auto
$1600 obo 759-4401

REDUCED 26 ft Champion
Telstar Fully equipped
refrigerator, (gas & elecAC,
generator
tric),
microwave and gas range
1989 Ford E350 Chassis
460 V-8, low mileage 3545161

REPAIR
Specializing in Drywall,
Ceramic,
Plaster,
Fencing,
Concrete,
Carpentry.
Flooring,
Roofing, Doors, Water

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES

FREE

18" Satellite FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers"
Systems
Dish Netwoi I
OR

DirceIN

Licensed & Bonded in Ky.

I rev

hist.ill kits

1.4 ;I N •
'

111L2
DIRE( TV

Come see us at our new location

408 N. 12th St.
(Next Ii Pizzo Hut,

www.wood•atellite.com

Spring for an entire
wardrobe or unload
last Spring's wardrobe
in Our Ciassified
pages. Check under
Yard Sales"
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tompkins Pressure Cleaning
Commercial & Residential
*VINYL SIDING
*ROOFS - STREAKED
*INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
*SIDEWALKS
*DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCES
Free Estimates
1401 Garland Ct

Scott Lampkins

(270) 767-0062

Murray, KY

r- -1 ramb Brothers
c-;4- _7
7--`8r-11) Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Lil.'I,NSED &IMMO

free Estimates

Tree Trimming

24 Hr Ser.% ice

Cleanup Semi e

inst
the
clot]
itchi
dani

and
"Used Merchandise",

"Garage

489-G125

By I

With the Classifieds'

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Remus al
Poll/ 1.#1,111#

coti
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link

cles
inhz
mor
-- if
sync
rest
ass(

If
him
end

BEAU'S
Affordable Prices
'Replacement Windows

HOROSCOPES

to a good
home
2 adults CATS
both are
house broken
Call 759-9215
if interested
serious callers
only

s49.95

Professional Work
Free Estimates

DRESS
FOR LESS

474-2233
1-800-606-1208

Mowing. trimming, leaf &
clipping removal. dethatching, aeration, overseeding
bed
fertilization,
&
mulching Free Estimates
Damage, Termite Damage.
759-9609
Fire Damage Servicing
Most of Western KY. 24hr
560
Emergency Service. Free
Free Column
Estimates
270-354-5138

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530

Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

To pima a Clasalad ad
FENCING
•Vinyl Siding 'Metal Roofs
,, call
al 'ix,
Midway Fence Company
753-1916.
Chain link, & custom wood
Murray
privacy fences, installation
Ledger &
and repairs at reasonable
Times
prices Dickie Farley.
27 Years Experience
759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
HANDYWORKJ odd lobs
wanted No lob too small
HAPPY BIRTHDAY tor Friday. Dec. 3, 01 your own money Tonight: Do some
Yes, we clean gutters Ph
Santa errands.
1999:
753-2388 or 436759
You demonstrate an unusual ability to LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221
JONES Body Shop still lead. others clearly respond to your ***** You clearly draw attention:
serving Murray for over 28 enthusiasm. Risks could be confusing, others find you attractive and interesting.
years. Insurance work wel- however, and there might be many from' However, you'll need to make a decision.
come. Free estimates_
which to choose. This year, you broaden. Determine where you want to establish
270-753-0706
your horizons and make friends easily. limits and where you are willing to use
LAMB Brothers Moving
Success Is yours. If you are single, a rela- your charisma. An offer might actually
Contractors, cross country tionship may develop from a friendship, be too good to be true. Try a little cynior local Licensed &
,or you might be best fnends,with a para- cism! Tonight: Your treat.
InSured, Luke Lamb
mour Summer and after could be very SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
270-753-2555.
*** Focus on getting work done take

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture
BACKHOE SERVICE
FREE Estimates
ROY HILL Septic system,
Call Today
drive-ways, hauling, foundations etc 436-2113
753-5827
Painter, PLUMBING REPAIR SERCARPENTER.
Handyman Remodeling, VICE All work guaranteed
Repairs, Roofs Concrete & Free estimates
more Call 759-8034
753-1134
CARPORTS for cars and
PLUMBING
trucks Special sizes for
Repairs, fast service
motor home, boats, RVs
436-5255
and etc Excellent protecPROFESSIONAL HOUSE
tion, high quality, excellent
CLEANING
value Roy Hill 436-2113
Affordable rates, satisChimney faction guaranteed, very
Chim
CHIM
Sweep Chimney Cleaning dependable.
Free
. SR Discount Tracy Estimates. Good refer100
Manning 435-4006
ences. Call 436-2102.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
7gFirnp
Tree -8
SUREWAY
1997 Chevy pickup Low
Additions. garages, decks, Removal Insured with full
mileage Like new Trailer
remodeling, vinyl siding
line of equipment Free
equipped 753-1319
20Yrs experience
estimates Day or night,
74 Ford P U 360 auto
753-5592
753-5484
$550 lobo 759-4401
COMPLETE HOME

carvers

ESTATE AUCTION

..,

CONTRACTING

Roofing, vinyl siding, addi
lions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
Decks, Home Additions,
work Guaranteed Quality
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Work 25 Years experiCarports.
Pole
Garages,
ence Call Walters
Barns.- Metal Buildings,
Contracting, 753-2592
Fencing Hardwood Floors
bulldozing &
CUSTOM
&
Installed
Finished
backhoe work, septic sysWorkmanship
Quality
Rates tems. 354-8161 after 4pm
Affordable
Horace Sholar
Licensed

1993

LINCOLN

A

M.S. Construction

AAA CUSTOM BUILT

44yveeler-McClai,

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit tnot perfect
270-441-2253.
•Steady income history
12 acres, blacktop road.

"

530
Servos Offered

460

440

romantic. If attached, the two of you
enjoy each other as if you were new time at lunch, if necessary, to clear off
lovers You are unusually happy together. your desk An emotional matter needs to
ne kept under cover for now - others
LIBRA helps you get what you want
don't need to know your business.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Gather information, do research and
4-Positive. postpone a decision for right now.
5-Dynamic.
Have:
Tonight: Head home first
3-Average. 2-So-so, I-Difficult
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Make an additional effort to
ARIES(March 21-April 191
*** You might be overwhelmed by touch base with friends. A meeting
what is going on with a partner or loved proves to be most important and helps
one. Allow your energy to help part the you clear out problems that have been
waters for others. Sometimes you can lurking. You could be surprised by how a
accomplish things that others can't. Your friend dotes on you. Might he like you
efforts will be appreciated. Relish the more than you thought' Tonight: Friday
good will and the moment. Tonight: Let night at last!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
another express his affection.
**** Build on established ground.
20)
TAURUS (April 20-May
*** You have abundant energy, but Your softer side emerges when dealing
what your imagination might trigger with a family member. You break down
could startle you You'll feel much better natural barriers, revealing your true self.
A co-worker has strong feelings about Realize what another really wants Get
you. but be sure you want to invite this past formalities. Plan a zet-together with
interest. Think about mixing work and co-workers in the afternoon. Tonight:
play first. Tonight: Partake in some Still handling work matters.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
eggnog and early holiday cheer.
**** Take time to connect with
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
***** Your creativity, wit and car- another at a distance. Discus'stons
ing make an unbeatable combination. involve new techniques and greater effiKnow what you want, and others will ciency. Work becomes highly demandrespond Recognize how much a key ing. with many new: opportunities.
group of friends means to you Put forth Express a greater sense of concern and
that extra effort to keep communication canng. Others respond wholeheartedly.
flowing. Tonight: Make it an early night_ Tonight: Go caroling or buy Christmas
music.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Handle personal matters quickly PISCES (Feb. t9-March 20)
so that you can clear out an overwhelm- **** Build better relationships by

ing amount of work. Express your artistic side through your holiday choices
Others appreciate your creativity, mixed
with caring, in your work or personal
life. Tonight: Nap. then decide.
LEO (July 23-Aug -221
**** You could be overwhelmed by
the amount of calls and messages that
come in. Get organized so you can cover
as much ground as possible. Visit with a
co-worker or friend over lunch or plan
for an early day in order to get together
Tonight. Visit and catch up on news.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221
*** Make an additional effort toward
a partner Clearly, the two of you have a
loi of common ground to cover. An associate has many good moneymaking
ideas, hut you might need to invest some

taking time with a partner or co-worker.
You both exude good feelings, your bond
could develop Into more. Clear away any
mistletoe quickly, if you don't want that!
Work on your Christmas errands. Get
into the holiday spirit. Tonight Get tickets for a concert.
BORN TODAY
Singer Ozzy Osbouuve (1948), singer
Andy Williams (1956). auto racer Rick
Mears (1951)

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

- Let Heights
Finance Corporation
.11••• •-•

Check Out Our
Classified
Section!
LF6GER & TIMES
1001 Whilnell Ave.
753-1916

make all your dreams
come true!
Former Bankrupticies Welcome
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband
installs fiberglass insulation. Despite
the use of a mask, gloves and proper
clothing, he still suffers from intense
itching after work. Why? Is fiberglass
dangerous if inhaled?
DEAR READER: While your husband appears to be taking adequate
precautions, the fiberglass is still getting under his clothing and causing
severe itching and rash.
Fiberglass is composed of glassy filaments that break easily. These fragmented filaments, usually in the form
of dust spicules, penetrate the skin
and produce irritation. Although the
particles are too short and brittle to
penetrate deeply, they tend to stick to
skin made moist by perspiration. This
results in an itchy rash as the body
responds to the foreign material,
much as it would to a splinter.
Fiberglass workers can usually
solve this problem by washing thor.
oughly after work to remove the tiny
spicules that have worked their way
under the protective garments. Some
contractors swear by cold showers,
which close the skin's pores and allow
the fiberglass to be washed off more
readily.
In theory, swallowed fiberglass
could cause intestinal irritation.
However. I am unaware of any studies
linking ingestion of fiberglass particles to disease. On the other hand,
inhaled fiberglass often causes pulmonary inflammation, increased
mucus secretion, chronic cough and
- if present in sufficient quantity - a
syndrome of chronic lung disease that
resembles silicosis, a lung disorder
associated with sand particles.
If your husband carefully protects
himself and washes faithfully at the
end of the day, he shouldn't suffer any

serious consequences of industrial
fiberglass exposure.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it possible for a
person's hair to turn white overnight
after a severe emotional shock?
DEAR READER: I have heard tales
of people's hair turning white within
minutes after a particularly frightening experience. However, I can see no
valid scientific reason for this medical
curiosity, because pigment is bound in
the hair shaft and cannot be removed
except by chemical means. Hair may
grow out white after a shock, though.
Under such circumstances, compounds that circulate in the body can
affect the pigment cells in the scalp.
so that new hair is devoid of color. I
think that it would be impossible for
your whole thatch to turn white
overnight unless you paid a beauty
parlor operator to do it for you.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've heard that
caffeine prevents the body from
absorbing vitamins for about 12 hours.
True or false?
DEAR READER: False. Caffeine is
a stimulant that may cause irritability,
nervousness, excessive urination,
insomnia, rapid pulse and tremulousness. But to my knowledge, caffeine
does not produce vitamin or mineral
deficiency. To give you related information, I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Fads 1: Vitamins &
Minerals."

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

12-Month Customized

Color Calendar

DEAR ABBY: After reading your
column about outrageous mothersin-law, I had to write. When I was
17,1 married my high school sweetheart. He was only 20. We were
entirely too young to get married.
However, his mother never said a
negative word about it. In tact, she
was our most ardent supporter.
The following year, we had a
baby boy. We were too immature to
have children, but my mother-inlaw never said an unkind word. She
was extremely kind and generous to
my son and to me as well. She never
once criticized the way I took care of
the baby. When she came to visit,
she asked me nicely what I wanted
her to do, and then she did it. When
I think of this now, it brings a smile.
I was only 19 and knew nothing
about babies, but still she respected
my wishes as the mother of this
child. If she had a negative opinion
about me,she kept it to herself.
After a few years, the marriage
fell apart. The subsequent divorce
and custody battle got very ugly.
My mother-in-law never took sides.
I am now happily remarried and
live about 3,000 miles away from
my former mother-in-law. My
former husband has also remarried.
Neither of us has had any more
children, so my 12-year-old son is
my former mother-in-law's only
grandchild. He visits her every
summer, and I keep her up-to-date
as much as possible about his activities via e-mail and pictures.
Sometimes people are curious
about why I work so hard to keep
this connection to my ex-husband's
family. After all, according to the
world's expectations, we're supposed to "hate" each other, right?
Wrong! This lady is a gem. She's a
sterling example of how people
should treat each other.
She and I had a long talk this
summer about this very subject. I
told her that I do not "own" my son.
He's part of her, too. And I would be
doing a grave disservice as a parent
to deny my child the gift of knowing

LOOKING BACK

erosity and diplomacy that
are required to fulfill those
roles. Many people rould take a
lesson from your former
mother-in-law.
X**

DEAR ABBY: I read with interest the letter about checking to see
that a security whistle is in working
order. Many years ago, I had a persistent obscene caller. Hanging up
on him did not dampen his enthusiasm, so I decided to blow a shrill
whistle during his next call. As
expected, he called late one night,
so I grabbed the whistle and began
to blow.
Instead of making a shrill noise,
the whistle made an odd rattling
sound. Undaunted, I continued
trying to whistle - but I began to
laugh at the pathetic noise. A
moment later, the caller asked in an
incredulous voice,"What on earth is
that noise?" I explained, laughing,
"I'm trying to blow a whistle in your
ear!" With that, he howled with
laughter, hung up and never called
back.
STILL LAUGHING IN DALLAS
DEAR STILL LAUGHING:
Congratulations. Even though
the whistle malfunctioned, you
succeeded in "blowing off" the
obscene caller. That's a victory.

this wonderful grandma. I only South dealer.
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Opening lead — king ofclubs.
When you're declarer in a suit
I
contract, it is usualty best to assess your prospects by counting
your losers. However, in hands
where you plan to do lots ofruffing
back and forth, counting your losCATHY
ers is not always a reliable guide to
your chances.
r
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PANIC!
Of TIME!
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START BROWSING ON
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than that. You duck West's king of
clubs lead and take his queen con-
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tinuation with the ace. When you
next play the A-K of trumps, you
learn that East has two sure trump
tricks coming.
This is certainly discouraging,
but you're not licked yet. Shifting
gears slightly, you cash the A-K of
hearts. When West shows up with
a singleton heart, you can deduce
that he started with 6-5-1-1 distribution. This is a very promising
development,as it now seems likely
you'll win 10 tricks even though
you have five losers!
So you ruff a heart in your
hand, a club in dummy and another heart in your hand. You then
continue with a diamond to the ace
and ruff dummy's last heart with
your last trump. By this time, 11
tricks have been played,and you've
won 10 of them!
West's two remaining cards
are the K-J ofdiamonds, which are
ready to gobble up your last two
cards, the Q-8 of diamonds. East
can also win the last two tricks
with his two remaining cards, the
Q-J of trumps. West's two diamond winners are thus obliterated
by East's two trump tricks, and in
the meantime, you are home with
the contract. Two of your five losers have simply disappeared.
The principle demonstrated
here is a very elementary one: The
defenders can't beat four spades if
you take 10 tricks!

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
NOBODy LIKES THEIR OWN
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SQUARE FACE, NO CHiN
AND A Elopy'MAT'S SHAPED
LIKE A FiRE PLUG,

WELL,I HATE My NOSE,my
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WHEN you THINK ABOUT
IT,EL-THERE IS SOMETHING GOOD ABOUT
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48 Forward
50 Rip
51 Encountered
54 Skillfully
56 Goodbye in
Madrid
58 Armstrong ID
59 Cuts of fish
61 - Theater
(Harlem,
New York
City)
63 Cheaper - dozen
64 Shula ID
65 Mr, Craven
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Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Reis Donelson, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby T. Eike, and twin
girls tp Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Ramsey.
Fifty years ago
James Wilson and Bob Garrison
were welcomed as new members of
the Murray Rotary Club at a meeting at the Murray Woman's Club
House. The Rev. Robert Jarman
was speaker with A.B. Austin as
program leader.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Buchanan.
Nov. 26; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Miller and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Pierce, Nov.- 27: a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Carlton SiegMund and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
John Moore, Nov. 29,

r

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Dec. 2, the
336th day of 1999. There are 29
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 2, 1859, militant abolitionist John Brown was hanged
for his raid on Harper's Ferry the
previous October.
On this date:
In 1804, Napoleon was crowned
emperor of France.
In 1816, the first savings bank
in the United States, the Philadelphia Savings Fund Society. openht.•
for business.
.....
In 1823, President Monroe oat::
lined his doctrine opposing European expansion in the Western
Hemisphere.
In 1939, New York's La Guardia
Airport began operations as an air- liner from Chicago landed at 12:01 a.m.
In 1942, a self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction was demonstrated
for the first time at the University of Chicago.
In 1954. the Senate voted to
condemn Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy,
R-Wis., for "conduct that tends to
bring the Senate into dishonor and :
disrepute."
In 1961, Cuban leader Fidel :
Castro declared himself a Marx- :
ist-Leninist who would lead Cuba :
to Communism.
In 1969, the Boeing 747 jumbo :
Jet made its debut as 191 people,
most of them reporters and photographers, flew from Seattle to
New York City.
In 1993, Colombian drag lord
Pablo Escobar was shot to death
by security forces in Medellin.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

4

hall-time ceremonies of the Murray
and Tennessee Wesleyan basketball
game. She is pictured with her husband, Don Rogers. MSU won the
game with Hector Blondett and
Claude Virden for Murray and Aldridge for TVv' as high team scorers.
Forty years ago
James H. Blalock, United Fund .
Drive chairman. said "the 1960
drive has gone over the top of .
$20,350 with the final total being
$20,617.16." Mrs. Mary Pace is
secretary-treasurer of the United
Fund.
Charles Leroy Eldridge and
Wayne M. Williams are new elders
of College Church of Christ to
serve with Vernon Anderson, W.H:
Brooks and Esco Gunter.
Recent births reported at Murray,

TODAY IN HISTORY
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Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Murray,
Rotary Club members E.W. Dennison, Bob Douglas, Chuck Foster
and Jim Byrn serving at the Rotary
Club Country Ham Breakfast at Pagliai's this morning. The photo is
by Staff Photographer Dan Loudy.
Stephen (Brett) Porter played
the part of Mark Tanner on "Ben
Matlock" show Nov. 28 on NBCTV. He is the son of Margaret
Boone of Murray and the late William Porter.
Births reported include a boy to
Clara and Gary Williams and a girl
to Tammy and Jeffrey Jones, Nov.
28.
Twenty years ago
Twenty-five displays ranging
from a 30-foot-long animated Santa
Claus and Reindeer Team to a 30foot-lighted Christmas tree will
highlight this year's "Christmas in
the Park" display. This event was
started here last year at the MurrayCalloway County Park.
In high school basketball games
Murray High boys beat Trigg
County with Howie Crittenden of
Murray and Baker and Gray of
Trigg as high scorers; Calloway
County girls beat Fulton City with
Mina Todd of Calloway and Burnett of Fulton as high scorers.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Supt. William
B. Miller has announced that Dixie
Hopkins has been employed as the
first speech therapist for the Calloway County Schools.
Jane Rogers of Murray was
crowned as "Mrs. Murray State" in
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17 "Superman"
character
20 "-- No
Kicks from
Champagne"
24 - beer
25 Hwy
27 Mets Stadium
28 (At) full (full speed)
29 Mr, Sharif
30 Win, -, or
draw
32 Single time
35 Basketball
league (abbr)
56 lite 38 A Crosby
41 Regretted
44 Music's
Parton
46 Water nymph
47 Lets fall
49 Russians
'no'
52 Fashion
magazine
53 New Mexico
town
54 Finney ID
55 Baby's need
57 Therefore
60 Digraph
62 Radio type
(abbr
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MSU Wind Ensemble to perform in England
of the price of the CD is tax deductible."
Donations from the wind ensemble's "Holiday Concert" on Monday will also go towards the fund
raising effort.'
"In addition, we are planning a
'companion' trip for interested parents, alumni and friends of the
wind ensemble," John on said.
"While they will not b,traveling
with us, they will be p sent at the
conference concert an one of our
London performance. The rest of
this trip is devoted t some wonderful sights in Engla
Don Robertson, Vice President
for School Relations, said,"this appearance by the wind ensemble is
important to the school and the region for it provides further proof to

The Murray State Uniersity
Symphonic Wind Ensemble has accepted an invitation to appear as a
feature ensemble of the International Wind Band Symposium
April 14-16 in Manchester, England
According to Dennis L. Johnson, conductor of the ensemble and
Director of Bands at Murray State,
the wind ensemble is the only on
from the United States to be invited!,"This is an incredible honor
for us. the university and the region." Johnson said.
The 2000 Festival w ill also be
held in conjunction with the annual
British Association for Symphonic
Bands and Wind Ensembles Conference.
"By combining the conferences
of these two important organizations we can attract ensembles.
conductors and clinicians from
throughout the wOrld." said conference organizer Ian Duckworth.
"We are extremely excited that
Murray State has accepted our invitation."
Johnson noted that the wind ensemble. in addition to its featured
performance. has also been asked
to be the clinic ensemble for a reading session of new literature and
will be featured in Johnson's- conducting clinic.
-They plan to keep us ser busy

THE MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY SYMPHONIC WIND ENSEMBLE
and sisible during the conference." England. This trip will undoubtedly
Johnson said.
be something they will remember
In addition to the conference ap- and cherish for a lifetime."
pearance, the wind ensemble is also
fund raising for the trip is alplanning to present concerts at The -----ready
underway and, according to
University of Reading. a joint con- . Johnson, the students have formed
cen with the Royal Air Force Band their own fund raising committee.
at Uxbridge and at a cathedral in
"The total cost of the trip is
Oxford.
aroun.1 $75,000 and the students
"We will be in England for a
week,- Johnson said. "The additional concerts plus some sightseeing will afford the students a'great
opportunity to meet many people
and to see some historical sights of

`Toy Story 2' sets
new holiday record
LOS ANGELES (AP) ---, The
playthings lived up their buzz.
"Toy , Story --2.- Disney --and
Pixar's animated sequel about
Woody, Buzz Lightyear and their
toy buddies. opened with a fiveday take of $80.8 million-, according to industry .estimates Sunday.
The sequel far outpaced the
previous _ Thanksgiving holiday
record of $45.7 million set last
year by "A Bug's Life." produced
by the same studios.
Lows- Bond won the battle of
explosion- movies as "The World
Is Not Enough" took the No. 2 ,
spot with $35 million from Wednesday- to Sunday, dropping from first
.place in its second weekend. Arnold
Schsvarzenegger's "End of Days,"
about an ex-cop who takes on Satan.
premiered • in third with $31 million.
"We rolled right over Arnold
and the devil,- said Larry Gleason, president of worldwide distribution for MGM, which released
the , Bond film. The movie has
grossed $76.3 million, in 10 days.
The No. 2 movie last weekend, Tim Burton's comic horror
tale "Sleepy Hollow," fell to fourth
place with $27.4 million.
"Toy Story _2," the follow-up
to the computer-animated hit of
1995, was expected to do record
business, but its take far exceeded Hollywood analysts' projections. The film has gathered rave
reviews, with many critics saying
it's better than the original.
-These are unbelievable numbers," said Paul Dergarabedian,
president of Exhibitor Relations
Co. Inc.. which tracks the box
office. "We're breaking all kinds
of records."
The movie averaged a whop
ping $24,969 a screen in 3,236
theaters, compared with $11,065
on 3,163 screens for "The World
Is Not Enough" and $11,960 in
2,592 theaters for "End of Days."
It was a record-breaking weekend overall, with the top 12 films
taking in $209.9 million over five
days-, easily beating the all-time
Thanksgiving high for all movies
(If $182.3 million set last year.
The gross for the top four movies
- alone this Thanksgiving was just
$10 million short of that cwerall
record.
"Toy Story 2.- with Tom Hanks
atid Tim Allen reprising the voices of Woody the cowboy and space
ranger Buzz Lightyear. had the
third-highest gross all-time for a
five-day opening, behind $105 million for "Star Wars: Episode I
The Phantom Menace" and $85
million for "Independence Day*The movie took in $57.5 million Friday to Sunday. breaking

are determined to raise the entire
amount," Johnson said. "I am very
proud of their creative thinking and
all the efforts to date. ,
"We raised about'$650 at our
fall concert and will soon release a
CD from that concert. All proceeds
from the sales of the CD will go towards the trip and about two-thirds

Gary Brockway, Interim Provost
for Academic Affairs, is equally
excited about the venture.
"The University is committed to
supporting the wind ensemble because we feel an honor like this
benefits everyone. They have
worked extremely hard for this and
we are very proud of them."
Anyone interested in supporting
the wind ensemble and their fund
raising effort is asked to contact
Johnson in the music department at
762-6456 or Leigh Perry in the
Foundations Office at 762-3131.

Before The Cold Sets In —
Make Sure You're Riding On Good Tires!

Lifeliner STE
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

•6 Yr Limited Warranty
•24-Month Free Replacement
•24-Hour Roadside Assistance
*Smooth. Quiet Ride

NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

MINNETONKA
MOCCASINS
Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
1 100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY
753-1133

the industry record for a threeday animated debut of $40.9 million- by Disney's "The Lion King,"_
the studio's top grossing movie ,at
$312 million.
Estimated tickei sales for
Wednesday through Sunday_ at
North American theaters, according to Exhibitor Relations Co. Inc.
Final figures are-, tube releas
today.
1. "Toy Story 2," $80.8 million.
2. -The World Is Not Enough:
$35 million.
3. "End of Days," $31 million.
_ 4. "Sleepy Hollow," $27.4 million.
5. "Pokemon„" $9.1 million.
6: "The Bone Collector," $7.3
million.
7. "Dogma,- $4.9 million.
8. "Anywhere But Here,- $4
million.
9. "The Insider." $3.3. million.
10. "Being John Malkovich,"
S2.9 million.

interested students of the 'tradition
of excellence' of our wind band
and music program. We are extremely proud of their accomplishments."

laildf tomtit,
* COUNTRY HAMS *
HOME CURED by Dacid Riley
Authentically salt-cured & hickory smoked the
old fashioned way for full-bodied, yet mellow
flavor, because it's aged almost a full year!
Place Holiday Orders Now!
Toll Free 1-888-433-5984
Local (270) 759-6128
PO Box 724, Murray, KY 42071

Every Friday Night
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Komar-Department
of.the
Murray Woman's Club
presents..

°Caristmasffy 77ie_Ltz4
?burtyr5-lomes
at Cedarling Hills Subdivision (off Hwy. 280)
Sunday, December 12, 1999 • 1:00-4:00 p.m.
Home of:

Al & Carolyn Farrell
133 Windward Lane
Home of:

Home of:

Norm &JoRae Peiffer Tom & Donna Christensen
81 Woodridge Lane
-• Home of

82 Woodridge Lane
-•Home of

Danny & Sherry Tolley Stuart & Sue Conover
32 Wrenwood Lane

•

550 Edgewood Drive

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%,75% and 90%

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack•ot Eve Weeek

Tour will be marked by signs and balloons.
Purchase Tickets - Any Kappa member, University Branch and South
Manor Branch of Union Planters Bank prior to the tour ($7.00)
or aire door, day of tour (58.00). Call 759-6080 or toll free
877- 89-0914 for more information.
Proceeds Benefit - Angel Community Clinic and the Murray Woman's Clubhouse
renovations

'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club. License #0181
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Christmas —
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Living Trees
White Pine • Hemlock

Bunched (;reener • Custom Flocking, Too!
PLAY WITH THE BEST
Riding To's Too!

511
Types
reath_s
Garlands
Custom Niade
Decorations

Rugged John Deere Toys Are
Built For Tough Fun
Sturdy, die-cast scale models of the real things.
these toys can hold up in the rough and tumble
world of today's kids. Stop in soon and see our

YOUR DREAM KITCHEN BUILT EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU

selection.
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MYERSL umber Co.

OPEN: Mon. - Fri. 8-5 & Sat. 8-4
THE Garden Spot OF WESTER's KENTUCK1

4123 Schneidman Road
Paducah, KY 42003
(270)443-8851

• .1
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500 South 4th • Murray •(270) 753-6450
Mon.-Fri. 7-5; Sat. 8-Noon
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Racers start new season at 3-1
By SCOTT NANNEY
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Springs in the opener. N1urr.i.
produced a 2-1 effort in the
inaugural Hoop and Quill Clas"If you would have asked me
sic last v%eekend in St. Charles,
before
if I'd been happy with
NI0
The Racers defeated the Rut- a 3-1 record after. four games.
gers Scarlet Knights from the I'd say most definitely," he said.
Big East 87-83 in the tourna- "Obviously, you'd like to be 4ment opener and then blasted a 0. But I'm very happy thus far."
The heart and soul of the •
much bigger Valparaiso team 78'99-00
Racers is senior forward
58 in the semifinals.
MSU lost the tournament Isaac Spencer and senior point
championship game to Confer- guard Aubrey Reese, which lead
ence USA member Southern Mis- the squad with 24.8 and 17
points per game, respectively,
sissippi 65-62.
through
the first four contests.
Despite seeing his roster
They
lead
a unit that includes
depleted by injuries and a- a
series of other 4actors. Racer veterans Mike Turner (senior).
head coach ,Tevester Anderson Rod Murray (senior), Marlon
is pleased with his team's start. Towns (senior), Aaron Page (senC'•Vf
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and acaAnderson has
also answered early -.season ques_-..
;ions about an undersized team.
Ramage, who stands at 6-8,
Is the Racers'---tallest player.
However, MSU managed to
defeat much bigger squads in Rutgers and Valparaiso.
"People always worry about
heighth. But I told our kids that
heighth
wasn't
important,"
explained Anderson. "It's not
about how much height!' you
have, but about how much heart
you have ... We can play with
.bigger. teams, and I think we've
proven that."
While Anderson is pleased
with the Racers' early efforts,
he concedes ihat there is much
work to be done.
"We have to improve our
shooting percentage," he noted.
"We need other guys to step up

•See Page 8
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Senior point guard Aubrey Reese will be a key figure
in the Racers fortunes during the 1999-2000 season.
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Lady Racers remain
upbeat despite 1-4 mark
New season
begins on road
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By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Life _for the Murray State
Lady Racers has closely reieriibled an old Willie Nelson hit —
"On the Road Again."
That's where the Lady Racers have been for the first five
dates of their 1999-2000 schedule.
Murray began its new journey Nov. 19 in the opening
game of the American University Tip-Off Classic in Washington, D.C., and promptly
defeated Morgan State 61-53.
However, the road has been
rough for the Lady Racers since
then.
During its last four games,
MSU ,has fallen to'American
University (67-64), James Madison (68-59), Saint Louis (7551) and Belmont (80-77).
"We played pretty well against
American, but we just didn't get
to the (free throw) line enough,"
said Lady Racer head coach Eddie
Fields. "We had them down by
10 in the first half, but they
shot a lot of free throws. And
those add up.
"Against James Madison, we
jumped on them and played well
in that game also. But they
wound up shooting 31 free
throws. It's kind of hard to win
games like that," he added.

1999-2000 Schedule
DECLAIMS
Ati,oh Peay State'
5-45 p m
5 45 rrr
4
- I4U....see Stat.'.
7:00 p.m.
EVANSVILLE
7
SOUTHERN ItLINOIS
3:00 p.m.
18
7 00 p m
torWeraern
Kentucky
20
PINUAIRY
7:00
p.m.
BELMONT
3
400 pm
&Tennessee Martin'
8
p.m.
STATE'
7:00
AUSTIN
KAY
Ii
5:30 Wm.
EASTERN limo'sIT
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI ST. 4:00 p.m.
IS
&Eastem Kentur ky'
5 30 pm
20
445 p m.
1 ehead 5tate'
11
MIDDEUTENNESSEE ST • 5:30 p.m.
27
2:00 p.m.
TENNESSEE TECH'
19
FEBRUARY
4:30 p.m.
TENNESSEE-MARTIN'
S:30 p.m.
TENNESSEE STATE•
8
4 45 p m
10
&I astern Illinois•
&Southeast Missouri State' 3 30 p m
(
.2
S:10 p.m.
17
EASTERN KENTUCKY'
1:00 p.m.
MOREHEAD STATE'
19
24
.4Mirk-lle Tennessee State' 545 pro
4 30 pm
26
fklennessee Tech'
29
OVC 1..st Round
MARCH
OVC Tournament (Sernifirmha
4
OVC Championship
5
t.

t

The Lady Racers showed signs
of fatigue during the contest
with Saint Louis. But rebound-

ed to force Belmont into overtame, before falling to the Lady
Bruins.
"We played three, games in
a five day,period—And then we
turned around and played Saint
Louis (last Friday)," Fields noted.
"We just never got started in
that game." •
Despite the four-game losing
streak, Murray has had its bright
spots. Chief among those is starting forward Susan Tackett; who
leads the team with an average
of 14 points per game.
Returning as starters for the
Lady Racers include center Monika Gadson, and guards Heather

•See Page 8

1999-2000 Lady Racer Roster
3
11
14
20
21
22
23
30
31
32
33
34
45
55

Heather Bates
Socorro Dennis
Khadija Head
Shana Sieve
Shelly Broughton
Kern Shields .Shannon Preston
Eniko Verebes
Liz Stansberry
Erin Fetcher
Susan Tackett
Danielle Zimmerman
Monika Gadson
Jill Buckman

Pos. Ht
5-8
P/F 6-1
5-7
5-10
5-10
5-7
5-9
5-6
6-0
6-1
6-1
P/F 6-4
6-0
P/F
6-5

_
Sophomore point guard Eniko Verebes leads a talented
group of returning players for the Lady Racers.

CI
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Jr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
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WITH MR, 614r-r/s lior, FRESH BUFFETS'
2 All You Can Eat &
Drink Lunch Buffets

->

F

s30 VALUE

I

FREE

2 All You Can Eat &
Drink Dinner Buffets

Get Your
Full Spinal Examination!
(NO OBLIGATION - NOTHING TO PAY)

I
II

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

I
I FIND OUT NOW

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

,

Large Original
Crust Pizza

13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

Up To 10 Toppings
SB

whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your
aches and pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle
strengthness test, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

I
I

DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU 'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT
WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
1703 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass • Murray, KY 42071

.1. -FREE-

g

wuron per pvr,on
I spies 12/121,
N

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE
It you want more care
and treatment,
we do all the paperwork

7591116
I
CALL NOW. BRING THIS
COUPON WITH YOU
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Birdsong ready to win
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
He has been successful everywhere else he has been, so Terry
Birdsong has no reason to think
he won't be whistling the same
tune in his -first year as head
coach of the Calloway -County—
boys' basketball team.
A standout player at Marshall
County v.ho played collegiately
at Western Kentucky and N1ur-

State, Birdsong 'has a career from my playing days. I have
record of 52-31 after two sea- total control from the third grade
sons at Webster County and a up and the administration is
one-year stint at Caldwell Coun- doing what it can to get us
going in the right direction."
ty.
Birdsong takes over for long"I took the Caldwell County
job with full intentions of stay- time Laker skipper Ron Greene,
-mg there for a long time. But -who-directed-Calloway- to a -14when I was contacted about this 14 mark last season and the chamjob, I felt I couldn't turn it pionship of the Martin (Tenn.)
down," Birdsong said.
"I have a lot of ties here •See Page 9

GOOD LUCK TEAMS!
Go Lakers!
Go Racers!
Go Tigers!
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Calloway County will count on senior Ben Underhill for
leadership during the 1999-2000 season.

Calloway County
1999-2000 boys' roster

AS

4fr57,Aut°Care
Center

Sen
Call
earr
advi

Se Install Ousart, NAM Part s

CUNNINGHAM As
411117
4r11hat AUTO 111
REPAIR

1

The oldest
independent repair
shop in Murray"

10
11
15
40
4
35
3
21
34
23
33
55

Ht
5-9
5-8
6-1
6-1
6-5
6-2
5-11
5-0
6-4
6-0
6-2
6-2

Jay Boggess
Jimmy. Bynum
Mitchell McClure
Derek McCallum
Chris Ringstaif
Jeff Owen
Kyle Tracy
Cameron Greenfield
Ben Underhill
Brady Harris
Pat Greer
Kelly Overbey

1
LAKERS

Wt
145
140
155
155
215
185
160
160
195
155
165
180

CI
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.

RACERS
TIGERS

Heater Systems

Flush Cooling System

Tune-Ups

Fuel Injection Service

Brakes

Batteries

1
1

YOUR TOTAL CAR CARE BUSINESS

14
1

rom minor tune-ups to major overhauls.

Murray Appliance Co.
Sales, Service and Free Delivery
212 Main St., Murray • 270-753-1586
Store Hours: Monday-Friday
8 00 a m -5 00 p m
Saturday 8 00 a m 3 00 p m

See or Call: WA. Cunningham, Larry Cunningham,
Randy Cunningham. Ricky Cunninham
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00 Call Today For An Appointment
6 9 South 4th St.
(270) 753-6831 or 753-3571
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Lady Lakers look to
advance in region

'ill for

Senior guard Brooke Lencki is one of the keys to the
Calloway County Lady Lakers hopes in 1999-2000. CCHS
earned a second-place finish in the Fourth District and
advanced to the First Region Tournament in 1998-99.

,•.16.4111111.

•

CI
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
In his first season at Calloway County, Scott Sivills led
the girls' basketball team to a
21-9 record and its first appearance at the First Region Tournament since 1993, when the
Lady Lakers won the regional
crown.
Having ended that seven-year
drought last year, Sivills expects
anything but a sophomore slump
as Calloway returns a solid front
line and one of the region's top
point guards in Brooke Lencki.
"Last year, our goals were
to win 20 games and go to the
region," said the head coach of
last year's Fourth District runners-up and the only district
team to defeat regional champion Marshall County.
"This year, we want to win
25 games, win the district and
win the region. Beating Marshall last year and going to the
regional tournament gave the girls
a sense of what they can accom-

plish and what they need to do
to reach their goals."
Lencki, 5-10 center Tiffany
Lassiter. 5-7 forward Jenni Pigg
and 5-8 forward Miriam Roge-rs
are the Lady Lakers' four seniors.
Rogers will begin the season
as the starting power forward
while Calloway's fourth returning starter, 5-10 junior Jena
Thomas, works her way back
into the lineup from an achilles
tendon injury.
"We definitely have experience with the four starters coming back, and we've had really
good leadership so far," said
Sivills, who saw that leadership
blossom in preseason camp.
"Last year was a learning
process for me and the girls,
but it has been an easier transition now because of our four
seniors. They've stepped up and
told our younger players how
to run certain plays and do drills,

•See Page 11

Calloway County
1999-00 Girls' Basketball
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

2
at Carlisle Co.
6-9Massac Tourney
13 GRAVES CO.
16
MAYFIELD
20
South Fulton
21
Hopkinsville
27-30 Martin (Tn.)
Tournament
Jan. 7
MURRAY
Jan. 11
at Fulton Co.
Jan. 14
MARSHALL
Jan. 15
at Trigg Co.
Jan. 18 at Graves Co.
Jan. 20
at Lone Oak
Jan. 25
at Marshall
Jan. 27
BALLARD
Jan. 28 FULTON CO.
Feb. 4
at Murray
Feb. 10
LONE OAK
Feb. 14
TILGHMAN
Feb. 15
CFS
Feb. 17
HICKMAN
Feb. 22 FULTON CO.
Home games ALL CAPS

STARTINT
TRAIDITI()NI C)F
EXC:ELLENIC

TA)
Murray Bank
Cr
Equal Housing Lender • Member FDIC

Loy Hours
Mon -Thum
9 a.m. - 4 pm.
Fn. •
9 a.m - 6 p.m.
Sal9a m mim

Deive-Thrti
Moo -Thum
Fn
Sal

24-Htlur ATM

'

S a in
a in
8a m

4 pm
rpm
noon

How Banking Should Be
1000 Whitnell • Murray, Ky. • 270-753-5626
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Hudson looks for improvement in Tigers
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff. Writer
Atter a 1-24 first season at
!Murray. time is finally on the
side of Dan Hudson.
Hudson became MH$' fourth
boys' basketball head coach in
four years last 'year when he
signed on as skipper of the
Tigers, and his late hiring left
him with just two vveeks to prepare for the 199S-99 season.
• Tv,elv e months and a full offseason later. Hudson is truly ready
to turn the .7vrigTay program
around, and with just one senior on a roster laden with talented sophomores. this campaign
could he the start of something
good for the Tigers.
Hudson has already been able
to tell the difference in practice.
.
. took us at least until
Christmas to get our system in

1999-2000 Murray High
boys' roster
20 Sr. Steven Compton
33 Jr. Darrell Foster
23 Jr. Bobby Smith
34 Jr. Josh Garland
44 Jr. Steven Prince
3 So. Matt Kelleher
10 So. Kwen Trice
25 So. Tom Masthay
5 So. Anthony Cogdell
54 So. Darrell Cole
24 So. Adam French
14 So. Josh Seavers
12 Fr. Dillion Volp
32 Fr. Blake Rayburn
31 Fr. Chase Lambert
(last year), but the guys are getting used to the system now,"
Hudson said. "It used to take a
month to learn something new
last year, but now it takes us
Just a week to add a new wrinkle."
The biggest crease in the Mur-

ray lineup seems to be stiff competition at every slot in the starting five, and that comes largely froth the' Tigers' team speed
and athleticism.
"(The pace of the game).
depends on the opponent, of
course,. and, we'll slow it down
and run our offense when it fits
the situation, but we'll try to
be up-tempo," Hudson said. "We
want to take advantage of our
quickness, and we feel our post
players can beat their men down
the floor."
- Darrell Foster, a 6-3 junior,
will man either the center or
power forward position and has
the ability to bring larger defenders out on the perimeter and
beat them one-on-one.
Versatility is also a strength
in the backcourt as 5-11 sophSophomore guard Kwen Trice is a key component to
coach Dan Hudson's young program at Murray High.

II See Page 10

The Name Of The Game Is...

Teamwork...
The Way
To The Top!
We're proud to support our,
Racers, Lakers & Tigers...a Parker
tradition for over 69 years.
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FORD
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"We're A Team You Can Count On!"

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St. • 753-5273
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Lady Tigers working to fill holes
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
In her four years as the head
coach of Murray's girls' basketball team, Rechelle Cadwell
has. alwvs found the- ebb and
flow from one season to the
next a very intriguing process.
Cadwell's Lady Tigers return
three starters from last year's
18-10 squad, but MHS lost both
of its top forwards, long-range
gunner Becky Greene and defensive stopper Angie Edwards, to
graduation.
But according to Cadwell, that
is what makes coaching fun.
"A leading scorer and a good
defender are two tough roles to
and both of those girls meant
a lot to our basketball team last

year in what they did for us,"
Cadwell said. "It's hard to replace
two starters, but that's part of
the challenge of every season
and it's always interesting to see
who steps up and fills those
shoes."
With 20 players on her roster, Cadwell has a lot of volunteers lacing up the aforementioned sneakers; the key to success this year will be finding
the right fit.
Cadwell is looking for seniors Lindsay Lawson, Ashley
Dunn and Whitney Ray to pick
up the scoring load and provide
leadership for a team whose current members never missed going
to a First Region Tournament until
Calloway County defeated Mur-

ray in last season's Fourth District tournament semifinals.
Still,. the Lady Tigers' recent
track record — winning two of
the Iasi three All 'A' Classic
regional titles and the 1997
regional championship — could
be a source of pride and inspiration for Cadwell's troops.
"I think people still have to
respect us because when it comes
down to it, we're going to be

very competitive," Cadwell said.
"These girls have a lot of heart
and care about each other a
great deal; these seniors have a
lot to build on and they want
to go out on a high note."
Lawson, a 5-5 point guard.
and Dunn and 5-7 off-guard, are
almost carbon copies of. each
Other.
Lawson runs the offense, but
Dunn can also provide help in
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bringing the ball up the floor
and both are very consistent
shooters from three-point range.
Murray's fourth and finalsenior. 5-5 guard Misty Starks, provide: added depth and experience in the backcourt.
Ray, a 6-1 center, is a- very
physical presence along the
boards and as a shot-blocking

/

Domino's
Pizza!

N

••

Try
Our
Buffalo
Wings

Try Our
Bread Sticks or
Cheese Bread
Senior point guard Lindsay Lawson will be counted on
heavily by Lady Tiger head coach Rechelle Cadwell this
season.

Kickboxing For Fun & Fitness
MURRAY

753-3030
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1999-2000 Murray State Roster
4
10
19
13
20
24
25
31
32
44
53

Marlon Towns
Anthony Woodard
Aubrey Reese
Rod Murray.
Aaron Page
Justin Burdine
Ray Cunningham
Isaac Spencer
Chris Shumate
Mike Turner
Josh Ramage

Ht
6-5
6-3
6-0
6-7
6-5
6-1
6-5
6-6
6-5
6-7
6-8

Wt
220
170
190
190
180
180
185
220
185
215
180

CI
Sr
Fr.
Sr
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.

•Lady Racers ...
From Page 3
Bates and Fmk° Verebes They
are joined by junior college
transfer Liz Stansberry at the
other forward position.
Other returnees are senior
guard Shana Sieve, junior guard
Kern Shields. sophomore guard
ShannIn Preston , and redshirt
freshman guard/forward Danielle
Zimmerman.
Newcomers to the Lady Racer
,qu,kf are forv.ands Shell

Broughton and Socorro Dennis
and guards Jill iuckman, Erin
Fetcher and 1U.I.idija Head.
Tackett, Bates ( 1 1), Stansberry (10.2) and Gadson (10.2)
are all averaging double figures
in scoring in the early going.
The Lady Racers begin Ohio
Valley Conference play Thursday at Austin Peay before traveling to Tennessee State Dec.
4

ALLISON PHOlOGRAPHY
1999-2000 Murray State Racers

•Racers ...
From Page 2
and have big games besides Isaac
and Aubrey.'
MSU is scheduled to begin
OVC play Thursday at rival
Austin Peay before playing host

to highly-ranked Detroit Mercy
in a nationally-televised (ESPN)
contest Saturday.
The Racers' schedule also
includes a tough road trip to

Big Ten power Purdue (Jan. 3)
and an appearance in the Sun
Bowl Tournament Dec. 28-29 in
El Paso, Texas.

STEELE-ALL13RITTEN
Plumbing & Electrical

•Residential•Commercial

Call Us
For All
Your
Service,
Residential
& Commercial Needs

_1

•Service Repair
DAVID RYAW • DARREAI i10W4RO
Telephone/Fax

753-4736

_

209 S. 3rd St.

753-5341

giVt
gEtairigiaLS
Give the Gift of
Healthy Living!
808 Chestnut St.• Murray • 759-9622

aY/
NW

,PHY

41

NMI

„
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•Birdsong.

••

From Page 4
Lions Club Christmas Classic
before retiring.
The Lakers lost four players
from that club to graduation,
including wing Austin Wyatt and
his 23-point scoring average and
point guard Larry Stubblefield.
The preseason departure of
6-5, 225-pound senior center
Scott Lowe only gave Birdsong
even more juggling to do with
his lineup.
"Right now, I just hope we
have a lot of overachievers,"
said Birdsong, who is trying to
install his aggressive style of
man-to-man defensive play. "I've
been pleased with our shooting
ability, and I feel we can keep
two kids that are legitimate scoring threats on the floor at all
times, but we're having troubles defensively.
"These kids were brought up
playing zone defense, and they
were having problems handling
screens to the point that we had
to break everything down before
we could play five-on-five
again."
Birdsong will turn to his fivemember senior class, headlined
by 6-4 forward-center Ben Underhill and 5-11 guard Kyle Tracy.
Underhill will be asked to
fill the scoring void that Wyatt
left behind, but his ability to
post up inside and shoot from
the outside will have him starting at any position along the baseline.
Tracy is a pure shooter, but
he will be asked to play the
point while 5-9 sophomore Jay
Boggess and 5-8 freshman Jimmy

Calloway County
1999-00 Boys' Basketball
at Carlisle Co.
Dec. 2
Dec. 10
at Tilghman
at Reidland
Dec. 14
MAYFIELD
Dec. 16
at Lone Oak
Dec. 17
South Fulton
Dec. 21
Dec. 27-30 Martin (Tn.)
Tournament
MARSHALLJan. 4
MURRAY
Jan. 7
at Fulton Co.
Jan. 11
at Hickman
'Jan. 13
at Marshall
Jan. 25
Jan. 28 FULTON CO.
Jan. 31 at Fulton City
CFS
Feb. 1
at Murray
Feb. 4.
ST. MARY
Feb. 8
Feb. 11 GRAVES CO.
CFS
Feb. 15
HICKMAN
Feb. 17
at Mayfield
Feb. 18
Feb. 22 FULTON CITY
CARLISLE
Feb. 25
Home games ALL CAPS
Bynum mature into the job of
floor general. If and when Tracy
.moves to the off-guard spot, 60 junior swingman Brady Harris will be bumped up to forward.
However. Calloway will likely start the season with Harris
and Underhill on the wings,either
6-2 senior Jeff Owen for offense
or 6-2 junior Pat Greer for
defense at the power forward

•See Page 11

*10 Minute Oil Change
Most Mayor Brands

'Brake Service
'Transmission Service
'Cooling System Rush
Tire
Rotation

'Discounts apply on
most vehicles

$10.95
Tire check plus front
and rear rotation.
•

Transmission
Flush

Om, $59.95
Total Flush Exchange

Coolant Flush
System

o„1, $42.95
Incindes flush &
sealant treatment, ,

4

759-2265
(Next to Log Cabin)

50'

'21. ST.. MURRAY

The Gift of Good Taste.
Bel-Air Center • Hwy.641 South • Murray.
753.0440'' •
• •

•
•
•••
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•

•

• • •
• ••

• ••
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II Hudson ...
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From Page 4

This Area s Ui
Gas rta System

MON ESSEN
•

<=•

The ultimate in gas log heat and beauty.
,Monessen Tent-free g. as: lo,c;si,,offer you,Jhe most.
choices in
log styles
and operation modes.
The most
realistic
hand craft >
ed logs zvith
glowing
coals and
yellow
flames combined zvith
high
the
efficiency of
- ient-free space heating makes Monessen the ultimate choice when you're looking _for gas logs with
heat and personality.

Murray High

omore Kwen Trice — a streaky
3-point shooter — 5-9 sophomgre
Matt Kelleher and 5-10 sopa- .
more Adam French can all play
the point and the off-guard spots.
Steven Compton, Murray's
tone senior, is a 5-10-swingman
that also figures in the backcourt mix, while 6-1 sophomore
Anthony Cogdell and 6-2 sophomore Tom Masthay will vie
for playing time at forward.
Foster will be joined on the
baseline by 6-4 junior center
Steven Prince and a trio of power
forward candidates, 6-2 juniors
Bobby..Smith and.Josh Garland,
6-1 sophomore Darrell Coleand
6-2 sophomore Josh Seavers.
The Tigers gave Hudson an
idea of the future when they
posted a 5-4 record at the Nike
summer camp in Hopkinsville.
"(The players) gained a lot
of experience last year, and
they're looking to build on that
experience," Hudson said. "They
feel they have something to
prove''

1999-00 Boys' Basketball
McDtinald's
Classic
FULTON CO.
Dec. 2
HEATH
Dec. 7
Carlisle Co
Dee. 9
HICKMAN
Dec. 10
St. Mary
Dec. 13
LYON CO.
Dec. 14
at Marshall
Dec. 17
at Lone
Dec. 27-29
Oak Tournament
BALLARD
Jan. 4
at Calloway
Jan. 7
at CFS
Jan. 11
Jan. 15-22 All-A--RSEC
at Fteidland
Jan. 25
WEBSTER
Jan. 28
at Mayfield
Jan. 31
Feb. 1 FULTON CITY
CALLOWAY
Feb. 4
CFS
Feb. 8
MARSHALL
Feb. 11
Feb. 18 at Fulton Co.
Feb. 25 CRITTENDEN
Dec. 1-3

Home games ALL CAPS

ALLISON PHOTOGRAPHY
Tigers
High
1999-2000 Murray

<1,11414r
-4>

cis-v7 Heat with Personality.
Nk #41104
Calloway County's Exclusive Monessen Dealer

Y.
A.
11
.1
11
17
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

200-206 East Main • 753-3361

CLEAR the Way
for the FUTURE
Quality
Glass At
Unbeatable
Prices!

• Auto Glass
• Table Tops
• Mirror • Doors
• Storm Windows
• Store Fronts
• Shower & Tub
• Safety Glass
• Insulated Glass

S 6 MIRROR
KY2ndGLAS
WEST So.
St.
203

(270)
753-4527
(GLAS)

(next to Murray Lumber)

INSURANCE
WORK & ON-SITE
WINDOW
HEPLACEMEN T

,

.
I

•
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1999-2000 Calloway County Lakers

II Birdsong.

• •

From Page 9
spot and 6-5 senior Chris
Ringstaff at center.
The bench is led by 5-10
senior guard Cameron Greenfield,
6-1 freshman guard Mitchell
McClure, 6-1 junioE Derek
McCallum and 6-2 freshman center Kelly Overbey.
Birdsong believes his squad
can develop into a regional threat,
as long as the Lakers refrain
from getting into a track meet
every night.
"We would like to have our
younger kids run the floor, but
I think we can be a Very physical team defensively in the halfcourt," said Birdsong, who
coached a deliberate style at Webster County but asked his athletic Caldwell County team to
play a faster pace.
"I've been very fortunate to
have two kinds of teams, but
this bunch at Calloway is more
suited for the half-court game
because we have some size and
some stiooters. I don't think
we'll be good enough to let
teams score 60 points a game
- we need to make the other
teams earn their. points if we're
going to be successful."

r

NMI

---

A word
of thanks
As you might expect, creating a basketball tabloid
such as this is a major undertaking.
It also requires the time
and efforts of many talented people.
So. now is the time to
say thanks to a everyone
who contributed to this special Ledger & Times section.
First, to photographer
Bernard Kane, who designed
a tremendous cover.
Also, thanks to Allison
Photography and Barry Johnson for supplying photos from
all six local teams, the four
high school coaches, Racer
head coach Tevester Anderson and Lady Racer head
coach Eddie Fields.
Finally, thanks to Ledger
partner Mike Ohstrom for all
of his hard work.
Scott Nanney

........
NMI
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$2.00...

Tops
)oors
dows
'roots
& Tub
Glass
Glass

Full Service
Reg. Price $22.95
102 South 12th St. Murray
759-3278

IR

QUICK
LIME
116 Mlle NM NM MO IMIli

IMP

imm
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.
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and now e le a month .illead
of where we were last
'Fhe fifth piece of the 1..1*.
Lakers starting lineup pullie is
the shooting. guard position,
:v‘Iiicir is up for_ grabs betw cen
.5-6 sophomore Whitne Rdale. 5-4 sophomore . KJ‘.e.•
junior Rae
Stotte.cipher and
gait Morton
Si% ills Wants :lie Lad\ 1..akerc to cut down on their turnover,
while.converting More layups
and improving their free-thorn
accuracy from 50 to 70 percent.
as he. thoiight Calloway"s .solid
'defensive.play during the 199899 campaign should have translated into a few more victories. •
However, he also thinks the
offseason did wonders for his
squad.
"The kids got to play against
some of the. best teams in the
1999-2000 Calloway Co.
girls' roster
Sr. Brooke Lencki
Sr. Tiffany Lassiter
Sr. Jenni Pigg
Sr. Mariam Rogers
Jr. Jena Thomas
Jr. Raegan Morton
So. Whitney Ragsdale
So. ,Kacee Stonecipher
So. Meagan Rogers
So. Heather Macha
So. Tiffany Cunningham
Fr. Felicia Prescott
Fr. Carlie Williams
Fr. Lindsey Whitt
Fr. Amber Howard
Fr. Brittany Lamb
Fr. Lacs Flocking

ALLISON PHOTOGRAPHY

1999-2000 Calloway County - Lady Lakers
state this summer. so we got to -tally this year."
At 5-11. freshman center Cardevelop some mental toughness.
The girls have worked real hard lie Williams could provide added
to get physically stronger and depth along the baseline, and 5become more offensive-minded 3 freshman Felicia Prescott is
over the summer,and I think we'll being groomed as Lencki's
be stronger physically and men- reserve at the point.

Get The
Home-Court
Advantage.

-

RACE/tS,
Visit us today at 711 Main St.
or by calling 753-1222.
We look forward to serving you.
111'
42:)

• -I

ro'

753-1222
III MI.'S I OK I I% 1114[.•

GOOD
'LUCK
RACIIRS.
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLETINC.
Showroom Hours: 8-8 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (502) 753-1629
Email address — dtaylorOldd.net
Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(502) 753-2617
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BARRY JOHNSON
1999-2000 Murray State Lady Racers
10
11 .
12
14
15
21
22
23
24
25

1999-2000 Murra
So. Chelsee Thompson
Sr Lindsay Lawson
Sr Ashley Dunn
So. Mallory France
Fr. Lacey Latimer
Sr. Whitney Ray
So. Page Adlich
Fr. Carley Faughn
Fu Sherrie Sexton
Sr. Misty Starks

High girls' roster
30 Jr. Erika Trenholm
31 Fr. Allison Cross
33 Jr. Whitney Alexander
34 Jr. Ashley Hood
35 So. Delanda Olive
40 So. Allysia Hood
42 So. Ashley Tripp
44 Jr. Lauren Owens
50 Fr. Deaundria Martin
52 Jr. Kayla Olive

000aLlic1 This

"asoi

1999-2000 Murray High Lady Tigers

ALLISON PHOTOGRAPHY

•Lady Tigers • ••
From Page 7
threat in the defensive paint.
"I think we have a great
nucleus in Lindsay, Ashley and
Whitney," Cadwell said. "They
have a lot of varsity experience
and they've shown that they're
willing to shoulder the pressure

of being our team leaders."
The No. 3 spot could go to
As for the forward positions, a third guard, either 5-8 soph5-10 junior Whitney Alexander omore Chelsee Thompson, 5-6
will likely get the firsi shot at sophomore Delanda Olive or 5the power forward position, fol- 6 junior Erika Trenholm.
lowed by 5-11 sophomore AshThe athleticism of 5-7 sophley Tripp.
omore forward Mallary France,
an all-state honorable-mention
soccer player, could make her
a possibility for the quick forward role, maybe as a replaceFREE
ment for the defensive-minded
Edwards.
DELIVERY
Ray will be backed up in the
post by 5-11 sophomore Paige
AND
Adlich and 6-0 sophomore
CARRYOUT
Allysia Hood. Hood's sister Ashley, a 6-0 junior, is out with a
knee injury and is not expected to be back at 100 percent
until January.
Cadwell has been impressed
BETTER PIZZA
with her five freshmen, includ*Tax
Carry-Out Only
ing 5-4 poi l guard prospect
Lacey Latimer.
One Large
"I think we're going to be
3-Topping Pizza
deeper than we have been in
AVAIIABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST.
recent years, and I don't think
•\‘C\\‘'
Expires 30 days. Not valid with am, other offer
it will be out of the question
kw11k: to V1/.
'. did only at participating locations Customer pays
applicable sales tax Additional toppings extra
\NCI
'
for us to change the starting
lineup from game to game
depending on our opponent."

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

s.p99

J

$1299

Murray High
1999-00 Girls' Basketball

One Extra Large up to
5 Toppings
AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST.
Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer
\
onls at participating locations Customer pave
al, nimbi able vales tax Additional toppings extra

1

,

One Large 2-Topping & and
Order of Breadsticks

•

• : w.
•

`
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#[MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY BASKETBALL:A
RACER ARENA 1954-1998

Rowdoli

AVAILABLE IN 'THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST.
Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer
Valid only at participating location. Customer pay.
.
I I I applicable •ale• tax Addit11,1,1i topping. extra

This print (mailable at...

$l

The

GALLERY
"The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
Se 301 N. 12th St.• Murray • 759-1019
-

95
•I

•

2 Large 2 Toppings &
Order of Breadsticks
AVAHARLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
Expires 30 day.. Not valid with an other (Mr,
tiis consioney pay.
Valid only at participating loram
all spplicahle 11814. I.11 Additional toppings extra
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Nov. 30
Dec. 2
Dec. 6
Dec. 9
Dec. 10
Dec. 13
Dec. 17
Dec. 20

at Fulton City
FULTON CO.
at Lone Oak
at Carlisle Co.
HICKMAN
at St. Mary
at Marshall
Trigg Co.
(at RSEC)
Jan. 4
BALLARD
Jan. 7
at Calloway
Jan. 10
HEATH
Jan. 13
TILGHMAN
Jan. 15-22
All "A"
Jan. 24
at Hickman
Jan. 31
at Mayfield
Feb. 1 FULTON CITY
Feb. 4
CALLOWAY
Feb. 8
CFS
Feb. 11
MARSHALL
Feb. 14
LONE OAK
Feb. 18 at Fulton Co.
Feb. 25 CRITTENDEN

A

II

Home games ALL CAPS
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